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PREFACE
There is a twn-fold uliject in including tins work on (he

•

somewhat intricate subject of our British syblem oi tailwaj’

lates and chaiges in Messrs. Pi( inau's ne\e " Tiansport

Librarj' " textbooks. In the first instance, it .seemed to me,
4

when the publishers asked me to write, that any new senc.s

of transport textbooks would hardl}'- be complete at thn

present time without one whicli sliould set out for general

information what are or have been the main facts in regard

to the methods, machinery, and practice adopted in the

maTcing of rates, in view of the changes that are about

to come fohowing the provisions of the Railways Act,

1921.

Secondly, as we are on the eve of great changes in the

system of fixing rates and charges, and so much public

attention is being directed to the whole question by the

proceedings before the Railway Rates Tribunal, which is

trying to evolve new methods and conditions, it is impor-

tant that the attention of all railway students and inteUi-

gent critics should be directed afresh to various underlying

principles and problems which have come in for much

discirssion in the past, and which are inextricably bound up

with the whole question of a rates policy and the future of

the railways.

The descriptive chapters in the volume consist mainly

of a reproduction of some lectures delivered by me at the

London School of Economics in the Michaelmas term of

1925, but the suggestions as to problems and practices

which may very suitably—^some of which I think must

—

V
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come up constantly before the travelling public for re-

consideiation, have been added with a view to stimulate

discussion upon a large subject, wliich is undoubtedly a very

vital one in i^s bearing upon the country's prosperity

—

the necessity of an enlightened and vigorous national

railway policy which must necessarily turn not a little

upon the judicious fixing of railway charges.

Harpenden,
July, i9j6.

PHILIP BURTT.
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RAILWAY RATES
PRINCIPLES AND PROBLEMS

CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTORY

OUR BRITISH RAILWAY RATES SYSTEM

The principles which underlie our British system of raihvay

rates will be best understood by a Short surve,}' of tlie

history of railway rates, for the methods which have been

adopted—they are sometimes erroneously called principles

—have come into existence simply with the necessities of

the case, year by year. Like Topsy, the}? have just

growed." (In the first instance, they came into being with

the idea that charges for conveyance must vary with the

distance that goods are conveyed, i.e. that they should be

based on distance like the charge for a cab or a taxi—so

much per mile,') So we have attached to every initiating

Act of Parliament in the second quarter of last century

(the birth year of railways being 1825) a schedule of charges,

giving to each particular railway power or sanction to

charge id., 2d., 3d., or whatever figure may be named, pet-

ton per mile for each different commodity mentioned. The

Stockton and Darhngton Railway, for instance (which was

opened on the 27th September, 1825), the centenary of

whose existence was celebrated only last year, was author-

ized to charge

—

For Limestone, Materials for the repair of turnpike roads or high-

ways, and all sorts of Manure except Lime

—

Not exceeding 4d. per ton per mile.

For all Coal, Coke, Culm, Cinders, Stone, Marl, Sand, Lime, Clay,

Ironstone and other Minerals, Bricks, Tiles, Slates and all

gross and unmanufactured articles and building materials

—

Not exceeding 4d per ton per mile.

I—(6013)
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Foi all Lead lU pigs or sheets. Bar Iron, Wagon Tire, Timber .Staves

and Deals and all other goods and commodities—
Not exceeding Gd per ton per mile

For all Coal lor Shipment at the port of Btocktou—
Not exceeding id per ton per mile,

It is interesting to note that the parliamontavj' .schedules,

limiting the hailway charges in the early days of railways,

embodied the principle of equal mileage—the .same or equal

charge for eveiy mile, whatever the distance. The pennj'-

a-mile fare for tliird-class pa.ssenger travel, which since the

war days has been increased to i^d. a mile, is another

illustration of the equal mileage principle.

It is important to state here, at the outset, that great

care is necessary in the use of the term " principles,” as

distinguished from practice or method, when dealing with

our rates system in England. " Equal mileage ” denotes

a principle, clearly understood ; so docs impartiality of

treatment
;

so does publicity. Exceptional rates, " what

the traffic will bear," competition, represent present

methods or practices ; they are not principles, though often

referred to as such. Usually, these phrases, which repre-

sent lines of present practice, are mainly used to express

departure from the principles which have been in the first

instance laid down for the guidance of railway administra-

tors in the fixation of rates and charges.

RAILWAY ACTS, 1888-1892

When, however, the great revision of parliamentary maxi-
mum charges took place in 1891 and 1892 (following the

Railway and Canal Traffic Act of 1888) a new kind of

scale—known now as a " tapering " scale—was adopted
for all the principal classes ^gooHsT'T^prJnciplc of this

Scale is that whilst for a particular commodity the charge
is a regular one aU over the country for a given distance,

yet the rate per mile decreases as the distance lengthens.
This scale is referred to in more detail at page 34. It is

a scale baaed uniformly upon mileage, though not equal
mileage. The equal mileage scale was retained for a few
exceptional articles and localities only.
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BRITISH RATES MAINLY EXCEPTIONAL

It should now at once be explained that the system of

chai'ging consistently in accoi'dance with or m proportion

to the distance goods arc carried, or regulated scale,

has long ago been superseded for the bulk of traffic carried

by the railway companies of Great Britain Under ,the

exaggerated system of competition between lailways

and other forms of transport, which has existed also

between the railway systems themselves, it has been

impossible, for more than three-quarters of a century noiv,

to maintain the principle of regulating conveyance charges

under any system of mileage, either equal mileage or taper-

ing scales, or any other method, such as that of basing

rates in accordance with the cost of conveyance
; and over

a long course of years the fixation of the quantum of any

rate has come more and more under the discretion of the*

goods manager of each railway company concerned.

Many textbooks or treatises upon railway rates speak

of the method now so generally adopted in the compilation

of British rates as being based upon the principle of ‘^what

the traffic will bear ”
; no two writers, however, seem to be

agreed as to the meaning of the phrase, which must vary

within I'ery wide limits, according to whether the subject

is being looked at from the point of view of the trader, or

the railway company, or according to the viewpoint of rival

carriers.

The phrase is a very plausible one, but the writer has

never been bold enough to claim for it tlie dignity of a

principle ;
at best it can be used to describe euphemistic-

ally a method which has mainly departed from anything

which can be called principle.

A cursory glance at any station rate book (i.e. the official

book kept at every station which records for traders the

rates and charges made upon traffic forwarded from that

station) will show that all rates are classified either as class

rates or as " exceptional ” rates. It has been variously

estimated that of rates upon the rate books in regular use
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8o to go percent are for traffic tit e.\crphonal inics fn

a very real sense the exception has boenme the rule in

British railway goods rates.

Under a competitive system a goods manager lias been

in the past largely brought up to regard his main function

as that of securing traffic for his company. " Get traffic—

by ’fair means, certainly, if that be pos.sibJe
,

but at all

hazards secure the traffic
”

.THE PRACTICE NORMALLY ADOPTED

The practice actually followed may be illustrated thus

:

A trader builds a new factory or works, let us say, for the

manufacture of jam. When he has decided upon his new

enterprise he consults the railway company, telling them

what he proposes, where he expects to find his markets for

^'am, from what places he expects to draw his raw materials,

including, in the first instance, the bricks, timber and other

building materials for the factory
;
and he then arranges

with the company's goods manager the lowest charge.s he

can induce that officer to grant. The latter then refers to

the various sending places already existing for the same

materials, and the various ports or consuming points to

which the finished products are expected to bo sent, and

will give to the trader the best figures that he can—or

rather such as he considers fair figures in relation to exist-

ing traffic that is alreadj' moving. The trader will also

endeavour- to get special terms in consideration of large

quantities which he proposes to send as one consignment,

and lie may induce the railway company to give special

terms for large or regular contracts over a period. Having
made satisfactory arrangements, he goes on ivith his enter-

prise. The only weapon that he has to employ when
negotiating is that unless he can induce the railway com-
pany to qpote him figures that he considers reasonable,
after ha-ving calculated all hrs costs, he will be unable to
go on with the enterprise, and may have to consider estab-
lishing his works on some rival company’s territory, In
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othei woldb, Lhe basis which must be adopted is that of

" what the traffic will bear.”

As soon as the goods manager or his rates office assistant

has fixed up an exceptional rate for any commodity between

specific stations, the stations concerned are advised and the

rate is entered upon the rate books of the stations concerned.

It will be easily understood that under this method of pro-

cedure rates for all kinds of commodities are recorded in the

books fixed on a great variety of reasons—competition

with other carriers, both by land and water, comparisons

with other rates for the same commodity for similar dis-

tances, comparisons ivith analogous commodities, the likeli-

hood of a. given figure promoting enterprise and many other

considerations.

Perhaps the most potent factor taken into consideration

is that of a comparison of charges on the same traffic over

distances which may affect the trade in competition, and

thus it will be understood how one reduced rate given under

exceptional conditions so constantly becomes a precedent

for other rates in other directions for the same or similar

traffic being proportionately reduced, often in connection

with new trades which spring up, the likehhood of whose

existence never entered the mind of either railway company

or trader when the original " precedent ” was agreed upon.

Thus have the rate book entries become, to a very large

extent, a record of exceptional rates, apparently without

principle or method.

What justification does, in fact, exist for the present prac-

tice it will be for the reader to determine after he has perused

carefully the pros and cons as they are presented in the

pages which follow

FUNDAMENTAL PRINCIPLES IN RATE-FIXING

Are there then no principles, we may ask, before we con-

clude this introductory chapter, upon which our system

of rates charged has been bmlt up ? Yes, indeed, there are,

and though it may bo that for the time being they are the
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more honoured in the bieach than in the observance,

as principles they are clear enough and wall continue to

assert themselves as considerations \idiich nnibt he regarded

and observed.

A fundamental principle which runs through all quota-

tion of rates and which is embodied m more than one Act

of ^Parliament is that winch proliibits tlic gu'ing of any

undue preference to any individual trader or traders, tiu

other words, every trader must have equal treatment and

equal opportunit;^

It was to secure this equal treatment and the prevention

of undue preference that the Railway and Canal Com-

mission was first established in 1873, and thi.s function ha,s

always been one of its primary duties.

A second principle is that of publicity. All railway

' lates arrangements must be accessible to the trading public ;

there may be no secret arrangements of rebate or discount

or special terms to individuals. (This follows almost as a

corollary' to thefii'st principle, for equal treatment all round

can only be secured by arrangements being known and pub-

lished.^ So, as will be explained in due course, all rates and

charges, whether scale or class rates on the one hand or

exceptional rates on the otlier, must be. published at the

stations where they become operative, in a book provided

for the purpose. This is a statutoiy provision first laid

down in the Railway and Canal Traffic Act of 1873.

^
plates,' moreover, must be reasonable, and facilities for

traffic must be adequate| These two principles have lieen

embodied in railway legislation from the (-arly days of

r^iilway existence.

The Railway and Canal Traffic Act of 1854 forbade dis-

crimination^ or the giving of any preference to any indivi-

dual trader or description of traffic
; and it also required

the companies to give all reasonable facilities for traffic.

The appointment of the Railway Commission in 1873

"discruiunatioti is regularly used for

V? preference in favour of or
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was made by Parliament with the definite object of seeing

that these legislative principles or requirements were given

effect to. The constitution and work of this Commission

are referred to in Chapter X

SUMMARY
We may, perhaps, best summarize the principles wbAch

have been woven by successive Acts of Parhament into our

constitutional system, and which underlie all our rate-

making an-angements, thus

—

The railways of the country must provide adequate

travelling and transport facihties for the commonwealth

All charges made upon traffic must be reasonable, and

be impartially and fairly apphed between trader and trader.

There must be no undue preference.

There must be full publicity of facilities and of charges.

A complete schedule of rates in operation from each station

must be published and be accessible to inquiring traders,

and there must be no secret rebates or reductions.*!^

The Railway and Canal Traffic Act of 1888, followed by

specific Acts prescribing maximum charges for each rail-

way company in 1891 and 1892, co-ordinated and codified

the rates and charges arrangements and, until the war

period and the new Railways Act of 1921, these enact-

ments have been the trader’s charter of protection

against undue charge or unfair treatment by the railway

companies. The 1888 Act re-enacts the principles above

set out and the 1891-2 Acts specify in respect of every

commodity and class of goods what is the maximum charge

which may be made. These Acts do not deal with passenger

traffic. The provisions of the 1921 Railways Act refer,

however, both to passenger and merchandise traffic
;
and

the Rates Tribunal, established by the Act, and whose

functions are hereafter described, are instructed to have

regard to the means best calculated to ensure the maximum
extension and development in the public interest of both

merchandise and passenger traffic.



CHAPTER II

A STATION RATE BOOK

What is a Station Rate Book ? If in this duijjtor wc can

satisfactorily an&woi this question we sliall have got a good

grip of the machinery of the system of British railway

rates and charges, and it is important that before we pro-

ceed to discuss in detail the principles or bases on which

our rate system has been founded, we should have a clear

visuahzation of what that system is. The system centres

round the station rate book ; and it is onr first duty, there-

fore, to understand what a rate book is and how it has

come into being, as it exists at every railway station in the

country to-day.

Every railway company is required by statutory enact-

ment to keep a book or document open to public inspection,

in which are recorded all the rates or fares applicable to

traffic to and from the station, along with the classification

applicable to such traffic. This requirement was originally

laid down in the Regulation of Railways Act, 1873 (Sect. 14),

and repeated in Sect. 33, subsec. 4, of the Railway and

Canal Traffic Act of 1888. The present rate books were

brought into use on ist January, ^3, new books being

required after the revised rates were adopted, following the

Magna Cbarta legislation in regard to railway rates of 1891-2

,

A sample double page of a standard rate book is set out on

page 10.

EXCEPTIONAL RATES

Before describing in detail the functions of the rate book,
however, certain preliminary facts and considerations which
affect the whole system must at the outset be recorded.
The first important fact is that the great proportion of
railway goods traffic in the British Isles is charged not upon
scale or tarifi, which would seem a natural arrangement, but
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under a system or method of exceptional rates, fixed in

every case upon a consideration of all the circumstances

and conditions under .which the particular traffic is, or is

to be, earned. In the iqao-i proceedings before the

Rates Advisory Committee it was assumed that 8o or more

per cent of the railway traffic was carried St these excep-

tional latcs.

At a later stage vve shall consider the principles and bases

underlying our picsent methods and arrangements
;

and

here wc would only set out concisely the mam principles

behind the provisions laid down in the statutory enactments.

These main principles may be summarized in the words

reasonableness, impartiahty and publicity.

Reasonableness. All rates and charges are assumed to

be reasonable, and it is expressly provided by public

enactment that a railway company must provide reason-

able facilities and services Its rates and charges therefore

must be reasonable.

Impartiality. In arranging rates and charges upon

traffic there must be strict impartiality. No undue prefei-

ence must be given in favour of any particular trader

or group of traders, or in favour of one place against another

place.

Publicity. All arrangements as to rates and charges must

be open and above board. There must be no secret rebates.

A book or document must be kept at every station or place

at which traffic is received or dispatched, in which is recorded

for public inspection all the rates and charges applicable to

or from that particular station or place. This is the book

which, under the name Station Rate Book, we are to discuss

in further detail in this chapter.

BASIS OF RATES

So much for principles. Now as to the bases upon which

our rates are fixed. The}' may be stated under two

heads. The circumstances of traffic conveyance in Great

Britain are highly competitive and, under the influenre of



Between
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compctitioji, the rates cJidige(.l to traders and recorded

in the station rate books are either charged

—

Upon a taritf or tjcale so framed as to vary in direct

relation to the distance, or

(b) B}' departure from the i-eguIarJy recognized scales based

/pn mileage, at the discretion of the goods manager or other

officer of the company after a consideration of all the cir-

cumstances affecting each case. [This metliod of dealing

singly with .specific cases is prodanned or recognized in

America as " discrimination,” and prohibited under Inter-

State Commerce Law.]

In both America and Great Britain it should be noted,

that in tltis matter of rate making much more elasticity is

allowed to the railway company and its agents than on the

Continent. The German system is a system of tariffs, and

if the circumstances of any specific commodity call for

exceptional treatment, an exceptional tariff is arranged

accordingly for the commodity. This, however, it must be

noted, is a tariff for the commodity as a ivhole, and applic-

able generally, instead of a specific exceptional rate for

an isolated case available between a particular pair of

stations.

A RATE BOOK DESCRIBED

Now let us look at the rate book. On the left-hand side

are the class or scale rates ; on the right-hand page the

exceptional rates, or at least the columns wlicie, if neces-

sary, such are recorded. These are the two main divisions

which have already been indicated. On the left-hand page

are recorded in order of the columns : (i) List of stations

placed usually in geographical order, line (main or branch)

by line
; (2) The distance from the station where the

rate book is located to each station named in the first

(.olumn
; (3) Tlic eight classes, subdivided A. B, C, i, 2, 3,

4, 5 : tliese arc subdivided, as regards classes A, B, and

C, for minimum loads, as shown. The ai'rangement of the

columns is as set out on the opposite page.
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On the other side—the nght-hand page—are a series ot

blank columns, in which are recorded such exceptional

rates as exist to any of the stations named on the opposite

page, with the conditions applicable thereto. They might

be filled up as indicated below

—

Exceptional Rates

Iron Segments
London
10/- S S.

O.R
40 wagons
S tons each
110,000 tons
per annum

Butlei to

Bradford

9/3 2 tons
C.D
O R.

In the case of butter to Bradford, recorded as above, an

exceptional rate of 9s. 3d. per ton is quoted to apply to

traffic going in not less than 2 tons at a time. The letters

C D., O.R., mean respectively that the railway company

undertake the services of collection and delivery, and that

the condition of owner’s risk is attached in respect of the

low rate quoted
;
that is, that the owner or consignor under-

takes the risk in case of damage or loss in course of transit

(unless such damage or loss is the result of wilful negligence

on the part of the railway agents).

COLLECTION AND DELIVERY

The practice witli British railways being to perform

cartage in collecting and delivering goods to be forwarded,

or having been forwarded, by railway in connection with a

large proportion of traffic, it is essential in quoting excep-

tional rates to have a clear understanding whether or no
such services are included when the rate is compiled and
quoted. If they are not, then the rate is said to be
“ S. lo S.," i.e. it only operates from station to station; if

the railway is to undertake cartage as well as railway con-
veyance, then the rate is a C. and D. rate. All railway rates
fall info the one category or the other, though sometimes
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the cartage is jierformcd at one end onlj'
;
then the late is

" collected ” (C.) nr “ deliveicd ’ (D
)
only.

As regards the scale rates, it is regular^ understood that

the rates for trathc in classes A, B and C are, as a rule,

S. to S. rates, and those in classes i, 2, 3, 4, 5 arc C, and D.

and the railwa}? companies will collect and deliver at aU

stations at wliich they possess the necessary carting

equipment. ^

OWNER’S RISK AND COMPANY’S RISK

The other important condition which needs to be quoted

with each exceptional rate is that of 0 R or C.R. As the

exceptional rate is quoted as a low rate and, therefore, a
" concession ’’ to a trader, the practice has grown up of

fixing upon the trader the risk of loss or damage in connec-

tion with or during transit
;

so that whilst the normal or

class rate is a company’s risk (C.R.) rate, a very large pro-

portion of the exceptional rates are O.R. rates. In all such

cases it is essential that the condition be clearly recorded.

QUANTITY CONDITION

One other condition is of importance, viz., the quantity

condition. The principal condition under which excep-

tional rates are given is that there is a regular and constant

quantity of traffic to flow, and a stipulation is usually made
that there must be at least 4 tons (in certain cases 2 tons,

and sometimes 5, 10, or even 20 tons) An}' quantity

condition of this kind needs to be recoided. Occasionally,

a very much reduced rate will be given for a train load

consignment, as set out in the case of iron segments,

Stockton to London, shown in the table above. But

these train load conditions are entirelj’ exceptional in

England.

These main conditions of carriage, applicable to traffic

conveyance in England, are dealt unth at greater length in

subsequent chapters.

‘ On a portion of the Southern Railway Company's .system there

is an important exception to this general rule (see page 138).
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THE EIGHT CLASSES

It will have been noticed that the class lates arc set out

under eight classes. This is the classification agreed upon

in i8gi and made iimfoim by parliamentary enactment,

and obligatory upon all railwaj? companies under the varioii.s

railway companies’ specific Acts of 1891 and 1892. All

commodities that are conveyed 01 may be conveyed by

railway in Great Britain aie, with the exception of danger-

ous ai tides and unwieldy articles or articles of other excep-

tional nature, classified under the eight classes and, apart

from an exceptional rate having been specially arranged on

any tiaffic, it falls to be chaiged under the class i gte, accord

ing to its classification.

In Great Biitain the lowest charges are the A, B, C,

then I, 2 up to 5, the highest class goods. In America it

is the converse, class i being the class chai’ged at highest

rate. The question of classification is explained in detail

in the next chapter.

DISTRIBUTION OF RATE BOOKS

Every station has its rate book, and a dupheate copy of

every station rate book is kept in the rates office—^generallj'

a department or section of the goods manager’s office—of

each railway company. The book itself is a volume of

no small size, resembling a beadl}/ bound ledger, and

as, in a large company like the (foi'mer) Midland Railway

or the London and North Western, there will be six or

seven hundred stations, some idea may be formed of the

extent of the library shelves necessary to contain and
accommodate with ready accessibility so extensive a

library. But there are more of these volumes than the

foregoing description indicates, for at every station there

are two main books, and often several minor volumes.
Everjf station has one book for the stations on its own
company's system, known as the “ local rate book,” and
a second book for all rates noted or in existence to stations
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on other, or " foreign ” (as they arc called), lines : this is

(he foreign latc book.

More than this, there are at each station rate books foi

passenger train traffic, and some companies have also a

Jive stock rate book and a mineral rate book. . The practice

also exists at many stations of having a special rate bojk

for rates to and from stations in Ireland. Every station

rate book has its duplicate in the rates office repository at

the railway headquarters.

have stated that the piescnt rate book system dates

from 1893. There was, however, a proviso^ in the pailia-

mentary enactments at the time when these charges came

into being", to the effect that all the rate books in existence

in December, 1892, were to be retained at the head offices

of each company for inspection by traders when and if

required. This proviso further increa.ses the dimensions

of the rates office libraries.

RECORDING OF NEW RATES

We have said that the books must have easily acce.ssibic

accommodation ; this is because they are constantly in

use. New and revised rates are being quoted in great

numbers day by day. Every new rate must have the sanc-

tion of the head or ccnti al office, and as it is quoted to the

station the necessary entry is made in the rate book.

The process is usuallj^ as follows. A trader who is open-

ing a new factory, or who has got an order for goods to a

distant station to which he has not been accustomed

hitherto to send, applies for a rate. It may be, for instance,

Dundee to Bedford, for confectionery
; the trader is told

at his station by the local agent that as confectionery (in

boxes or cases) is in class 2 the rate is 83s. 4d. per ton C.

and D. He says to the railway agent, “ I cannot send al

this rate, it is a prohibitory figure, but if you can agree to

63s. per ton I shall probably be able to send substantial

consignments every fortnight.” As the 83s. 4d. rate is

* Railway and Canal Traffic Act, 1894, Sec. i. Subsec 2
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applicable Iq any quantities oa'ct 3 cwt,, the lailway agent,

after consulting his head office, probably receives authority

to quote the 63s. figure, on the understanding that the

traffic goes in 4-ton lots at a time, and that the sender is

willing to talvc any risk tliat may arise from loss, damage or

delay. The quotation is then made to the tiader b}’lctter

in fonn as follows

—

I beg to quote you revibed rates for the conveyance by ordinary

goods train ol the traffic referred to in onr previous correspondence

as set out below, The rates are quoted subject to alteration from

time to time and to the Company's present and future notices and

conditions of carnage.

Here the rates and conditions are set out in dcjLail.

As soon as any tiaffic begins to pass, the local agent

advises his chief, and he will then leceivc an advice worded

somewhat as follows

—

To THE Goods Agent at Dundee.

Please enter in your rate book the following late and conditions

to take clTect on and from , 192 .

Asst Goods Manager

Distance

Between
Dundee &
the under-
mentioned
stations.

Class Rates 1

per Ton.
Exceptional Rates

j

per Ton.

A B C I 2 3 4 5

Confection-

ery (in boxes
or cases).

Miles

400 Bedford

1

j

i

<>
3 /-

C. & D
O.R.

4 ton
mm

All the figures given above are supposititious.

At the same time that the advice is sent from the goods
manager’s office to the local station (Dundee) the former
arranges for the Dundee rate book in his custody to be
altered to correspond exactly with the book at Dundee
station.
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The degice of autlionty in negotiation which is allowed

to the local station master varies not a little under the

diffcient companies’ methods. With the larger companies

the rule is a very rigid one that any inquiries in regard to

new rates or revision of rates must at once bi; referred to

headquarters; but whciever it is possible to devolve

authority upon local or district officers in this matter, it is

very desirable that this should be done—and moie especi-

allj^ now that the comjiany sjcslcms have latelj' increased

in .size to such an extent. Caie need.s, of course, to be

taken that a pioper record ot all alteiations i.s regislercd

in the head rates office

GENERAL CONDITIONS

The station rate books usually contain by way of prefnee

or preliminary explanation a list of conditions and regula-

tions applicable to a variety of diffcient kinds of traffic

There ai'C many commodities which can only, he dealt irith

outside of the regular classes wc have referred to, c.g.

timber, boilers of large dimensions, gunpowder and dangei -

ous goods, wild animals, carriages, etc.

Some companies have adopted one or moie special scales

of charges for traffic on Iheii own line—agricultural traffic,

manures, ha}", straw, grain, turnips, carrots, etc., and in

this case the local scale wiU be inserted at the beginning of

the local rate book at every station on the system, so that

it is accessible for ready reference by any trader who
desires to consult it. There is no need to enter latcs made

up on these scales in the body of the rate book.

IMPENDING CHANGES : THE 1921 ACT

It would seem desirable befoie concluding this chapter

descriptive of a rate book to add a few comments in vieiv

of and d propos impending changes, for the rerdsion of the

whole system of railway charges now under consideration,

as required by the 1921 Act, is of a fundamental chaiacter,

Already Parliament has, on the advice of the Rates

2—(6013)
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Advisui}' Committee, enacted certain chtuiycb winch will

profoundly affect the rates charged by the railway com-

panies all over the coiintiy, and not only the lates, but th('

rate book conditions themselves. Amongst these changes

the principal are

—

All standard rates are in the futuie to be quoted on the

Ifasis of station to station, and any charges for cai Lagc are

to be made sepaiately.

Wliere cartage charges are made, they must be separately

assessed and separately noted in the public rate books or

announcements.

The classes in the. classification (not including coal and

coke) are to be extended from 8 to 21, and coal and coke

are to be dealt with as a separate class

All normal rates are, with slight exception, to be quoted

on a company’s risk ba.sis ; and where O.R rates are

quoted as well as C.R. the difference is to be on the basis

of the value of the risk from whicli the company is relieved.

The standard rates and charges to be made b}- every

laihvay company shall show separately [a) the amount
chaiged for coiweyance, and {b) the amounts included in

the rate for terminal accommodation and for the terminal

.services of Joading, covering, uncovering and unloading.

The putting into effect of these decisions must mean a

complete revision of our present rate books and it would,

on the face of it, appear to require a scrapping of the present

book.s and the creation of an entirely new set.



CHAPTER 111

CI.ASSIFICATION OF COMMODITIES

i'liE first stop towards tlio imposition of rates tor tiie con'

vo3'ance of traffic is the compilation of a careful classilica-

tion of the articles and commodities likeljr to be convoj-ed

by rail. The name of those is legion. Enter any town

goods station and suivej- the loading platform oi bench to

or fiom wliich goods arc unloaded from or loaded into

goods wagons, and ivhat a heterogeneous medley meet.s

the 0}’e'—apples and aeroplanes, butter and beehives, eggs

and elephants, oranges and ostrich feathers, pianos and

peiambulators, live rats and dead meat, coal, coco-nuts,

cotton and cigars
;

indeed, practically every article one

can think of has to be provided for, for aJl alike travel by

rail at some time or otlier. An}- of these things and

thousands more may be looked for and found in the Gencial

Railway Classification of Goods—popularly known amongst

railwaymen as the G.R.C.—issued bj' the Railway Cleaimg

House. This book now contains some 3,200 ai tides, placed

in the eight classes referied to in the pievious chapter

—

A, B, C, I, 2, 3, 4, 5.

From the inception of the lailway sj/stem in England

there has always been a classification of goods ;
in the

earlier railway daj^s trouble arose from there being so numj'

different and varying classifications applicable to different

railway's.

EARLY CLASSIFICATIONS

The Stockton and Darlington original Act of 1821 lias

already been referred to in Chapter I. In this Act, as

explained, we have three classes of goods (sec page 1), or

in the original Liverpool and Mancliestcr Act of 1826,

on the other hand, arc five classes or categories quite
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diffeiently auanged from the Stockton and Darlington,

namely

—

1. Lime, limestone, dung, compost, manure, materials

for road repair, stone, sand, clay, building pitching and

paving stonas, tiles and slates, timber staves and deals.

2. Sugar, corn, grain, flour, dyewoods, lead, iron and

other metals.

3. Cotton and other wool, hides, drugs, groceries and

manufactured goods.

4. Wines, spirits, vitiiol, glass and other hazaidous goods,

5. Coals, coke, culm, charcoal and cinders

The Great AVestern Railwa}’ Act of 1835 had four classes

of goods in which most of the articles above set out were

recorded, but under a quite different airangement as

between classes, and some additional commodities were

named.

These illustrations from the eaiiy Acts of Parliament

serve to show how differences of classification came to be

established in different parts of the country
;
and the list

of commodities named in the railway classification kept

growing as new railway Acts were passed, or as fresh com-

modities were specified in the interpretation of the more

general phraseology of the earlier Acts.

UNIFORMITY OF CLASSIFICATION, 1892

A great step forward was accomplished in the proceed-

ings before the Board of Trade Committee, following the

Railway and Canal Traffic Act of 1888, when a uniform

classification obligatory on all railway companies alike was

determined upon, Such achievement, however, was not

effected without prolonged and laborious efforts on the part

of parliamentarians at the instigation of a long-suffering

traders’ public. As the railway systems gi-ew from being

a few isolated and detached lines in different parts of Great
Britain to the proportions they had acquired by the middle
of last century, when they became a more or less continuous
network oi systems reaching to every part of the country.
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and Uio practice of gi anting through rates ovei two, three

or nioi e systems came into existence, the difficulties and

anomalies arising from clitfering classifications of goods may
easily be imagined In 1S72 a select committee of the House

of Commons, whose leport formed the basis toi^ the Regula-

tion of Railways Art of 1873 (tin' Act which cicated the

body of Railway Commissioners), I'ecommended that *a

uniform classification was both desirable and piacticahle.

The proposal seems to us now an eminently enlightened and

simple one
;
but the parliament of that elay thought otliei-

wise and refused to give cftecl to it. This disposed of the

question for a few yeais, but lailwaj^ inaftcis weie coming

more and Jnore to the fiont in the political aiona, and when

a parliamentary committee was appointed in 1881 to inquire

carefully into the working of the 1873 Act, the ques-

tion of a uniloini classification was naturally again to

the fore, so that the great Act of 1888 definitely required

that uniformity be adopted. The proceedings immedi-

ately following tins Act as aftccliiig lates and charges and

classification wiU bo referred to later, when wc deal with

the question of maximum rates, and here we need only

record that the uniform classification was agieed upon

the various railway systems in the committee proceedings

of i88g and 1890, and was embodied in the series of special

Acts of 1891 and 1892, winch became the latcs chaiters ol

the British I'ailway companies The railway companies

having termini in London weie dealt with b}' Parliament

in 1891, and the northern companies—^North Eastern

Railway, Lancashne and Yorkshire Railway, and Scottisli

Railway Companies were completed in 1892 ;
one yeai

having been found to be insufficient to deal with all the

various companies concerned.

In 1830, when the Liverpool and Manchestei Company

came into being, there were not more than 100 articles

classified in the railway schedules; in 1S74, in the earlj'

days of the Railwa}^ Clearing House, it was estimated that

the hst had extended to 300 articles ;
in 1892, when the
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uniform dassifrcatioii came into eflect, 2,200 articles arc

said to have been included ; and to-day it is probable that

there arc at least r.ooo more, if anybodj- W'ould take the

trouble to count.

Many additional articles are year by 3'eai included In

the list, as, for in.stancc, duu'ng recent years such ai tides

us speedometers, silica waic, wheels foi moloi vehicles,

cadmium metal, aeroplanes, etc., have been added.

SPECIMEN PAGE FROM THE G.R.C.

We may now give, selected almost at landom, a sample

page of the G.R C. A perusal of this page will rc\'cal tlu'

geiU'ial method of use of the G.R.C and some of its

complexities.

The main object of this document, the G.R.C., is to give

to senders of goods or to the trading public at large the class

in which any specific article is included, so that the inquirer

may know the rate at which any particular article or com-

modity should be charged. If he is, for instance, inter-

ested in metal helmets he turns to the article in the alpha-

betically arranged Ust under “ helmets ” and discovers that

they aie in Class 3, packed in cases or bo.xes. The latc

book at any station (as explained in the last chapter)

gives the rate on each class of goods in its appropriate

column.

EXAMPLES FROM EACH CLASS

All the commodities that are or may be conveyed by
railway in Great Britain are grouped in the eight classes

A, B, C, I, 2, 3, 4, 3, and below are set out tj'pical articles

in each of these groups

—

A. Coal and coke. 3, Confectionery in
B. Bricks and road stone. hampers.
C. Grain, hay and straw. 4. Salmon.
1. Paper : sugar in bags 3. Sealskins (when made

and cases. into articles ot
2, Bread. wearing apparel),
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SPECIMEN PAGE FROM CURRENT "CLASSIFICATION"

104 GENERAL RAILWAY CLASSIFICATION OF GOODS, 1022

Hawkers’ Packs aixl Trusses

Hawsers (II’iVj Rope), on reels,

with ',1'tndtnf^ machinery
aitaihed

Hay

—

Hydrauhv or 'Iciiin piess-

packed . . ,

Machine pressed {nut hydrau-
lic or staiin pressed), mtni-
niuiH 2I Ions per Iriich,

exclusive of labour

Not to apply to Hay that

has not been compiessed by
the actjml use of n com-
pressing machine

Machine pressed, /niniintiiii

40 cwts. per wagon .

Js o.h,p
,
minimum load 30

cwts, per wagon

Hay and Straw, chopped, itnlh-

out other tngredienis, m
bags—
Minimum 50 cwts per truck,

exclu.sive of labour

[Exceptional rntes for Hay
and Straw m Class C
apply)

Minimum charge as for 2 t

(oils per wagon . . ) ,

In less lots than 2 tons

.

Hay and Straw, chopped,
mixe,i with articles in the

Gram List [Provender], tn

bags—
Minimum So cwts. per truck,

I

exclusive of labour

In less lots than 50 cwts

Hay Folks, tn bundles

,1 m cases

Hay Meal—[see Meals)

Hav-pressing Machines— [see

Agricultural Engines, &c'.,

p. 220)

Hay Rakes, Hand, in cases

„ ,, e.o.h.p.

Haylite Nos. i and 2—(see

Special Classification, p, 327)

Hazel Pine—(see Tituber, pp.
232 to 235)

Heads, Mattock, iron or steel .

[Exceptional lates* for Hard-
ware apply)

Heads and Blocks, B>oo»i and
Biush, wooden, wiihont hair .

Heads and Blocks, Broom and
Brush, eohp. ,

Heads and Staves, prepared,
for casks .

He.ads, Figiues, and Idowers
wax...

Heads lor Orton, Sinus, and
Venus or Vulcan Patent
Safety Electric Fuses—(see

Special Classification, p, 336)

Heads for Torpedoes, Phosphor
Bronze and Pleei

Headstocks, iron or steel foc
Collieries ....

Healds and Reeds

—

Packed in cases .

Not packed or in bundles

Hearth Rugs

tHearths(5wi/(As’) iron or steel

Healths, Tiled (not ait tiled) .

Hearthstone, in the rough, tn

bags Ol casks

Heater Bottoms, iron or siccl

Heaters, Box Iron

Heaters, Expanding, Feed-
water—(as Boilers)

Heaters [Oil Fuel), cylindrical,

cast iron, for fitting tn Boilers .

tHeaters and Stoves, electric,

cast iron, or sheet steel

tHeaters .and Stoves, electric,

e 0 h.p.

Heel Balls, Shoemakers' .

Heels, Boot, Wooden Blocks
shaped for, packed

Heels and Soles, Boot and k>hoe

Leather (as Undressed Leather)

Helmets, FfK, 111 cfls« ur iiaves

Helmets, Metal, tn cases ori

boxes . .

Helves or Tilt Hammer,,, iron

or steel ....
t If not properly protected bv packing to be only accepted at Owner's risk

11 Hardware List.
’

lid. He.ivy Drapery List.

?. Iron and Steel List y, c. Reduced r,ile at Omier’e risk
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In considering Jiow to build up a class! fiealioip it will be

seen at once that a gieat x'arict}' of ciicunistanccs ha\’e to

be taken into account: indeed, it pionoiincemciit by the

Inter-State Commerce Commission of Ameiica (fur America

has a similarly coiisti acted classifiralmn to uiii own) slates:

" In making this classification all the considerations that

(Tan propcity beai upon it are supposed to be taken into

account, and they are severally giwn such weight as the

carrier believes it is proper to allow tliem
;

thej'- are based

on an almost infinite variety of circumstances

A PARALLEL FROM U.S.A.

With such a problem before liim we may, indeed, have

much sympathy with the goods manager of a railway com-

pany who has this " infinite variety of circumstances ” to

take into account.

The problem in America is very similar to that of ours

at home, and so well and interestingly is it set out b^'

Professor Ripley in his book, Railroads. Rates and

Regulations, at the opening of the chaptei on " Classi-

fication,” that we copy, with his leave, the extract in

full—

Imagine the Encyclopaedia Britannica, a Cliioago raail-ordei

eatalogue, and a United Slates protective tariff law blended in a
single volume, and you liave a Ireight classification as it exists in the
United States at the present time 1 A tew selections from the first

and last items of such a document arc reproduced on the preceding
pages. They give some idea of the amazing scope of trade Sucli
a classification is, first of alt, a list of every possible commodity
which may move by rail, from academy or artist's boaid and
accoutrements to xylophones and xylonite. In this list one finds
algaiovilU, bagasse, " pie crust, prepared "

;
artificial hams, cattle

tails, and wombat skins; wings, crutches, cradles, baby jumpers,
and all

;
together with shoo flies and grave vaults Everything

above, on, or under the earth will be found listed in such a volume
To grade justly all these commodities is obviously a task of the
utmost nicety. A few of the delicate questions which have puzzled
the Interstate Commerce Commission may give some idea of the
conlplexity of the problem. Shall cow peas pay freight as " vege-
tables, N.O.S., dried or evaporated," or as “ fertilizer"—being an
active agent in soil regetieration ? Are " iron-handled bristle shoe-
blacking daubers

_

machinery or toilet appliances ? Arc patent
medicines distinguishable, for purposes of transportation, from
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other alcoholic beverages used as tomes ? What is the Uiffoieiicc,

as regards rail carnage, between a pcicolatoi and an ever^'day

coliec pot ? Are Grandpa’s Wonder Soap and Pearlme—in the

light of the claims put faith by manufacturers, suitable eitlier for

laundry or toilet purposes—to he put in diffeient classes accoiding
to their uses or their market price ? When is a boiler not a boiler •'

If it be used for heating purposes rather than steam generation,

why is it not a stove ? \Vhat is the ditfercnce between raisins and
other dried fruits, unless perchance the carrier has not yet estab-

lished one industry wliile another is already firmly rooted and s'Sle

against competition >

FACTORS AFFECTING CLASSIFICATION

It will be surmised at once, wlien we see coal at one end

of the scale and sealskins at the other, that the value of

the article in question is a veiy large factor in the determina-

tion of its rank in the scale of classification, and probably

the next factor of importance is that of the cost of hand-

ling, Large and awkwardly-shaped articles will rank high

in class : tables, chairs and perambulatois, whose bulk is

out of proportion to weight, will also be placed in a high

class ; turnips, as easily-handled articles, will be placed

low, whilst hothouse fruit is placed in the highest

class—5.

The main factors that have in the past been taken into

account may be set out as follows

—

(«) Value of commodity.

(i) Cost of handling

(c) Damageability.

(d) Method of packing

(e) Size or bulk in relation to weight

A critical examination of these factors will, however,

show that apart from the question of value of commodity,

they practically resolve themselves into considerations of

cost of dealing with the article.

The consideration of packing is an important one, and

many articles are classified in two or three classes, ferrying

according to their packing,; olive oil, for instance, in casks

or iron drums is in Class i
; otheiwise it is Class 3 ;

mineral

waters in casks is Class i ; otherwise it is Class 2. Tlie

word “ otherwise ’’
is imported into the G.R C in a new
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guise as " e.o.h.p,’' (except olheiwise herein pioxuded) U
is so embodied in pailiamcntaiy eiuictments and, as a

technical railway phiase, has “ come to sta}'."

In the sample page (30) tlie clabsification ot hay may be

noticed . if it is press-packed it is charged at a distinctly

lower rate than if it is loaded into a wagon loose and not

P'Jcked. Hydraulic or steam piess-packed, it is in Class C
,

machine-piessed, with a minimum of 2 tons per svagnn, it

IS in Class i, otheiwisc it is charged at Class 2 rates. Hay,

therefore, is included in three classes, according lo its

conditions of packing, and so with many other kinds of

commodity

THE PROPOSED NEW CLASSIFICATION

A revision of the classification of commodities was the

first subject which was undertaken by the Rates Advisory

Committee in the revision of rates now pending. It was

commenced by the committee in 1920 and, when the 1921

Railways Act was passed, this “Advisory Committee" was

retained to complete the new classification, the substance

of which, it was decreed in the 1921 Act, was to be adopted

as the basis for future merchandise rates. In place of the

eight classes previously referred to, the classification pro-

vides foi twenty-one classes of general goods, coal being

treated separately, and referred for special adjudication to

the tribunal, so making twenty-two in all. The main

principle aimed at in the revision was simplification,

though whether this important principle is to be found in the

substitution of twenty-two classes for eight remains yet

to be proved. The underlying idea of the increased num-
ber of classes has been that many of the exceptional rates

will fall into one of these scale classes, and so coming witluii

the range of a regular tariff the rate as an exceptional one
disappears.

It is provided in the. 1921 Act, as regards classification,

that for the determination of the principle of classes in

which a commodity is to be placed, regard shall be had to
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the foJlowing factors, i e (i) value
, (2) bulk in compunsoa

to weight
, (3) risk of damage

; (4) cost of handling
,

(5) saving of cost when merchandise is foi warded in laige

quantities, in addition to all other relevant circumstances.

In an appendix (page 30) is given an cxtrac(,ed page fiom

the new cla.ssification, which sols out side bj’ side the old

and the new, sliowing the dcsciiption of change that Is

being given effect to. Reference to this page, will show

that apart from the question of the goods themselves the

cominodit}' varies in the new classification, as in the old,

according to the condition of packing, and also in relation

to the quantities in which it is cairied. Thus, taking hay

or straw 'again b}? way ot illustration, this commodity is

entered in four different classes, i.c. Class 10, if it is loadetl

2^ tons per wagon ; Class 12, if there are only 2 tons pci

wagon ;
Class 15, if there are 30 cwt. only in the wagon,

and Class 18 for le.ss quantities than 30 cwt. i:>cr wagon.

But the other conditions in regard to how the hay or straw

was to be packed, disappear. Vegetables again appear in

three classes, 10, 12, or 14, according to wheiher they are m
lots of 2 tons. I ton or less quantities. The classification of

fruit e.xtcnds over eight classes, the highest being for fruit

grown under glass. This is in Class 20. Apples and peais

are charged the least of all fiuit and the other desciip-

tions are classified as follows. Here also it will be .seen

that conditions of packing to some extent entei into the

question--

C/rt ) >

Apples and pears... . . ti

Bananas in 2-ton lots . . . '13
Fruit, dried ... . . . i.l

Fruit, crj’stallized in casks or cases . . .15
Soft fruit generally . . , . 10

Bananas in x-toii quantities ... .in
Crystallized and candied fruit in bottles or jais . 10

Other fruit, such as strawberries and peaches . 18

Crj’Stallized fruit not otherwise specified . . ly

Fruit grown under glass .... .20

The Rates Advisory Committee when they set forth on

their labours expressed a view that it would be well to
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have a general provision ibi a peici'ntagc i eduction to be

applied to the normal scales for large quantities, say

5 tons, 20 tons, 50 tons, etc., and also that tliis should not

be complicated with a consideration of 2 or 3 tons as being

a large quantity. But as the complex circumstances were

further considered, this view was abandoned, and ultimatelj^

tile quantity condition was largely interpreted in terms ol

classification It is doubtful, however, whether sufficient

considei ation has been given to this matter, especially when

it is borne in mind what advantage accrues in many other

countries by the adoption of legnlar reductions in rate foi

5, 10 or 20-ton quantities.

Class 21, the highest, is also the smallest of the lists in

the new classification. It contains only gold, gold leaf,

gold precipitate, gold articles, platinum and platinum

articles, silver, silver precipitate and silver articles and

statuar}'

The new classification which has been referred to was

practically completed at the end of 1920, but cannot be

applied in practice until the specific figures as to the rates

to be charged are settled, and its coming into effect depends

upon the decision astoan '' appointed day.” (Seepage loi.)

SPECIAL CLASSIFICATIONS

It should be added that there are a number of com-

modifies or articles which, being of an exceptional nature,

do not adapt themselves to the general classification.

Rolling stock, for instance, has a classification and scales

of charges standing by itself. So have the various kinds

of returned empties ; they fall into seven different classes

or categories, each with its own tariff. Timber is dealt with

sometimes by measurement instead of exact weight at a

tonnage figure, and it has its own classification and scale

These various commodities, which have special scales and
classifications, are recorded in the same book as the general

classification of goods, coming in at the end, and forming
an integral part of the whole.
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“ SMALLS ”

Theie is also set out a " smalls ” scale. All goods under

3 cwt. in weight are tieated differently from largci quanti-

ties, and charged at a percentage above the normal rate,

which, in goods train service, only applies to quantities of

3 cwt. or upward.s The exact figuies chargeable for these

small quantities are worked out on a table known as the

" Smalls Scale
”



APPENDIX TO CHAPTER TH

SAMPLK PAGE FROAl BOuK SHOW/AG PRESENT
and proposed classification

PRESENT CLASSIFICATION
Tr.iffit II.--

Hat Shapes (Buckram), nested

and packed m boxes, cases

and crates (asAight Drapery)
Hat Shapes (Wire), nested and

_ packed in boxes and eases

‘(as Light Drapery)
)Hat and Uinbiclla Holdcis

or Stands

—

Cast icon . . Jil

E.o.h.p. . • • S

Hat Cases, canvas, and matting
covered, nested (as Ti links,

Luggage, not liasket)

Hats

—

Felt (Soft), in cases or boxes 3

Felt (Soft), e.o.h p. . 1

Felt (not Soft), in cases 01

boxes . • . .4
Felt (not Soft), in Cardboaid
and Scalcboard boxes,

packed in crates . • 5

Rush and Willow Wood

—

In cases, boxes, bales,

trusses, hampers, or

bundles .
. 3

In crates . • -4
Straw .... 5

Haulage Gear for Collieries,

without Motors, not packed i

Hay

—

Hydraulic or steam press-

packed . . . • C
Machine pressed (not hy-
draulic 01 steam press-

packed), minimum zi tons
per truck, exclusive of labour C
Not to apply to Hay that
has not been compressed
by the actual use of a com-
pressing machine

Machine pressed, miiiimura
40 cwls. per wagon . . i

E.o.h.p., minimum load, 30
cwts. per wagon . . z

Hay and Straw, cnopped, witli-

but other ingredients,m bag^
Mliiimmn 50 cwts. per truck

exclusive of labour . C
(Exceptional rates for

Hay and Straw In Class C
apply)

Minimum charge as lor 2 I p
tons per wagon .

. ^
N™

In less lots than a tons ,

1°

Hay and Straw, chopped, mixed
with articles in the Grain
List (Provender), in bags—
Minimum 50 cwts, per truck

exclusive of labour . C

PROPOSED CLASSIFICATION
1 1 .lliu Cl.lK.:

i-iut Sliapcs, buckram 01 wire,
nested and p.ickcd m c.ases . iq

H.it and Uiiibiella Huldcrs 01

Stands

—

Cast II on ur steel 18

E.o.h.p. (as Fuiniture)
St'e Rags, Cases, and Holdalls

Hats

—

Felt (Soft), in cases . 18

Felt (Soft), e.o.h.p. , . .19
Felt (not Soft), in cases 10

I'clt (not Soft), ill c.irdbo.ird

boxes in crates. . 20

Rush or Wood

—

In bales, bundles, cases, 01

hampers . . . i 5

In crates , .19
Straw . . . ,20

See Machines and Machinery

Algerian Fibie
Chaff
China Grass
CodiEa
Ensilage
Esparto Grass
Fern for litter or packing
Flax Straw
Hay
Hay and Straw, chopped, iu

sacks
Hay and Straw, chopped,
mixed with articles m the
Grain List (Prorender), in

sacks
Megass
Mexican Fibre
Palmetto Leaf
Provender, Horse or Cattle
Reeds and Rushes

.

Straw
Wood Fibre
Wood Wool

Min. 2j tons per truck 10
Min, 2 tons per truck . 12
Min. 30 cwts. per truck . 15
Less than 30 cwts. per truck 18



CHAPTER IV

SCALES AND TARlFfS

We liave iu the preceding chapter dealt with classification

of goods as the first factor iipcessaiy towaicls the cstablisli-

ment of any rale book systern.

After classification has been detei mined the nexl im-

portant step in fixing rates is to compile scales or tariffs

applicable to the various classes

VARYING. DESCRIPTIONS OF SCALE

But we have explained that most of the opciatnc rates

are treated as " exceptional " and have been fixed by goods

managers, according to their view of what the tiaffic will

bear, Bearing in mind that one of the main tasks of the

rates tribunal is that of trying to reduce the number of

exceptional lates and ariange scales oi taiiifs which will

absorb as large a proportion as possible of these rates now

in operation, we must next consider the principles upon

which scales are or may be based. We shall find tliese to

be

—

1. The equal mileage scale.

2 . The tapering mileage scale.

3 The scale based on weight alone, regardless of dis-

tance.

4. The zone scale of charges.

In the early days of railway history it was clearly con-

templated that railwAj' rates and fares should be based

upon tarifi's arranged according to distance and weiglit, as

when the Stockton and Darlington original Act provided

that limestone should be charged at 40!. per ton per mile,

other traffics, e.g. lead, iron bars, etc., at 6d. per ton per

mile. So also in the Great Western Railway original Act

of Parliament, coal and coke was to be charged ^d. per ton

per mile (if conveyed in railway carriages |cl. per ton per

31
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mile cxtui) ;
wtouglit iion, id,

;
sugai <h com,

; fish,

3d, pel ton per mile, and so on. Most of tliese schedules

of scales of charges in the eaily Acts of Pailiament were

based on equal mileage rates, 1 0. the same charge for every

mile—lod. fpr 10 miles, 2od. fur 20 miles, and so on—as

in the instances named above

This arrangement of chaigmg in accoulance with a scale

has continued as a piaclical piinciple c\-er since
;
and on

the face of it such an arrangement based upon iveight and

distance seems to fit in with our elemental^' ideas of what

is reasonable, right, and just.

SCALES OR TARIFFS

Such a method of charge wc call a scale or a tarift
, and

it exists to-day as the piimc basis (though not practice) of

our railway system of charges In the latest statutory

charges, fixed by Parliament in 1891-2 (now coming to an

end), a system of scales is maintained throughout
;
these,

however (as in the case of all pailiamentary charges),

preset ibe the maximum figures beyond which the raihva3^s

are not allowed to charge ;
and the operative figures for

every class of traffic aie likewise fixed on a scale whose

figures ai e slightly within the maximum scale figures.

But the feature in the British railway tales practice, as

already mentioned in Chapter I and moie fully explained

later (Chapter V), is that the scales have not been adlrered

to, expecting as regards a small proportion of the traffic

convej-ed, and all important traffic in Great Britain moves

under exceptional rates

The revision of our system which is now being carried out

under supervision of the Rates Tribunal—a parliamentaiy

procediu'e following upon and directed by the 1921 RailwajLS

Act—has as one of its main aims the simplification of the

system and an endeavour on the part of the tribunal to get

a larger proportion of operative rates upon a scale or tariff

basis. Many of the exceptional rates now recorded on the
books will automatically disappear as soon as the tribunal
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lias completed its revision labours. They will be abolished

at the same time as the new rate system comes into opera-

tion, i.e. as from “ the appointed day.”

Tapering Mileage Scales. The new classification, we

have already pointed out, has twenty-one distinct scales

—

twent3?-two if coal be included as one—for the vlass traffic

instead of the eight (A, B, C, i, 2, 3, 4, 5) known so well to.

railway goods agents in the past, and these arc to be

continued under present proposals on the tapering basis

As a sample scale, wc may give one of these scales as

proposed by the railway companies by way of illustrating

the nature of the scale. Articles iu Class 10 (which includes

such articles as chimney pols and prepared firewood) will

be charged on a scale based as follows, viz. for the first

20 miles, 3jd, per ton per mile; for the next 30 miles,

2'3d. per mile
;

for the next 50 miles, I75d. per ton per

mile ;
for the remainder of the distance, I'lod. per ton

per raile.^ For sample distances the scale will gi\'o the

following figures

—

Foi 20 miles, 5/10 equal to

,1 4° ' 0/8 2-Ood.
1 1

, ,
flO

. ; 13/05 2 Ood. ,, 1 >

75 .. 15/2! 2 '

37J- .. ) i

,, go ,, 17/5 2-32d.
) 1

,, no .1 ig/oi 2-25d.
> t

,, 13° .. 21/7I 2 -ood.

,, 150 ,, 22/5I I Sod. ,,

,, 250 .. 31/74 I 52 Cl.

The figures in the third column above, indicating the

charge per ton per mile, show clearly how a scale of this

kind works out in a figure decreasing as the distance in-

creases. Hence the name of " tapering,” given to it during

the Rates Advisory Committee proceedings. During the

i8gi-2 proceedings this form of scale was usually known

as cumulative ”
;
but we shall probably in future call it

" tapering,” in contradistinction to an equal mileage scale,

where the rate per mile continues at an even and unchanged

figure.

1 These are only proposals, not agreed tigiires, and are quoted to

show the "tapering” scale.

3—(6013)
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In an appendix is set out the complete table of scales

applicable under the iSgi and iSpa Railway Charges Acts

to all the general goods commodities coming within the

general classification of the eight classes It again illustrates

the tapering scale under which rates have been limited

within a maximum since the beginning of 1893, and is now

•to be superseded ;
but it is an iutciesting historic document,

and the " tapering " principle in making uji lates will, it

is expected, be continued. The table is printed in extenso

at page 39, as it appears m the parliamentary enactments,

and it will be seen that it includes maximum figures for

terminals, as well as for conveyance.

Equal Mileage Scale. The best sample we have of the

equal mileage scale is that of our third class passenger

ordinary fares, which in pre-war times had settled down to

the regular figure of id. per passenger per mile. The same

description of scale—subject to all kinds of exceptional

or cheap fares being quoted, apart from the ordinary scale

—

has been adopted since the war, only at a 50 per cent higher

basis, and it is embodied as a proposal in the new railway

schedules submitted to the tribunal, thus

—

First Class : 2|d. per mile
;

Second Class : 2d. per mile
;

Third Class : i4d. per mile.

In pre-war days this equal mileage scale was in operation

for other things, as, for instance, for horses, which were

regularly charged at 3d. per horse per mile , carriages,

4^d. per mile ; corpses, is. per mile
;
carriages running on

their own wheels, is. or 2s. per vehicle per mile, etc.

There arc two other tyqies of scale on which charges are

fixed, namely, that which ignores distance altogether and

charges for weight or article irrespective of distance
;
and

the zone system of charging.

Scale Irrespective of Distance. This is the method we
know so well in the Post Office, which charges for the con-

veyance of letters or printed papers the same figure for any
distance not only within the coimtry but within the
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Empire, as well as to certain places outside, so that a letter

will be carried from your own house to New Zealand or

Bundarawcla (in Ceylon) at the same charge as another

letter destined for any one in the same town or in the

street in which 3'ou live. The chaigc varies only in propor-

tion to weight. So ivith parcels sent by parcels post

;

theic is one figure, irrespective of distance, between an}! two

places in Great Britain.

We have mentioned in another chapter (see page 58) the

e.xperiment started in America in I'egard to milk rates

when the lailways of U.S.A. charged a fixed rate per gallon

for milk carried any distance, an e.vperinicnt,-'of great

interest in' its bearing on the development of traffic, but

an experiment which was not permanent and became super-

seded b}' a zone system of charging.

The Zone Scale. The zone system of chaiging came into

prominence in connection with an experiment promoted

by the State railways of Hungary man}' j’ears ago for the

charging of passengers.

Both as regards passenger traffic and goods traffic the'

charges on the railways of Hungary in the pre-war period

were based on a zone system, whose stages were at 5, 10,

15 (continuing in multiples of 5) kilometres horn each

sending town.

But we have many iUiistrations in our railway system of

the zone method of charging. Perhaps the best known is

the ordinary parcels scale (reproduced on page 38) for

parcels convej'ed by passenger train. It is graded in

zones
:

(i) Up to 15 miles
; (2) Above 15 and up to 30

miles ; (3) Above 30 and up to 50 miles
; (4) Abov'e 50

and up to 100 miles
; (5) Above 100 and up to 150 ; (6)

Above 150 and up to 200
; (7) Above 200 and up to 300 ;

and (8) for distances over 300 miles the charge is the same,

irrespective of distance, so that from London to Wick

(750 miles) the charge is the same as from London to

Berwick. This arrangement has the practical effect of

" blanketing ” the whole of Scotland as one zone, for
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paicels Itom London, witli one cliaige iiiespectivc of

distance. It is an intcicsting jmialiel with wlial \vc have

referred to clse-W'here in the way ot a zone arrangement on

a much larger scale in the United Slates, famous foi so

many big expeiinicnts, viz., the blanketing or zoning of

all towns and stations in the Eastern States,—eimiylhing

east of St Louis, Chicago and the Mississippi in respect of

all traffic scat 1o the Pacific seabnaid. This airangcment

is given eflect to foi the delihciatc purpose of giving New

York, Boston, Cleveland and piodiicing centres in the

East of the States some fair chance of competing with

Chicago and towns m the Middle West in the markets of

the Far West.

EXCEPTIONAL RATES V. SCALES OR TARIFF
CHARGES

In the next chapter we shall consider the question of

exceptional rates as opposed to scale or tariif charges.

How far it is practicable to get back to the more decoioiis

and more intelligible arrangement of charging upon con-

sistent tariffs based upon weight or quantity and distance

conveyed and available for any sender, actual or potential

alike—the very question upon which the Rates Tribunal are

to-day concentrating their main attention—is a problem

which every student of railway economics as well as every

practical railway officer or expert ought to carefully con-

sider and endeavour to solve

The Rates Advisory Committee began its deliberations

with a firm detennination that all rates on goods tiaffic

should be made to conform to distance scales, modified

probably, but on consistent lines, to meet varying quanti-

ties of traffic and according to conditions of risk, and
although apparently they, or rather their successors, the

Rates Tribunal, are now of the view that a large number of

exceptional rates must be continued to meet the exigencies
of trade requirements, they have announced their intention
to get as many rates as is possible upon weU-ordered
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tariff lines, so as to leave the exceptional rates a greatly

diminished quantity The aim hereafter will, doubtless,

be to reduce the exceptional rales still further and

gradually to reach the vanishing point.

For the consideration of the practicability nf adopting

scales or tariffs for a much larger proportion of traffic tlic

first stage is to realize the facts, first as to the vaijdng

descriptions of scale that are available, and, secondly, how

fai scales are in actual opeiation to-day

Scales and taiiffs, it should be remembered, are modifi-

able and not made of cast iron, more tlian is a system

based on exceptions.

We have up to now in this chapter used the e.xpressioij

"scales” or "tariffs” as though the teims were intci-

cliangeable. The difference in meaning depends \'ei y 1 argely

upon custom or use of the terms in different counliies.

GERMAN RAILWAY TARIFFS

The term " tariff ” is usually used in a moie comprehen-

sive sense. In Gcimaiiy, wheie, broadly speaking, railway

arrangements arc more scientific and much less elastic

than with us, tariffs abound in great number In that

country, if an exceptional rate for grain, or any other

specific commodit}?, were applied for it could only be

granted by a tariff reduction on the particular commodity

available aU over the country—-not as an exceptional rate

available between a particular pair of stations.

Some of the German States had their own tariffs applic-

able locally for different traffics
;
there were tariffs applic-

able between one State and another ; other tariffs between

Germany and Holland, Germany and Switzerland, and

many inter-country tariffs ; tariffs for wagon loads, tarifls

for smaller quantities, and so on. In a repoit some years

ago upon the German railway arrangements, made by one

of our Board of Trade inspectors, it was stated that the

number of tariffs regulating railway rates in Germany

was no less than 529 .
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GENHUAL PAKCKLS SCALE

Parcels conveyed by passenjjcr ttain are cliar;,'eil at the following

rates at Company's iisk

—

Lb.

Rate
I to
15'

Miles.

Rate,
rfi to

30
Miles,

Rate
31 to

50
Miles.

Rate
51 to

100
Miles

Rate
lOI to

150
Milcb

Rate,

151 lo

200
Miles,

Rate
1 201 to

300
isiiles.

Rate.

Above
300

ililes

1

4-. d d. s.

1

1

s
1

<1 5 d s. d

1

5. d

1

d.

I 0 7 0 7 0 8 0 s 0 9 0 9 0 9 0 g
2 1 0 8 0 8 0 9 0 t)

' 0 9 0 9 0 9 0 Q

3 0 8 0 8 0 10 0 10 0 10 0 10 0 10 0 10

4 0 8 0 9 0 I I 0 IT 0 1

1

0 II 0 u 0 11

5 0 8 0 9 0 11 I 0 1 0 I 0 1 1 0 I 0

6 0 9 0 9 1 0 1 I I I I 1 I 1 I I

7 0 9 0 10 I I I 2 I 2 I
->

'

I 2 I 2

8 0 9 0 10 I 2 I 3 I 3 T 3 I 3 I 3

9 0 9 0 xo I 2 I 4 I 4 r 4 I 4 I 4
10 0 10 0 II I 3 I 5 1 5 I 5 I 5 I 5

(Scale gradations continued lb. by lb
)

lOI 2 4 3 9 6 II 9 0 10 0 10 II 12 9 13 6

102 2 4 3 9 7 0 9 I 10 I 11 0 12 II 13 8

103 2 4 3 10 7 I 9 2 10 2 11 I 13 0 13 10

104 2 5 3 10 7 2 9 3 10 3 II 3 13 2 13 n
I os 2 5 3 10 7 2 9 4 10 4 It 4 13 3 14
rod 2 5 3 II 7 3 9 5 10 5 It 5 13 5 14 2

107 2 5 3 II 7 4 9 b 10 0 II 6 13 0 14 4
108 2 5 4 0 7 5 9 7 10 8 II 3 13 8 14 6
109 2 5 4 0 7 5 9 8 10 9 11 9 13 9 14 7
no 2 5 4 0 7 6 9 9 10 10 II 10 13 II 14 9
III 2 6 4 I 7 7 9 10 10 II II 11 14 0 14 10
112 2 6 4 I 7 8 9 II 0 12 I 14 2 15 0

Fractions of i lb are charged as i lb

The charges for weights exceeding 112 lb can be obtained on
application at the stations.
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CHAPTER V

exceptional KATES

Tr is incvitiiblc in a suivc-y of oui Pjritish rnti'S system of

the kind wc are attempting that we should dwell in some-

detail upon the giowth and chaiactcristics of exceptional

rates, and especially upon the ciicumstances which brought

them into being. It has been already pointed out that

probably 8o per cent of railwuy-borne traffic is can ied under

the exceptional rates system, so that it is tire exception

that forms the rule, and an inspection of any official rate

book will readily confirm this statement.

But let us recall the circumstances under which our

large railway systems came into being and were evolved

by slow degrees out of comparatively small companies.

DEVELOPMENT IN THE PAST

If we were to go back to the middle of last century we

should find that, instead of a great railway system, there

were a number of isolated railway lines which had grown

up in different parts of Great Britain, and each of these

railway lines, when it was initially sanctioned by Parliament,

had scheduled to its original Act a classification of goods ^

expected to be conveyed, and a maximum figure of charge

was fixed for each class of the classification. This legal

maximum limited the capacity of each railway line to

charge in an upward direction. A railway company might

charge auidhing below the parhamentary maximrun so long

as it did not transgress the law of undue preference in favour

of or against any trader, but it might not go above its

maximum. So began in the earliest history of railways our
rdgime of parliamentary control. The goods classifications

of different railway lines moreover varied not a httle, as we
have aheady pointed out.

* Vide pages ly, 20.

40
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It would be a mistake, however, to attempt any considera-

tion of the piesent-day arrangements without be’anng in

mind tlie principles behind onr present practices
;

prin-

ciples whicli are either still observed or (perhaps more often)

departed from, but which accounted origina>ll3' for

reasons out of whicli the present practices have sprung.

Very little reflection wiU show how entirely? different this

question of principle becomes, when instead of a few

isolated lines dotted about the country the railway s^-stem

has become one vast network of lines, aU connected up and

inter-i elated to each other as they are to-da\’ The ques-

tion of uniformity of classification becomes urgent, and

many questions of co-ordination aie forced upon the afttui-

tion both of the railwaj^ companies and the State Com-

petition, which was almost impo.ssibie with scattered and

isolated lines, became not only possible but inevitable, and

indeed became the main regulating factor in anjf question

about the fixing of a standard rate.

Reverting for a moment to classification, which is dealt

with in full in Chapter III, there are to-day eight classes of

goods, i.e. A, B, C, i, 2, 3, 4, 5, and to each of these classes a

regular tanff, graded according to distance, is applied. It

is fixed on what is known as a “ tapering ” scale, which term

is given to indicate that for the longer distances the actual

hgure charged per mile is less than for the shorter distances,

EFFECT OF OVER-COMPETITION ON RATES

But these class rates, as they are called, based on mileage

scales, are only charged on a comparatively small quantity

of the traffic that passes over the British railway.?. The

bulk of traffic, variously estimated at from 80 to 90 per

cent, IS based upon a system of exceptional rates. This

is the great anomaly of the present British merchandise

rates system, and is, perhaps, the most important item

which is being dealt with under the revision which Parlia-

ment decreed in 1921, and upon which the Rates Tribunal

are at present engaged.
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We may well query wlial it is Lliat has caused tliis wide

departure from regular scales and tariffs, and which has

led to a state of aflaits in Biitisli railway uites which is

not only anomalous, it not chaotic, but i\iiich w,is actually

referred to by the leading counsel for the railway companies

themselves, when the great inquiiq- look place before the

Railway Rates Advisoiy Conmnttee in 1920, as the
‘

'
present

higgledy-piggledy system.” 1 Irelieve we shall find the

main cause of this anomaly to be in the present Biitish

system of exaggerated competition.

It is curious how this all-porvading rule of competition

comes into effect In the early days of railways the com-

petition was with the pre-existing canals, but the competi-

tion was not of a very effective character. Until the scat-

tered railway lines were linked up together there was no

competition between railways, but as soon as they became

so linked together competition became rife, not only as

between railway and railway, but also as between railway

conveyance and coast-wise sea competition, for in the early

days in this country, as in most others, the railways were

constructed in connection with the ports of the country

and were the great gateway of foreign trade. Now it is

the roadway transport that the railways think of first as

the principal factor in competition. But there is much
evidence for the conclusion that in the coast-wise sea com-

petition is to be found the great factor that is responsible

for the whole system of exceptional rates.

INTERNAL RAILWAY COMPETITION

If We may now turn again to iirternal railway competr-

tion.it has been constantly stated, and with a large amount
of general agreement, in recent parliamentary and other

discirssions, that as between railway and railway in the past

competition was commonly entirely overdone. This exces-

sive competition was undoubtedly one of the main reasons
which led to, the extensive amalgamation of railway systems
embodied in the 1931 Act of Parliament, and given effect to
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as from the ist January, 1923. This may be quoted as one

of the latest illustrations of the truth, put into succinct

language by that pioneer in lailvvay matters, Robeit

Stephenson, who said, before a parliamentaiy committee,

" where combination is practicable, competition is impos-

sible.” A reduction of the clement of competitio'n by a wide

extension of combination between the railways themselves

and the co-ordination of other systems, was the outstanding

featui'e of that great and revolutionary Act of 1921

We shall probably best understand how the principle of

exceptional rates has grown up by considei ing two or three

illustrations of these rates in actual practice. The first one

I would give will show how competition has operated to

overthrow any idea of principle in the fixing of a standard

on which rates for merchandise shall be based I refer to

the case of sugar from the Greenock and the Clyde lelinei-

ies to Midland towns in competition with sugar from the

Thames refineries.

THE GREENOCK SUGAR CASE

The case is historical in the records of railway develop-

ment. It loomed large in the great parliamentary inquiry

of 1882. An application was made to the Railway Com-

missioners by the railway companies serving London and

the Midlands, to restrain the noithern railway companies

from carrying sugar from Greenock to the Midland districts

of England at the same rate—25s. per ton—that was being

quoted and was in operation from London, alleging that it

was quite unfair to the southern sugar factories, as the

distance from Greenock to (say) Noltinglinni was just about

double that from London. A piotest was thus entered

against the Thames refineries being deprived of " the

advantage of their geographical position.” Tire question

affected some 39 towns in the Midlands, to which the

average distance from Greenock was 292 miles as compared

to 156 miles, the average distance from London. The

rates on the long distance sugar from Greenock were I'ogd.
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pel mile, while in the case of the London sugar the mileage

rate worked out to 2'i3d. The London senders, therefore,

pressed that either the longer distance rates should be

considerably raised, or else that the chatges from London

ought to be reduced.

The decision of the Commissioners was that it was a good

thing that the Clyde sugar, although it had to travel double

the distance of the sugar from London, should pay the same

railway rate as the London sugar
;
and this was confirmed

by the parliamentary committee which specially considered

railway rates in 1882, It must be noted, however, that

whilst the judgment may be sound in the interest of the

nation as a whole, regarded as consumers, it made an end

practically once for all of any further attempt to estab-

lish railway chaiges for the conveyance of goods on a basis

fixed pro rata to mileage.

In England, competition is undoubtedly a potent weapon

for the good of the home trader in making for a reduction

of charges. It certainly was so considered in 1882, for

when referring to the sugar case above quoted, the

committee in their report to Parliament, said

—

It does not appear to our Committee that such a result (the
shutting out of Greenock as against London m the Midland markets)
13 either just or reasonable. . . Competition cannot but be advan-
tageous to the public That Greenock sugar refineis should be in
the same market as the sugar refiners ol London, whilst it may be
to the disadvantage of the London refiners, must be to the advantage
of the Greenock refiners, and cannot be a disadvantage to buyers
of sugar

There are those who contend that railway charges should

be based directly pro rata to distance earned. There are

others who contend that they should be based upon the

cost of performing the service of carriage. Either of these

would be intelligible principles, but when competition

comes in any question of principle seems to disappear.

Says Sir William Acworth, in his book on T/ie Railway and
the Traders—
Once admit compalitiou between two companies, and the whole

theory of equal mifeage or cost-of-service rates vanishes into air.
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and again

British protagonists for the. present system have fallen back upon
the expression " what the traffic will beai ” as being the only

principle which can explain the piesent varied systems.

PROVISIONS AND DEAD MEAT FROM THE; PORTS

The next illustration I would refer to is that of the cheap

import rate for provisions, dead meat, and articles for con-

sumption between Liverpool and London.

Many years ago a low exceptional rate of 25s. per ton

was put into operation between Liverpool (and Birkenhead)

and London for imported dead meat which was arriving

in large quantities, and was so convej'ed to the London

market—not uncommonly in complete train loads. This

rate, when first established, compared with a figure of

35s. or more for similar traffic of home production conveyed

from stations in Cheshire which were actually on the direct

line of the Liverpool-London route, and therefore travelling

a considerably shorter distance.

The railway companies justified the lower rate fiom

Liverpool on two counts
;

firstly, the traffic was much more

cheaply worked, as it could be conveyed in train loads at

a time, and it was much more suitably packed for I’cady

handling ; and, secondly, if they did not quote a consider-

ably reduced rate for the traffic they would see nothing of

it at all, as it would be brought to London by water direct,

either by ocean-going steamers, which would make London

their port instead of Liverpool, or else it would be tran-

shipped at Liverpool to coastwise steamers, of which there

were plenty always ready and only too willing to convey

cargo of that kind. Twenty-five shillings per ton was

therefore all that the traffic would bear ; but that was no

reason why rates from other places, such, for instance, as

Stockport, where the traffic was much more costly to the

railway companies to convey to London, should have

equally reduced rates, (It should be noted that consider-

able change has taken place in the details of these rates in

the last thirty or forty years ;
first, the rate of 25s., which
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had so large an area of operation at the end of last century,

was during the war period increased to 56s
,
and now stands

at about 43s. ;
and, secondly, a good deal of revision has

taken place in the comparative figures from the intermediate

stations to-London.)

It is interesting to note that in icgard to this Lii'erpool-

London import rate the division of Classes 2, 3, 4 and 5 is

done away with, " import Uatfic ” being taken as one.

This IS an important step in the direction of .simplification,

but it operates only in limited circumstances—though to a

large traffic.

VIEW OF RATES ADVISORY COMMITTEE

In the report of the Rates Advisory Committee after

their exhaustive inquir3^ in 1920, a very strong point is

made about these low rates from the ports having been

adopted as a defensive measure against coastwise competi-

tion ; it is laid down that they really constitute the /ons

et origo of the exceptional rales system, and the report goes

so far as to urge that they ought all, in the interest of

traders and the rates system as a whole, to be swept away,

for the coastwise water competition has to a large extent

been killed during the war period directly as a result of

these low exceptional rates, and if the coastwise vessel

service is to be kept alive in future the low exceptional

railway rates for competitive purposes must be put an end

to. Whilst this report is doubtless quite accurate in its

diagnosis of the position, we must hesitate before coming

to a final conclusion that it would be of all round benefit

to the consuming pubUc if the low rates were all put
an end to.

Let us try and follow now what has been the effect of

these low Liverpool-London rates adopted in earlier days.

It will easily be understood that Southampton and its

railway company claimed to have rates to London on a
similarly low and advantageous footing to that secured for

Liverpool and Birkenhead
; and a figure of 17s. fid. per
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ton came In be installed as the conosponding "port rate
”

for dead meat and provision sundiies from Southampton

Then Hull and Newcastlc-on-Tyne claimed special import

rates to London, and these were m process of time estab-

lished. Glasgow and the Scottish ports followed suit until

from all the principal importing points in the kingdom

exceptional rates for port traffic were agiccd upon and put

into operation. But the disintegrating process (disin-

tegrating from the point of view of unifoim tariff scales

based upon distance) did not stop at tiaffic conveyed

between the ports and London.

EXTENSION OF " EXCEPTIONS ”

Birmingham and all that large group of producing and

manufacturing places m the Midlands natmally felt that

the}^ had as much claim as Newcastle or as Liveipool to

low rates for their traffic going to London, for they were

traffic originating points, though thej' did not import
;
and

the railway companies could make no stand against this

claim, especially after tlie enactment of the Act of 1888,

which included a clause proliibiting the railway companies

from charging higher rates for imporlcd traffic tlian foi

the same kind of traffic arising al home win n " earned

under the same or similar circumstances
”

Over the meaning of this clause about traffic being

carried “ under the same or similar circumstances ’’ a

prolonged controveisy aio.se : for, as a matter of fact, it

could be contended without difficulty that imported traffic

never was forwarded under precisely'' the same or similai

circumstances to those of domestic traffic or tiaffic originat-

ing at home. As a matter of fact, however, at many ports

which had any' considerable volume of traffic coming in

from abroad under low or 1 educed port rates, and where

ordinary class or higher rates were on the hooks for traffic

of the same description originating at the home station, the

latter rates were in many cases cancelled or withdrawn, so

that in these cases the apparent difference in chaigc betNveen,
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lioine and foreign produce was eliminated. This was not

done in all cases, liowever, and in 1895 tire whole question

was taken befoic the Railway Commissioners in a test case

as aflecting Southampton.

THE SOUTHAMPTON CASE

This was a case set on foot by the Mansion House Associa-

tion of Traders against the London and South Western

Railway, and alleged that the railway company were

in fact making a real difference in the treatment of foreign

traftic to the prejudice of the home trade, in that they

were carrying traffic, such as imported bacon and hams,

butter, cheese, fresh meat, hops, wool and hay to London

at a lower rate from the docks at Southampton than

they canied similar traffic when conveyed direct from

Southampton town and other stations in the neighbourhood.

The port rate on imported fresh meat was 17s. 6d. per ton

to London, a distance of 76 miles, whilst the rate for meat

from the town station was 26s. 3d. per ton : for hay the

figures were 5s. per ton and 9s. 8d. respectively, and for

hops 6s, for the imported goods against 20s. lod. per ton

for home-grown. From Botley, a neighbouring sending

point in Hampshire (distance 76 miles), the fresh meat

rate was 27s. fid, per ton compared with the figure of

17s. fid. for imported meat.

After a full hearing of the case the Commissioners found

in favour of the railway company in regard to most of the

traffics which came under review. They held that the

difference of treatment was fully justified, having regard to

the circumstances of the large traffic loads, both as regards

the wagons and trains, in the case of the foreign traffic,

as compared with the irregular lots of small quantities which

constituted the home traffic, the latteri often being badly

packed or even not packed at all. In
,
the case of fresh

meat, hay and hops, however, where the quantities from
abroad were much smaller, the court held that the differ-

ences between the home and foreign traffic was too great.
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and they oideied that certain modifications of the rates

should be made. The Commissioneis’ decision, however, it

will be lealized, was not vciy decisive.

A PROBLEM TO BE FACED

The leduced rates from all the tirincipal impoiting towns

in England and Scotland, whicli have been fixed at a level

greatly below the class scale figures for similar traffic,

create one of the outstanding facts in oui lates .S3?stem now
in operation which will have to be dealt with on some

geneial principle, whatever may be the re\nsion which is

given effect to, and must be dealt with in relation (a) to

internal domestic rates generally, and (6) to tlic reqiihe-

ments and necessities of the competing steam services

around our coast.s.

When it is remembered that during the last thirty oi

forty years or more there has been a continuously develop-

ing practice of fixing rates for goods traffic by the goods

manager, mainly upon comparison with other existing

rates for traffic which have proved to be satisfactoiy from

the point of view of developing increased traffic, it will

easily be realized how the framework of reduced rates pi o-

vided by the port tiaffic and traffic oiiginating at large

towns and producing centres affected by the port rates, has

proved to be a lever for the continuous application of new

and reduced exceptional rates in all directions.

THE NEW REGIME

But now under the new icgime which has started with

the 1921 Act, and with the emergence of the foui great

railway combinations, there is a very general feeling lhat

a system of rates based on " exceptional ” figures as regards

80 per cent or more of the traffic cannot be regarded as

either satisfactory in itself or as being so hkely to make

for traffic development as one which might be founded upon

more regular and logical arrangements.

This endeavour to bring the greater proportion of the

4—(6013)
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present exceptional rates and arrangements to an end by a

wider application of scales and taiiffs, has been the main

aim which the new Rates Tribunal, and its predecessor, the

Advisory Committee, set before themselves as important

to be accomplished: and whilst the Advisory Committee,

who reported to Parliament in 1921, were very clear that

the abolition of the "exceptional” system was essential,

more recent developments before the tribunal are tending

to accentuate the difficulties in the way of giving effect to

so great a change as would be necessary to restore a reason-

able measure of oi'der into the system of charging and a

reduction of the number of exceptional rates existing

THE ADVISORY COMMITTEE AND EXCEPTIONAL
RATES

It would seem well, therefore, to recall the paragraphs

in the report of the Advisory Committee on which the 1921

Railways Act was based, which set out how the committee

thought this subject of exceptional rates should be treated.

They stated in tlie first instance

—

The \vholo position of exceptional rates requires review . they
have grown up in an accidental mannei, vnthout system or principle.

Then as to certain directions in which remedies may be

applied, they said

—

AVe are of opinion that the whole of the exceptional rates should
be overhauled and systematized, and we think the general principles
should be somewhat to the following effect—

() Where a class rate is at company’s risk and an exceptional rate
IS at owner's risk, such percentage reduction (if any) as may be
justified by the nature of the risk should be authoiized.

() Where the exceptional rate is for large quantities, a percentage
reduction (if any) according to the quantity may properly be
adopted; but we think that, except in the case of light ai tides
such as hay and straw, a lot of 2 tons is not entitled to any great
consideration.

We advise that railway companies should be requested to submit
a definite scheme for bringing the exceptional rates up to a standard
based on the above principles, with such facts and illustrations as
are necessary for elucidating it, as soon as the first stage in the
general mqmrj' into rales is concluded.

The above extracts are from the first, or interim, report
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of the Advisor}' Committee, made m July, 1920, recording

their desire for the substitution of principles in place of the

chaotic method of exxeptional arrangements all round.

They were being pressed for a report by a specific date-
before the adjournment for vacation in 1920

When the}' made their final report at the end of the

year the committee were much more specific in regard to

the importance of an endeavour to bring to an end the

exceptional rates system. After detailing the disastrous

effect during the wai of the quotation of exceptional rates

in competition with sea conveyance upon tire coastwise

traffic around the .shores, the committee state-

-

The foregoing shows that it js of fiist-ratc importance that the.

exceptional railway rates which were brought into operation to

meet competition by water should not be continued, or form the

basis of new rates if carriage by canals and coasting vessels is to bo
prcseiwcd, which m our opinion is essential

And, further

—

We find the gieatest difficulty in distiiiguislimg between excep-

tional rates which owe their origin to water competition and those

wltich have arisen from other causes The pioblem is not solved

by dealing only' with rates between pnit and port. The charges

to places in the neighbourhood of sea poits arc affected by com-
petition as well as the ports themselves, and oven as between ports

there may bo other grounds for gi anting exccptioiinl rates than
the existence of water competition

The section of the report dealing with exceptional rates

concludes with the following expression of opinion

—

We are convinced of the importance of pieventing the continua-

tion of such an enormous number of rates as now encumber the

rate books
; and particularly of putting an end to exceptional

rates aiisiug from watei competition and otlici obsolete rates.

GENERAL INFLUENCE OF WATER COMPETITION

From what has been said earlier on in this chapter, it

will have been noted how internal domestic rates aie inter-

connected vdth port rates, and how difficult, if not

impossible, it is to deal with one set of rates without reffis-

ing all round, at any rate, under our competitive system.

But as the water competition round our shores affects

directly or indirectly so large a proportion of the total
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tiaffic, may it not well be that it is the level to which all

these principal rates have been brought down to by water

competition that should furnish the datum hue m relation

to which all our rates should be adjusted, but upon some

scale or taiiff pnnciple which would make due allowance

for owner’s versus comirany’s risk and for varying quantities

conve3?ed at one time.

It is interesting to lecall the pronouncement in the repoit

of the 1882 Parliamentaiy Committee on lailway rates

which said

—

Throe-fifths of the traffic of the United Kingdom has, according

to the Report of 1872, its maximum fixed not by Act of Parliament

but by the laws of nature and by the fact that Great Britain is an
island

If the proportion of this traffic was 60 per cent 50 years

ago, will it not probably be an even larger proportion

to-day ? In the United States a parallel state of affairs

exists, and a gi'eat railway authority very tersely set out

the position as to the effect of water competition in one of

his addresses when he said

—

Oceans and rivers, the waterways of the world, m their quiet way

—

as quiet and restless as the tides—confront every railroad corpora-

tion and say : "In the regulation of your charges thus far shall

you go and no farther.”

It is worthy of note that the American Transportation

Act of 1920—^legislation which corresponds in so many
directions with our own 1921 Railways Act—makes definite

provision for maintenance of adequate transport facihties

and accommodation in full vigour to meet the nation’s

requirements, loth as regards water and rail. Tlierein it

differs from our own Act, which is confined to the railways.



CHAPTER VI

THH ADVANTAGE OF GEOGRAPHICAL POSITION

The position and function of the science of transport in

the general scheme of things has become so diifeient in

recent years, owing to the pi ogress of applied science and

the mechanical aids that have come to the assistance of

the traffic operator, that it is well to try, by standing aloof

and looking on, as it weic, to appreciate the significance of

these changes. Eveiything is moving; the woild is

dynamic, not static. Indeed, one great authoritj^ fias said '

" Civilization is transport ’’ Another has defined tianspoit

as the science of movement

RAILWAYS AND GEOGRAPHICAL POSITION

Let us, then, keep in mind this remarkable contrast with

the time—a century ago—when the normal condition of our

social or industrial world was static with occasional move-

ment, such as a coach ride from London to York, rdiich

required four days, and rvhich nobody would think of

undertaking without first making a will with all the pic-

turesque formality which those bygone days demanded;

then let us picture afresh the effect of the impact of rail-

way travelling and con^^cyance on the relative geograpliical

positions of towns and industrial centres.

London produce for the North of England was shipped

by coasting steamer to Whitbyq conveyed to Pickermg

by tlie Wliitby and Pickering railwajL and thence distri-

buted to various points in Yorkshire. When a railway was

constructed from London to York, Whitby’s position as a

port (it was the seventh in importance in Great Biitain

in the beginning of last century) was seriousty affected.

It lost th? advantage of its geographical position.

The granting of equal mileage rates under the eailj' Acts

53
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retained foi each town served by tlie railway the advan-

tage of its position where there was no water competition,

and this continued until the granting of exceptional rates

struck a blow at this principle.

THE TENDENCY TO NEUTRALIZE GEOGRAPHICAL
DISADVANTAGE

The quotation of the same rate for sugar from Greenock

to the Midlands as from London—twice the distance

—

was a precedent of far-reaching effect. But even up to

the end of last century the cry of town after town or dis-

trict after district was that in the development of transport

or the fixation of rates they should not be robbed of the

advantage of their geographical position, and it seemed a

fair appeal. The consuming points of County Durham or

Northumberland were considered as the proper markets

for the Northern coalfields, just as the Midland collieries

considered London as their special preserve, on the grounds

that they might fairly claim to preserve the advantageous

place in which they had been placed by Providence. But

increasing transport facilities have changed all this
; and

from the time when the rates for sugar from Greenock to

the Midland towns were brought down to the same charge as

from London there has been an increasing tendency for

railway rates to be so arranged as to neutralize the dis-

advantage of a long distance haul. So we find the rates

on fish from Thurso to London (roughly 800 miles) are the

same in amount as those from Leith, only 400 miles, and

this means that from any fishing port in Scotland, north

of the Clyde and Forth, there is one and the same railway

rate to London
;

so that qua railway charge at least the

figure has been deliberately fixed in such a way as to neutra-

lize any geographical disadvantage. So with the three

Humber ports, Goole, Grimsby and Huh : they are grouped
for railway rates to the interior, and under such grouping
the rate system is framed so as to give a ship master or

importer the choice of ports on an equal footing—the port
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neaier the towns of the interior is delibci ately deprived of

such geographical advantage as it was wont to have, and

perhaps still considers it ought to have.

A PARALLEL FROM AMERICA

Let us interpose an illustration from America, where dis-

tances are much gi eater than here. One of the most

striking cases is the arrangement of railway rates in U.S.A.,

under which for traffic going to tlie Pacific coast towns.

New York and Boston are charged the same figures as

Chicago and St Louis. The whole of tJie Eastern States

east of a line from Chicago to the Mississippi at St. Louis

is giouped as a huge zone territory (roughly i,ooo miles

across), from which there is one and the same rate to San

Francisco, Seattle, or other Pacific coast towm. The

arrangement was delibei ately made with a view to giving

the Eastern towns a chance of competing on equal terms

with Chicago, St. Louis and other middle west producing

points for supplies to tlie far west, but the middle west

places—1,000 miles nearer the consuming point.s—com-

plained that thej' had been robbed of their geographical

advantage. The Inter-State Commerce Commission, how-

ever, on appeal, sustained the position on behalf of Congress

as being in the interest of the commonwealth at laige

ELIMINATING DISADVANTAGES OF DISTANCE

Some wise person has said the science of Iransport is

the science of eliminating distance, and the disadvantage

of distance is becoming less and less almost exactly in

proportion to the improvements in transport.

But the tendency of the time for places to lose their

geographical advantage under the influence of improving

transport is a world-wide tendency, and now that the world

is “ one in spirit,” and we are becoming more and more

one unit in these thmgs, the possibility of any place main-

taining a special advantage of its own is a diminisliing

factor.
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In days gone by the transmission of news was a matter

of time, depending entirely upon mechanical transport.

Now, in these days of telegrams and telephones, time is no

longer a factor and distance is annihilated. The advent of

steam reduced the time taken by a parcel from Shanghai

or Peking to London from four, five or six months to six or

eight weeks, and the opening of the Trans-Siberian railway

route brought this period down to a fortnight. The Atlantic

“ greyhounds ” in recent years have brought the record time

from New York to England down successively from a week

to five or little more than four days, and now a Vickers

aeroplane has flown across the Atlantic m i6 hours.

It is barely 20 years since that adventurous airman,

Bleriot, first flew across the Channel and the whole world

was thrilled with this new marvel, and now, just before

writing this, I read in my newspaper the following signi-

ficant paragraph d propos the great gale of the previous

few days

—

The storm was particularly severe in the Channel, where many
vessels had to run for shelter Passengers on the cross-Channel
boats had a veiy rough crossing, but the 60 m.p h gale was defied

by two Imperial Airways passenger expresses—one from Cologne
and one from Pans. They travelled with the gale, and arrived safely

ai Croydon.

Another interesting illustration of distance being ruled

out as a factor in rate fixing occurred some few years

ago when the old North-Eastern Railway were vigorously

cultivating development of traffic with Holland. A daily

steam service between Hull and Rotterdam was started,

jointly owned and worked by the Noith-Eastem Railway

and the Netherland Steam Ship Company, and with a view

to encourage parcels traffic by this route a scale of charges

was put in force, available for the carriage of parcels from
Northumberland, Durham and Yorkshire, i.e. the north-

eastern area of England, to any place in Holland, and vice

versa, at one charge, irrespective of the length of distance

on either side, and this an'angement continued until the

Great War suspended the service.
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But by far the best illustration of how the distance

element is being overcome as regards charging is in the

realm of our Post Office operations. The pennjr postage

—

it has become lid. since the war, though most of us wish

it might go back to the id rate^ for a letter up to i oz. at

least—ignores distance in its scale of charge. It costs

you or me the same to .send a letter to New Zealand.

12,000 miles away, as it docs to send the same missive onh'

a quaitcr of a mile down the street, or even to our next

door neighbour, if we use the postal service, as we, probably

should if wc are dispatching a bundle of circulars. We
never think in this connection of complaining that our

own town or country is being robbed of the advantage of

its geographical position. It stiU maintains some advan-

tage in the matter of time occupied on the journey : the

farther the distance away the longer does news take to

tra^'el by letter or new.spapcr. Bui it is very inteicsting

to realize that when we come to the question of tclegj aphs,

or telephones, or wireless, ^vhcll the chief agent of movement

is the electric current, even the time element in trans-

mission disappears. It takes practically no longer to tele-

graph from Inverness than from Staines to London, and

the charge in both cases would be the same, for distance

does not count in tire scale charge on which the price of a

telegram is calculated anywhere within the British Isles.

The same principle of ignoring distance is adopted by

the Post Office for the parcels they convey, although those

parcels are only conveyed up to a limit of ii Ib.*^

In America, where distances are gieat, there are some

very interesting illustrations of what can be usefully done

by the adoption of a " blanket ” arrangement. We have

already mentioned how the whole of the eastern States,

* The Postmaster-General has also said in Parliament {Tunes
report, July 21, 1925) that the Government hope to see a ratum to

penny post during then present terra of office.

- On the Continent, i.e, Germany and, I think, in some other

countnes, the Post Office conveys parcels up to 112 lb 01 moie.

—

A uiliin.
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i.e east of the Mississippi River and a line projected north-

wards from St. Louis to Chicago, are blanketed as one zone

for rates to the Pacific, so that New York and the eastern

towns may have equal chance in competing with the middle

west towns_as suppliers of the far west areas

A “ BLANKET ” MILK SCALE

A striking illustration may also be found in the efforts

of the Erie and other railway companies to develop milk

traffic to New York. In the latter part of last century these

railroads decided to quote a rate for milk coming into New
York at the same rate per gallon for any distance, providing

also special facilities at the forwarchng stations. Under

this arrangement a large traffic was cultivated.

When milk came to be sent some 300 miles into New
York it was held by the producers nearer to New York that

it was an undue preference against the nearer-m towns or

farms to convey for 300 miles at the same charge for the

journey as for 30 miles and the matter was taken to the

Inter-State Commerce Commission for adjudication The

total cost of conveyance for the longer distance was held

to be appreciably greater than for shorter distances, and

should be charged at a higher figure. A zone system was,

therefore, ordered by the Commission, which should group

everything under a 40-mile radius from Jersey City at one

figure for all points, between 40 and 100 miles at a some-

what higher figure, and at increasingly higher figures for

zone 100 to 190, and then all over 190 miles respectively
;

the rates within each zone to be blanketed.

The decision of the Inter-State Commerce Commission

in the mUk case is worth studying. The zone scale adopted

as the result of the discussion of this matter before the

Commission is undoubtedly a compromise measure, but it

gives effect to the two principles, namely, the elimination

of distance over considerable areas, and the maintenance
of a scale based on distance, but distinguishing only between
zone and zone.
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All intrrestmg point, so far as we in this country arc con-

cerned, is that our milk rates, all by passenger tiain ser-

vice, are on a similar zone scale basis, the British scale of

charges for milk in bulk being as follows

—

Distance Zone.

Zone Cliarge per laipenal Gall.

Pre-war Present-day
Rates Rates.

Up to 20 miles.... Id 78d
21 miles and up to 40 Id. I I yd
41 miles and up to 100 Id. r-56d
loi miles and up to 150 ifd. i-95d
Above 150 miles ifd. 2 -

34d.

Under this scale, it will be seen that for all distances

over 150 miles there is but one charge. This is the same

principle as we explained was adopted in all passenger train

parcels traffic, whether charged on the ordinary scale, or

on the owners’ risk scale for so called " perishable ” traffic,

and it has much to commend it. Such a scale would

encourage long distance traffic, whilst a mileage scale,

which should charge 600 or 700 miles, say, at double the

figure levied for 250 or 300 miles, would probably not only

prevent development of new long distance traffic, but

would put an end to such traffic as already exists. The

case of fish traffic from Scotland or Ireland to London

(referred to on page 34) may be quoted by way of illus-

tration.

A very strong case could be made out for the blanketing

of Scotland as one zone to London and to manj? other

English stations, for traffic generally Might not, for

instance, a very considerable traffic be developed in

potatoes from Scotland to London, Bristol, etc., in competi-

tion with Germany and tire Continent, if the rates were

less than they are ? Or, again, a very heav}? traffic in

fruit has, in the past, been going from certain Scotch

stations to the Continent, passing out of the country by

way of Leith. Might not a 3oo-mile maximum latc encour-

age this traffic to come towards the London maiket ?
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ZONE SCALES

Tlie principle of the zone scale now applied to milk and

geneial parcels traffic seems admirably adapted to meet

under present circumstances the two opposing tendencies

of (i) the piore and more pressing demand for equal treat-

ment of aU traffic senders, based on a distance scale, under

which each place would have guaranteed to it the advan-

tage of the geographical position in which Providence has

placed it, and (2) the gradually diminishing disadvantage

of distance imder modern transport developments. By the

application of a scale under which groups of stations within

radial zones are “ blanketed ” and charged at one figure,

whilst each group or zone is varied according to its dis-

tance from the sending or receiving point, the subtle

niceties of distinction and gradation at every separate mile

are done away with, but the broader variation according

to mileage groups is preserved ;
and in the two cases named

(milk and general parcels), ^ when 150 and 300 miles are

reached respectively on the scale, the charge for these

distances is recorded as the maximum figure chargeable,

It is worthy of serious consideration whether such a zone

scale with maximum charge could not with advantage be

adopted for passengers and for merchandise generally.

THE WORLD BECOMING ONE MARKET
The great benefit of this loss of advantage in geogra-

phical situation accrues to the consumer in this way : he

can buy the commodity he is in search of from practically

any part of tire world. Is it not an enormous public facility

for the purchaser of a machine, say a motor-car or a com-

plex tool of any kind, to be able to select Iris goods from any

country, be it Italy, Japan, America or Great Britain,

ensuring him the opportunity of obtaining the best in the

world's market ?

It is an interesting fact that ordinary parcels traffic is the most
conspicuous illustration of a growing traffic to-day (1925-6), when
there is a general tendency towards shrinkage, and as regards milk
traffic it has increased enormously of recent years.—Author.
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Tlic world tlius becomes one market for all alike, as it

has already done in many commodities, such as butter,

gram, iron ore, etc. As regards butter, a purchaser can

make his choice from New Zealand, South Africa, Amciica,

or Denmark, according to his idea of taste and prices, and

these goods will compete together in mail}/ of the consuming

markets of the world. In the pre-war days, buttei was

brought from Tomsk (Siberia) 2,000 miles by tram to the

port in the Baltic, transhipped by human labour to a

steamer, conveyed down the Baltic, around the shores of

Denmark, and across the North Sea to Newcastie-on-Tync,

then discharged at Newcastle quaj'side, carted across

Newcastle to the railway station, then transferred again

by human labour from cart to the railway wagon (where it

required careful packing)
; the wagon of butter was then

conveyed by special train across Yorkshire, passing the

home farmers’ premises en route to Manchester, where it

could not only compete with, but actually undersell, the

Yorkshire farmers' butter in the market ; and Danish butter

does the same thing to-day, though travelling from a sliorter

distance.

This is what modern transport arrangements arc doing

in the way of ehminating the drawbacks of chstance. But

the fact must remain that disadvantage in the case of more

distant places cannot be altogether crachcated m regard to

material commodities as it has been in the case of tele-

graphic and wireless facilities. The adoption of a zone

scale in Briti.sh rates and charges would not only give effect

to the principles we have referred to—equal treatment for

all, recognition of the factor of distance, and of the increas-

ing tendency to ciicumvent the disadvantage of distance

—

it would lead also to enormous simplification, itself a great

asset.



CHAPTER VII

THE TERMINALS CONTROVERSY

Every railway rate charged for goods traffic is made up in

theory of charges, (i) for the use of station accommoda-

tion and for services rendered at the station, and (2) for

the actual conveyance of the goods from station to station,

as the tram proceeds on its journey.

TERMINALS AND CONVEYANCE

These two sections, into which railway rates may be

divided, are technically known in the railway world as

charges for terminals and charges for conveyance

In the early days, as has already been pointed out, the

railway companies were allowed to charge such figures as

their goods manager or other agent thought fit, so long as

they did not exceed the maximum figures prescribed by the

Acts of Parliament. As the railways extended and the

large stations at important places grew and developed, the

railway companies soon found that the handling of goods at

the forwarding and receiving points was a costly service, and

the contention arose on the part of the railway companies

that the figures sanctioned by Parliament for railway con-

veyance did not cover the terminal work, but were intended

strictly for conveyance on the railway. For many years

this controversy about terminals raged between the rail-

way companies and their customers, until it was eventually

settled by legislation in 1888, when the Railway and Canal

Act of that year was passed. This Act required all railway

companies to submit a schedule of the rates and charges

they proposed to make for all classes of goods that they

carried, and such schedule was to include a statement of

the nature and amounts of all terminal charges proposed
to be authorized in respect of each class of traffic, so when

62
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the rates " confirmation orders ” for the diffeient caiT3'ing

companies were before Parliament in 1891 they contained

prordsion for terminals being levied by the companies under

each class of the classification, such terminals being defined

under the headings of station and service terminals, the

station terminal Ireing in respect of the station accommo-

dation provided at each end of the journey, and the service

terminal being defined to include loading, unloading, cover-

ing or sheeting and uncovering. The exact figures specified

for each of the eight classes in the classification are set out

in the table given below. The figures given are, it must be

borne in mind, maximum figures, not figures actually

applied, but the recognition of them as a statutory provision

settled once and for all the terminal controllers}', that is

to say, so far as the railwaj’ companies’ power to charge

was concerned

—

1

Station

1

Service Terminals.

Class Terminals
at each end Loading, Unloading Covering Uncovering

Per ton Per ton. Per ton Per ton. Per ton

A
1

B 0
0

cl S (/. d d

C I 0 0 3 0 3 100 I 'OQ

I I 6 0 5 0 5 1-50 1-50

2 I 6 0 8 0 8 200 2'00

3 I 6 I 0 I 0 2-00 2*00

4
1

^ ^ I 4 1 4 3 00 3-00

5 I 6 I 8 I 8 400 4'00

THE HISTORIC “ PIANO CASE ”

To show the importance of the question to a tiaffic

sender we may quote the celebrated piano case, which was

referred to many times in tlie negotiations which led up to

the 1888 Act, where the sender of a piano by railway over

a short distance was confronted with a bill at the rate of

14s. 2d. per ton for carriage for a distance of 5| miles.
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the niaxiimim provided hy Act of Parliament for convey-

ance being 2S. 2d. (i.e. 6 miles at 4’3d per ton per mile).

The actual charge was made up a.s follows

—

s d.

Foi convejcincc . . . . . . .22
,, tenrinals, 2/6 each end . . . .50
,, cartage in collecting and ddivcimg piano, 3/6

each end . . . • • . .70
14 2

Collection and delivery is a semuce which the railway

company is under no obligation to perfoim, and is fully

entitled to charge for when it docs perform the service.

There has been no question about that. But prior to 1892

the station and service terminal work was held by traders

to be part of the general function of railway conveyance in

respect of which pailiamentary charges were sanctioned.

COST OF TERMINAL FACILITIES

When one reflects, however, upon the very heavy cost

of terminal stations, whether passenger or goods, one cannot

deny the justification which exists for some specific charge

being made for the use of terminal accommodation. In the

early days, when traffic was small in volume, large stations

with miles and miles of sidings for reception and marshall-

ing accommodation were unknown ;
but eveiy year with

the greater concentration of traffic, especially in the large

town centres, the cost of handling traffic at large stations

has so increased that it has been forced upon the railway

companies’ attention. The whole question has had much
consideration in America as well as in England. As far

back as 1891, President Roberts, of the Pennsylvania Rail-

way Company, made the annoiuicement that it was neces-

.sary to carry west bound traffic leaving Philadelphia a

minimuin distance of 70 miles in order to cover the cost of

terminal working at Philadelphia alone. ^ A large company
like the Erie Company in New York had no less than 71

Acworth : The Railways and the Traders, page 315.
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points of dcliveiy—practically 71 stations in New York

and vicinit}^ alone. The word " terminal ” has been

adopted in America as the name for a station. Anyone

speaking of the Philadelphia and Reading station would

allude to it as the “ Reading terminal,” so when the

Pennsjdvania lailroad pushed northwards by tunnel under

the Hudson River into New York, it built there its new
” terminal,” which is probably the largest passenger station

in the world, rivalling, if not surpassing, the striking ter-

mmal station built by the German States Railway at

Leipzig, the largest station of Europe.

DEFINITION OF TERMINALS

We have given the figures that were prescribed by
Parliament in i8gi as the maximum terminals which the

t cdiway companies might charge for varying descriptions of

ti?mc We had better now give the definition of terminals

which was laid down in the same Acts of Parliament. The

maximum rate for conveyance was specified to be the

maximum rate which the company might charge

—

For the conveyance of merchandise by merchandise tram,
including the provision of locomotive power and trucks by the
company and every other expense incidental to such conveyance
not otherwise herein provided for.

In another paragraph

—

The maximum sia/ion teiminal is the maximum charge which
the company may make to a trader for the use of the accommodation
provided and for the duties undertaken by the company at the
teiminal station for or in dealing with merchandise before or alter

conveyance

And in another paragraph

—

The maximum service terminals are the maximum charges the
company may make to the trader for the following services when
rendered to the trader, i e. loading, unloading, covering, ruid

uncovering merchandise, such charge.s to include the provision by
the company of labour, machinery, plant, and store.s.

It will have been noted that where terminal charges fixed

bjr Parliament are here refeired to thej' are for maximum

charges, or, rather, they are the maximum limit of charge

5—(6013)
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laid down by Parliament beyond which the railway company

may not charge.

We must now refer a little further to the historical aspect

of this question. No thought of terminal charges was

apparently in the minds of the early railway promoters,

who, of course, had no idea of the extent of future passenger

and goods terminal accommodation such as wc know it

to-day. Most of the traffic was either heavy traffic—coal,

wood, stone, manure, sand, etc., making little use of station

accommodation, and loaded or unloaded by the senders

and receivers, or it was of small parcels, easily dealt with by

a porter or the train guard, in the same way that country

carriers receive and deliver small parcels for persons along

the route of their journey in out-of-the-way districts to-day.

The large goods stations, such as we have at Somerstqwn or

Paddington or Birmingham to-day, with all their careful

organization, could not have been foreseen.

GROWTH IN COST OF TERMINALS

But the circumstances were quite different after the

middle of the century, as the traffic grew so remarkably.

By 1865 and 1870 there was a gi'eat deal of traffic, in respect

of which the railway companies had perforce to rendei

heavy services, and also to provide costly station accommo-

dation
;

and the question of obtaining additional and

adequate charges for the terminal work became a crucial

one, often leading to serious dispute between railway and

trader. To such an extent was this the case that the

matter came before Parliament and, when the 1873 Regula-

tion of Railways Act was passed—the Act under which the

Railway Commissioners were first appointed, provision was
made that the functions of the Commissioners, besides

hearing general complaints from traders, were to include

specifically (i) the interpretation of the law enjoining no
undue preference, and {2) to decide any question as to the
amount which a railway might charge for terminal accom-
modation or services. The prolonged controversy which
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continued to range round this question of terminals was

only settled by the passing of the various railway Acts of

1891 (one for each railway company), which not only

decided that a railway company might charge a reasonable

sum for the use of terminal accommodation and also in

respect of services rendered, but it also went so far as to fix

what charge might be made for such terminal facilities in

respect of every description of goods earned by railways.

These are the figures which are set out for each class of

goods on page 63.

These maximum teimmal charges have remained in force

ftoin 1893, when they took effect, until they, with all other

maximum figures prescribed by Parliament, were swept

away as it became necessary during the war to increase

railway charges, irrespective even of the legal enactments

limiting them. But whilst the principle of pailiaraentary

maximum charges has gone, the principle of a charge being

made for the terminal services and accommodation still

remains.

TERMINAL ACCOMMODATION

Bearing in mind now the parliamentary definitions of

station terminals and service terminals, let us give some

consideration to the facts which these terms represent, for

in view of the heavy cost in which the railway companies

are involved in the provision of terminal accommodation,

it is important to understand precisely in what such

accommodation consists.

Dealing first rvith station accommodation, nearly every

goods station has its accommodation divided between (r)

the goods shed or station building, (2) the station yard, and

(3) the offices for the supervision or controlling staff.

The Goods Shed or Station Building. This is a covered-in

building, generally substantially constructed in brick or

stone, in wffiich all ordinaiy traffic of a miscellaneous

character is dealt with and loaded into wagon. It should

be equipped with a loading bench (or " bank ” in London
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terminology), whose floor is practically on a level with

the nilly or cart floor and with the floors of the railway

wagons, and railway line accommodation, providing berths

sufficient for conveniently " setting ’’ goods wagons for the

receipt of one day’s dispatch of traffic. Whilst this repre-

sents an ideal arrangement and should always be aimed at,

many stations have to be content with much below this,

and have to have their sidings “ drawn " and reset with

empties once or twice a day ; but this is not good working.

The shed should be, well equipped with barrows and with

cranes for adequate and expeditious handling of traffic.

It should also be well equipped with weighing machines on

the benches
;
and with power-worked capstans to move

wagon.s as required.

The Station Yard consists mainly of an area with sidings

and roadway access. The sidings consist of reception

lines, into which incoming trains are placed until the

station is ready to receive the separate wagons
; dispatch

sidings into which loaded wagons can be placed to be made

up into out-going trains ;
and traffic sidings where wagons

can be loaded or unloaded with traffic which does not need

covered accommodation. This includes all the heavier

classes of traffic, such as minerals, timber, grain, ironware,

cattle feeding cake, bricks, roadstone, etc. All these

sidings must be arranged with convenient roadway access

for rallies and carts. For coal, separate accommodation

is necessary in a separate part of the yard. There must be

convenient crane accommodation, a 3-ton or a 5-ton crane

as may be required in a selected part of the yard, and a

cart weighing machine should be fixed at the roadway

entrance.

At many large towns a specially arranged section of the

station is equipped for fruit and vegetables and potatoes,

usually, when so arranged, well equipped with merchants’

offices and some little storage accommodation. Every
station, too, has its accommodation for dealing with live

stock traffic, which requhres a special loading dock with
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cattle pens or movable hurdles and equipment for white-

washing and cleansing of trucks

TERMINAL SERVICES

These include all that multiplicity of service rendered

at a goods station in receiving and accepting goods for

dispatch, invoicing it, loading it, sheeting it, and generally

preparing it for safe and ready dispatch. It will be

understood how, with a heavy article like a piano, or

a 5 or 6 cwt. case of bacon, no small labour cost is involved

m " handling ” the consignment before the package is

securely settled in the wagon that is to convey it to or

towards its destination. These services are carried out

by a regular army of functionaries, described and known

in America by the expressive title of "freight handlers.”

In Great Britain they consist chiefly of checkers, goods

porters or barrowmen, loaders or stowers, and cianemen,

capstanmen, etc,

THE “ PIDCOCK ” CASE

Very commonly in the past, particularly in the case of

exceptional rates, the actual rate in operation is one having

no reference to the parhamentary maximum figure, but fixed

very much below that figure and fixed more or less on a rule

of thumb basis as a result of competition. In such cases

there has arisen much controversy between the traders and

the railway companies to know how much a specific rate

includes for the terminal accommodation and sei vices. The

provisions of the legal enactments ^ require that whenever

any trader desired to have an allocation made as between

the charge for the " tcnninals ” and charge for the " con-

veyance ” included in the rate, he could have it upon

written application to the railway company. It has been

around the figm-es supplied by the railway company in

such circumstances that contentions have arisen, it being

open to the railway company to contend, as it often did,

' Railway and Canal Traffic Act, iB88. Section 33, Sub-section 3
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tliat as tlie actual latc cliaigc-d was so much below the

mere conveyance charge as specified by Parliament there

was nothing included in the rate specifically for the terminal.

Several cases were fought over this point before the Railway

and Canal Traffic Commission, and one of the most note-

worthy of these was the “ Pidcock ” case {Pidcock cS- Co. v.

M. S. (S' L. Co., 1894). Reference is made to this case here

because the decision pronounced by the Commission upon

it will very likely be quoted as forming a useful precedent

before the Rates Tribunal in future cases.

Pidcock & Co. were maltsters, with a siding adjacent to

the railway station at Retford, and they contended that

as regards terminal accommodation and services the rail-

way station was not used and they required no services

from the railway company, as they performed their own

loading and unloading. It transpired, however, that the

railway company did perform the service of sheeting the

traffic, and the court ruled that there was no case for any

rebate being made to the trader for services, but as regards

the station terminal the Commissioner’s decision was in

favour of Messrs. Pidcock, and approval was given to a

method of determining the amount of rebate to be made,

by fixing it at the same proportion to the total rate on the

traffic as would obtain supposing the rate had been fixed

at the sum of the authorized maximum figures for con-

veyance and terminals.

The application of this ruling will probably be much more

clearly understood if we illustrate by precise figures. There

is, let us say, a special rate of 5s. per cwt. in operation for

the carriage of fish from a Scotch port to London—400

mUes. The authorized maximum is 5s. y^d. for conveyance

and 3d, for terminals, fd. at each end for station terminal

and fd. each for loading and unloading. If the station

accommodation and services are assumed to have been pro-

vided by the trader, and not by the railway company, then
the Pidcock principle would mean that the trader was
entitled to a figure whose proportion to the fis. was the
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same as that borne by 3d. to the total maxima, 5s io|d.

The proportion would be yo'Sd. : Cod. :: 3d. : ;t; - x standing

for the amount of rebate to be awarded to claimant ;
x in

this case would equal 2'55d. per cwt. or 4s. 3d. a ton.

The railway companies have argued, with a good deal of

reason :

" We are allowed to charge up to 5s. y^d. per cwt.,

irrespective of any charge for terminal services or accommo-

dation, and therefore nothing has been included in the rate

of 5s. for those services. Even, therefore, if the trader does

his own loading and unloading at a siding and does not

use the railway company’s station facilities, that is no affair

of ours, it is the trader’s own lookout. The company are

entitled to charge 5s. y^d. and we have only asked the

trader for 5s. We have provided our station and are quite

ready to let the trader use it and to perform the terminal

services for him if he so desires."

THE “ PIDCOCK ’’ PRINCIPLE ADOPTED

This decision seems to provide a very simple and not

unreasonable method of settling the exact method of making

the allocation when such allocation is required. Parlia-

ment was persuaded to think so too in 1921, for in the

Railways Act of that year this method finds expression as

the principle to be adopted in the case of such allocations.

The exact provision in the Statute reads thus

—

When a railway company in granting an exceptional rate has not
distinguished in the quotation for the rate or in the rate book the
amounts included therein for such several services as aforesaid,^

the rate, in the case of a station to station rate, shall be deemed to

be composed of conveyance rate and terminal charges in proportion

to the amounts included in the corresponding standard rate for the
same service and accommodation in respect of similar goods betiveen

the same station.

EFFECT OF TERMINAL CHARGE ON RATES

It will be noted that in the supposititious fish rate just

taken, the terminal figure seems a very small item, in great

contrast to the 12s, included in the 14s, 2d. per ton figure,

* I 0. (a) conveyance ; (6) station terminals ,
(c) service terminals.
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dealt with on page 64 respecting the piano It is impor-

tant to explain this difference. In the first place, the one

case is a long distance rate ; the other, a short distance one.

The terminal charge, i.e. the charge for the use of the

station and for services prordded thereat is the same, what-

ever be the "distance the traffic is conveyed. It is, there-

.foie, always a large factor proportionately in the case of a

short distance rate. Let ns assume that 4'3d. per mile per

ton of furniture is the same mileage conveyance figure for

any distance and that the terminal charges arc 3s. 6d for

station and service at each end and 2s. 6d. at each end for

cartage. Then at varying distances the total rate would

be

—

Per ton. Per ton pen
d. s d.

For 6 miles . 0 14 2 ^ 4'33

,, 30 miles . . 129 0 9'io

,, 100 miles . '2 7 10 0 5'74

,, 400 miles . 7 15 4 0 4*66

The figure of I2s., representing charges at the terminals,

is equally the same amount included in 14s. 2d at 6 miles,

or in the £7 15s. 4d. per ton, the charge at 400 miles. In

practice, as has been fully explained, the conveyance

charge is arranged at a diminishing figure as distance

increases, but in the illustration the 4.3d. per ton-mile

figure is taken as a constant, so as to bring out the effect

on the total rate per ton per mile, which the inclusion of a

terminal charge makes.

,
The diagram on the next page should be of assistance as

indicating the terminal accommodation at a goods station

in relation to conveyance, the latter service being repre-

sented by the two parallel straight lines with the terminal

accommodation at either end (stations A and B).

In some countries—-Germany is a notable case—ah the

tariff .scales of rates for ordinary traffic are made up specific-

ally by the inclusion of a stated figure as the terminal

addition in each class of traffic. It would seem as though
the requirement of the 1921 Act of Parliament wiU result
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in a similar arrangement being adopted in our future rates

system, following " the appointed da3^” for the Act requires

that in the new rates system which is being evolved under

the Rates Tribunal, every rate shall be submitted to the

Tribunal for approval, the charges for conveyance and

tliose made for terminals being separately shown, and

when so submitted and approved they will become the

standard charges (until again altered by the Tribunal),

The same subdivision as between the charge for convey-

ance and terminals is to be given effect to in regard to any

exceptional rates which the Rates Tribunal may in future

sanction.



CHAPTER VIII

COST OF SERVICE AS A IfACTOR IN RATE-MAKING

In fixing charges or prices in any ordinary conjmM'daLQi'

industrial business, the main principle whirli is taken into

account by the manager is that of what the provision of the

commodities or services has cost or will cost him. Then,

after calculating his costs, the trader, having made due

allowance for his own personal remuneration and for any

interest on capital, fixes his prices or rate of charge to his

customers accordingly. This may be considered in trading

the normal arrangement under which the price of a com-

modity IS fixed, and one asks oneself, naturally, cannot the

railway company fix its conveyance rates, whether for

goods or for passenger service, in direct relation to the cost

which it has to incur to provide the necessary accommoda-

tion and service ? The cost of service must nccessaiily

loom large in the manager’s eyes, because the outgoing

expenditure has to be met by the receipts, and not only so,

but the receipts—revenue receipts we call them—must be

of such a figure as will not only cover " out of pocket ” and

overhead expenses, but will yield a surplus or margin to

cover interest charges.

NORMAL COST ITEMS

A normal manufacturing business or industrial concern

will find its annual expenditure spiead over the following

items, viz.—

1. Rent.

2. Cost of management and overhead charges,

3. Maintenance of building, plant and machinery, {a)

wages cost
;

(b) cost of materials,

4. Direct costs of production or purchase of goods.

5. Insurance.

6. Depreciation.

7. Interest charges.
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HEADS OF RAILWAY EXPENDITURE

All the above items have their counterpart in any rail-

way company’s accounts, and the items of expenditure

which have to be covered by the traffic and general annual

receipts upon a railway are as follows

—

1. Maintenance and renewal of the permanent way and

works generally.

2. The maintenance and renewal of rolling stock, includ-

ing locomotives, carriages and wagons.

3. The provision of locomotive power

4. Traffic expenses, i.e. all expenses (other than locomo-

tive cost) incurred in effecting transportation.

5. General charges, including law and parliamentary,

Government duty, rates and taxes, etc.

6. Depreciation and betterment charges.

All these items of expenditure are very carefully and

elaborately provided for in every railway company's pub-

lished accounts, these accounts being standardized and

made statutory under the 1911 Act of Parliament applying

to railways (Railway Companies’ Accounts and Returns

Act, 1911).

INTEREST CHARGES

It is a matter for discussion whether interest charges

should be considered as an item of cost or othenvise, but

however they may be treated as a matter of account there

should be sufficient surplus, after the expenditure under

the heads set out above has been incuiTed, to provide some

return as interest on capital. All capital expenditure and

receipts, as well as all interest charges, are set out in

great detail in the published accounts, the standard form

being prescribed under the 1911 Act of Parliament above

referred to.

At what rate’ tins figure of return on capital may be

most suitably fixed is a matter around which there is much
discussion in railway circles to-day. But the 1921 Act of
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Parliament has gone so far as to provide statutor}/ authority

for maintaining an interest return to capital on a standard

basis, that standard being fixed at the figure shorvn in the

1913 yearly accounts, with certain adjustments to meet

subsequent capital expenditure.

CHARGES CANNOT BE FIXED SOLELY ON COST
BASIS

There are advocates who claim that the railwaj' company

should fix all its charges for the various commodities that

it carries directly according to the cost incurred in tlie

manipulation of such traffiej but very little consideration

is sufficient to show the impracticability of any proposal

of this kind.

There are in railway accoimts a very large number of

items which come under the heading of what the economists

now term " joint costs.” This makes the problem of allocat-

ing specific costs to specific commodities conveyed a very

difficult one. Take, for instance, the miscellaneous goods

train which convej^s traffic of all kinds, including one wagon

of copper ore, another wagon of furniture, another of

potatoes, and so on thiough 50 or more wagons, how is the

engine cost to be distributed as between copper ore and the

furniture or potatoes ? Plow are the signalmen’s wages at

the signal box the train passes ivhen on its journey to be

allocated to the different commodities using the line ?

How, indeed, are the signalmen’s wages going to be divided

as between goods and passenger trains that pass his signal

box, or how is the cost of upkeep of permanent way going

to be divided as between train and train, say, as between

goods and passenger train or even between one good.s

train and another ? It is considerations of this kind

that have, up till now, stood in the way of any allocation

of expenditure and wages incurred being divided evenly

amongst goods and passenger, much less being distrp

buted fairly over different consig proper and adequate

train, be too earnestly insisted
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upon. Of the relative cost of one description of traffic com-

pared with another, whether it be a geographical comparison

in distance or a commodity comparison, it is highly impor-

tant that a goods manager or other officer should have as

much information as can be accurately tabulated.

The question of cost of service ha.s come more and more

to the front in our railway legislation in recent years. The

Act of iSg^j was passed to throw upon railway companies

the onus of proof that any increase of railway charge was

a reasonable one, and the interpretation of this provision

in the Act, which was placed upon it by the Railway Com-

missioners on an early day after its passage, was that the

railways nutsi prove an increase in ihe cost of carrying^ their

traffic, and that the justification of increased cost must

apply to the particular traffic in question rather than to

railway working as a whole. Tliis ruling of the Commis-

sioners was given in the case of the Charlaw and Sacriston

Collieries against the North-Eastern Railway, heard in

1897,

The Railway and Canal Traffic Act of 1913 was passed

by the legislature deliberately to redeem a promise made by

the Government m the autumn of 1911, following the great

railway strike of August of that year, that they would bring

in legislation to enable the companies to recoup by increased

rates and charges the increased cost in the labour bill, due

to the improvement effected in the wages and conditions

of the working staff, and under this Act an increase of

4 per cent upon all exceptional rates was levied and took

effect the same year.

From these two legislative enactments it would appear as

though the legislature were coming more and more to regard

the question of cost as the basis for railway charges, at

any rate, when any increase of charges is involved ; and it

may, therefore, be regarded as not unreasonable that, per-

haps as a corollary to this point of view, the pubHc who use

the railways are expressing more and more pronouncedly
their view as to a converse set of arrangements, namely,-
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that when the railway companies’ accounts show that a sur-

plus has been secured in their receipts, they, the trading

public, should reap some advantage in a reduction of charges.

This view found mudi expression when the Act of 1921 was

under consideration, and is found reflected in the provisions

of the Act.

SUMMARY AS TO COST OF SERVICE

If wc may now summarize what has been said on the

question of cost of sendee in this chapter, our conclusion

would be that, wlulst it is highly important that as much
accurate information as possible should be at hand for use

by the goods manager of a railway company to guide him

in determining the diicctiou in which conveyance charges

should be fixed, it is impracticable to apply costs figures

for any detailed fixation of rates to particular items of

traffic or between particular pairs of stations. But in a

more general way the element of cost must come into con-

sideration, if it IS not always in the background in regard

both to the class of goods and the length of distance that

any consignment is conveyed In determining the classi-

fication of goods, for instance, when taking into account the

factors of size or weight of goods and distance of journey,

it is really the question of cost that is involved those are

the factors ivhich affect the cost of loading and conveyance.

Or, again, the heavy cost of terminal service and facilities,

and the large proportion of the charge which, as compared

with conveyance, the terminal expense so often absorbs,

is another factor whicli looms large w’hen questions of cost

are analysed. This question has been deidt with somewhat

fully in Chapter VII.

In Great Britain, unfortunately, we have very little

material on which to compile any basis of cost in relation

to any particular traffic lates, some railway authorities

even going to the extent of advocating that any figures

beyond the mere “ out-of-pocket " costs of working are

valueless, because they are apt to be misleading. If,

S—(6013)
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however, any conclusion as to the adequacy of a rate

charged or proposed were to be adopted without a know-

ledge of the overhead and fixed costs as well as the out-of-

pocket figures, the danger of being misled would undoubt-

edly be very much greater still.

ASCERTAINMENT OF COST

The way in which the cost of working anj" particular

traffic would be tested is usually by calculating receipts and

expenditure on specific trains or traffics, the cost being

worked out per ton mile or per train mile, the latter figure

being adopted when the traffic is of such a nature as can

be worked in train loads. These costs on specific traffics

need, of course, to be compared with average standard

figures for the traffic as a whole—whether passenger or

goods.

Certain costs, such as the locomotive running cost and

the trainmen's wages, can be obtained by a direct process,

and apportioned over the miles and the train or the ton, as

the case may be. To these must be added the overhead

costs or " on costs ” by the use of average figures obtained

statistically. Such figures would include (i) cost of wear

and tear of rails
; (2) upkeep of stations and other buildings

;

(3) superintendence and management
; (4) cost of wagons

;

(5) repairs to and upkeep of locomotive
; (6) general

charges: or such of 'these costs as may not have been

included in any “ out of pocket " statement of costs directly

ascertained.

All these services or items must be covered in the rates

and charges before a railway can properly yield any return

upon its invested capital, and it is essential therefore that

the charges made upon the traffic it carries should be

sufficient to cover the whole of the costs of working.

It may occasionally be justifiable to adopt a special

rate under exceptional circumstances fixed at a level below

the fun cost of working, but it is manifest that if that was
done as an all round practice or on any regular system there
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would sooner or later be no return on capital account.

Herein is a real danger, which must be inherent in any

system based on exceptional rates, or on such an indefinable

system or idea as that of '' what a traffic will bear.” Whereas

with us in Great Britain such a large proportion of rates are

" exceptional" it would seem more than even essential to

know what relation the figures boar to the full cost of

working.

STATEMENTS QUOTED FROM U.S.A. RAILWAYS

The American railways have for manj^ 3’ear.s been in the

habit of separating their costs as between goods and

passenger traffic, and as an example of how these figures

are tabulated and made use of for statistical purposes, three

tables are appended to this chapter as illustrative of these

figures.

The first is a table published by the Penns3dvania Rail-

road in their report of 1917, winch shows respectively the

receipts and expenditure of working their passenger and

goods traffic. It forms a statistical comparison for the

ten years from 1908 to 1917 inclusive.

The second table is a similar comparison of ten years

from a more recent report—one of the railway companies

in the Eastern States for 1925. It shows what very

different financial results are obtained on that railway

from the working of goods and passenger traffic respec-

tively.

The third table shows certain figures of cost taken over

the American railways as a whole, worked out to a unit

per train mile in respect of goods and passenger traffic

respectivel3' : these figures are presented m a report of

the Inter-State Commerce Commi.ssion as to railwa3'

statistical results in 1923 and 1924.

It is necessary to point out in regard to these tables that

the value of the results they show depends very largely

upon the method adopted in apportioning joint costs
;
and

that much discussion is still going on in America as to
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whether the methods up to now adopted are of the best,

and whether they can bo improved. On this point there

is some diversity'- of opinion. The whole question is one

for research by accountants and statisticians, offering scope

for a new lead and the establishment of a new precedent.

The importance, however, of having satisfactory and

reliable standard figm-es of cost as an assistance in getting

rates and charges on to a right datum level on which to

provide a standard revenue becomes greatly emphasized in

view of the two recent railway Acts, the American Trans-

portation Act of 1920 and the British Railways Act, 1921,

m both of which the principle of a standard revenue is

established.

PENNSYLVANIA RAILROAD
From Prinied Report for Year Ending 30TH June, 1917

Freight Traffic, Passenger Traffic.

Year Revenue Expendi- 1 Revenue Expendi- 1

per ture per Per- per ture per Per-
Ton Ton centage Passenger Passenger centage.

per Mile. per Mile. per Mile. per Mile.

Cents. Cents. Cents. Cents.

1908 0-569 0-408 71-7 1-975 1-561 79-0

1909 0-580 0-380 65-5 1-964 i-yoi 86-6

1910 0-583 0-412 70-6 1-959 1-687 86-1

1911 0-587 0-407 69-3 1-980 1-805 90‘i

1912 0-583 0*410 70-3 1-962 1-829 93-2

1913 0-583 0-435 74-6 1-951 1-814 93-0

1914 0-589 0-434 73-7 I 951 1-865 95-6

1915 0-610 0-426 79-8 2 057 1-822 88-5

1916 0-603 0-436 72-3 2-074 1-665 80-2

1917 0-631 0-512 81-1 2-101 1-703 81-05

In initiating and establishing a new system of figures

of cost, which it seems essential wiU have to be provided in

the future, the factors to be borne in mind as necessitating

cost figures, are

—

(a) Relative revenue-yielding capacity of passenger and
goods traffics.

* These percentages columns have been added by me They
represent the “ operating ratios ” of the two traffics,

—

Author.
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(fi) Comparative cost of long and short distance traffics.

(c) Costs of terminal accommodation and terminal

services.

(d) Relative cost of var5dng traffics when worked as

wagon loads^ or train loads or separate packages.

RAILWAYS OF U.S A.

Class I.

—

Steam Railroads

Selected Cost Items separated to show Passenger and
Goods Costs

Costs pkr Train Milk and Operating Ratios

Average tons per tram = 713 ;
therefore ~ by 713 — per ton mile

Passcngei Goods
Service. Service.

Revenue Receipts per Tram Mile, 1923 . $7-187

Expenditure per Train Mile—
Locomotive Repairs .... $•286 $-489

Percentage on Gross Receipts . ii'i6% 6-So%
Train Enginemen .... $•128 $•262

Percentage on Gross Receipts . 5
’00% 3-65%

Fuel for Train Locomotives $ 224 $•506

Percentage on Gross Receipts . 873% 7-04%
Engine-house Expenses $•063 $-095

Percentage on Gross Receipts . *•46% 1 -32%
Trainmen ..... $•140 $298

Percentage on Gross Receipts . 5
'46% 4-15%

Other Loco, and Tram Supplies . $•095 1-099

Percentage on Gross Receipts . 371% 1 -38%
Total Selected Accounts $•936 $1749

Percentage on Gross Receipts . 36-50% 24-34%
(i.e. Operating ratio in respect of

selected items.)

Class I Roads, 1924—
Total Revenues . $5,986,492,120
Total Expenditures . $4,558,307,781
Operating ratio, including Tax AccruMs ' 81

-

9%
Freight Tram Revenue per ton mile (1923) I'liGc.

Passenger Train Revenue per passenger
mile (1923) ..... 3'0i8c.

Freight—Average Distance hauled per ton I76-86m,
Passengers—Average Distance hauled per

passenger ®38 '46m.

r 76-1 per cent exclusive of tax.
“ For 1890 = 24'o6.



CHAPTER IX

COMPETITION OR CO-OPERATION

At various points in foregoing chapters reference has been

made to the factor of competition as being a potent influence

in contributing to the gradual evolution of present-day

arrangements. But the principle of co-operation and com-

bination has been steadily becoming more effective, and

has become possible over ever-widening areas.

EARLY DAYS

In the early days, when railways existed only as detached

lines here and there about the country, there was no ques-

tion of competition as between themselves, but when tire

Manchester and Liverpool joined up with Manchester to

Birmingham and extended eastwards to Normanton, Leeds

and York, and again the York, Newcastle and Berwick

line became connected with the Leeds Northern, the

Stockton and Darlington and the York and North Midland ;

and the Great Western, Midland and London and North

Western systems developed and effected junctions at

various points, competition between rival routes grew

apace and Parliament encouraged a policy of competition

as tending to public advantage, inspired no doubt by a

fear of what might happen if these powerful railway systems

became any larger through further combination

In the North of England, in 1854, the Leeds Northern

Railway (connecting Leeds with the Hartlepools and

Stockton) had become a powerful competitor vnth the

York, Newcastle and Berwick, and in 1854 these two con-

cerns effected an amalgamation between themselves and

the York and North Midland, thereby forming out of this

tripartite arrangement the North Eastern Railway, which

at a subsequent date also absorbed the original Stockton

and Darlington Co., and became a powerful monopoly in

87
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the North-East of England, illustrating very practically

Robeit Stephenson's maxim, that where combination

became possible competition was impossible. An inter-

esting point about this particular combination was that it

followed a pronouncement by Parliament in 1853 that

the)? intended to sanction no more large amalgamations !

In the 'forties and early 'fifties of last century the con-

troversy over the question of whether the railway policy

should be based primarily upon competition or combina-

tion was rife Gladstone, at the time of the passage of the

Bill of 1844, which he was mainly instrumental in promot-

ing, expressed his profound distrust of “ competition ” as

a factor or principle at all adequate, or calculated to ensure

to the public the policy of railway development then so

urgently recognized as necessary ;
but the representatives

of trade and commerce were not then prepared to forego

what was so generally regarded as a healthy rivalry between

railway systems, and as providing a useful weapon for use

when necessary in their own defence.

GROWING POWER OF RAILWAYS

The power and influence of the railway companies was

so conspicuously on the increase that Sir Henry Tyler,

for many years the leading railway inspector of the Board

of Trade, made use of the memorable words that, if the

state did not control the railways, the railways would very

soon be controlling the state. When a great amalgamation

scheme (between the London and North-Western and

the Midland Companies) was before Parliament in

1853, the legislature not only refused to sanction it, but

passed a general resolution (at the instigation of Lord

Cardwell) to the effect “ that no railway or canal bill con-

taining any powers of amalgamation, purchase, lease, work-

ing arrangement, or other combination of interest between

different companies heretofore incorporated be read a

second time unless the promoters agree to strike out all such

poNvers.” Even this parliamentary enactment did not, be
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it noted, prevent the Noith Eastern Railway combination

referred to in the preceding paragraph.

From that dale forward theie has been a suspicion that

the public is likely to suffer from the monopoly powei

of big companies and Parliament has, until the post-war

period, been very chary of gi'antmg, and not uncommonly

has refused to grant, proposals for amalgamation between

the big companies. The 1921 Act, with its unpiccedunted

amalgamation schemes, has reversed this tiaditional parlia-

mentary policy of railway competition, but the deeply

rooted feeling that a considerable measure of competition

must be preserved in the interests of traders prevented

what was undoubtedly the intention of the framers of the

1921 Bill, that all the railways should, in the first instance,

be amalgamated into one national concern, with poweis of

devolution to different regional or territorial boards of

government.

REVERSAL OF PARLIAMENTARY POLICY

The first Minister of Transport, when intioducing the

Railways Bill which became the 1921 Act, in the House of

Commons, stated that it did not at all follow that because

under a system of competition and private enterprise there

had been such a great development in the past that the

same system would be equally suited to the needs of the

future. And, speaking to the Associated Chambers of

Commerce in the autumn of 1920, he queried " The advan-

tages of competition, aic they not largely illusory.?”

Under his scheme for amalgamations and combination of

railway forces, he anticipated vast economies whicli he

estimated at a minimum figure of £^0 ,
000 ,quo a j’ear

The new Act is undoubtedly based on the assumption that

progress in the future, whether of economics in expenditure,

of elficiency in management, or of advantage to railway

users, must be conditioned upon a much larger measure of

co-operation in the railway world than any that has gone

before.
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Parliament, however, in passing the iccent Act, did pre-

serve a measure of her traditional view, for whilst allowing

the amalgamations into four big group companies to be

effected, determined that the retention of a certain measure

of competition was essential for the good of railway users.

But this retention of the spirit of competition—on a larger

'scale in many directions even than before—has doubtless

been one factor in pieventing the full realization of the

working economies that were hoped for and sanguinely

anticipated by Parliament.

CO-OPERATIVE TENDENCY STEADILY GROWING

A leading railway chairman, speaking of the revolution

about to be accomplished in the railway world under the 1921

Railways Act, referred to the Act as having accomplished a

new triple alliance, namely, between the railway companies,

their employees and the traders, ^ This is an indication

of co-operation on a grand scale, and though the country

may not have entered fully, as yet, into the more advanced

relationship so contemplated and expounded by a railway

chairman, yet the pronouncement may be taken to embody
the spirit of the Act and what it stands for.

Such co-operation over an increasingly widening area

would appear to be a quite natural development in indus-

trial life in these days. The growth of true civilization has

been said to depend upon the degree of co-operation that

can be given effect to in sodal or national life. And the

greater effectiveness of co-operation than of competition in

the progress of large enterprises of a public character has

been constantly recognized and pointed out by the great

leaders, both in statecraft and in economic science. We
have quoted Robert Stephenson’s dictum as to competition ;

we have seen how Gladstone, in 1844, doubted its adequacy
for meeting what the public needed from the railways ; we
may recall how in 1911 the departmental committee on

1 Viscount Churchill, presiding at Great Western Railway share-
holders’ annual meeting, February, igai.
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railway returns and accounts reported that botli railways

and public would gain by " a properly regulated extension

of co-opcration rather than a revival of competition ”
;
and

Mr. Cleveland Stephens, at the conclusion of his biilliant

study of English railway development and State relation-

ship,^ suggests that “ competition was never at any time

a satisfactory method of regulating the railway.s,” and that

that was the true interpretation of the meaning of the 1911

C oinm itte
c

’ .s pronouncement

EFFECT OF RAILWAY COMPETITION

On the other hand, we have seen how, in the development

or settlement of the existing arrangement of British lailway

rates and charges, the spirit of competition has come m,

time after time, and interfered ivith the adoption of regu-

lar or scientific or orderly and impai tial arrangements. W

c

have seen, too, how in the earty days of railway histoiy,

say prior to 1840, when the railways existed only as

detached and more or less isolated pieces of line, each com-

pany had its schedule of rates passed by Parliament and

framed on a mileage basis, but as soon as the railways

became linked up as one system, then competition came

in and with it the so-called principle of charging what the

traffic would bear.

The Clyde sugar "could not bear ” a railway rate to the

Midland towns higher than the simdar rate from London if

it was to compete on an equal footing. The rate for dead

meat from Liverpool to London must be an exceptional

figure, far below the normal class rates, if it was to continue

to come by rail instead of being diverted to the coastwise

steamer route.

So we find it was competition which in the case of the

Clyde sugar broke down the pnnciple of equal mileage upon

which early railway rates were founded ; it is competition

that has effectively prevented a rates scale being built up

1 Engliih Railwayi ' Tlwit Develo-pmenl and Relation lo the Slide

(Routledge)

.
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on a cost of service basis ;
it is competition that is tending

to put ports situated at different distances from consuming

points on an equality as regards their railway rates, and is

robbing those favourably situated by nature of the advan-

tage of their geographical position.

And as long as competition is allowed free play and is

not under proper restriction no principles can be expected

to hold water.

Once admit competition between two companies “ and

the whole theory of equal mileage or cost of service rates

vanishes into air.” ^

WHAT THE TRAFFIC WILL BEAR

The writer of these words (Sir Wm. Acworth) is

generally credited with responsibility for the phrase,

“ What the traffic will bear,” a phrase commonly quoted

by railway advocates as the “ principle ” on which the

present tangled system of railway charges has been built

up. But we can hardly, with any respect for the word

or its meaning, call it a " principle.” It is a phrase which

describes the method under which the present arrangements

in the aggregate have been evolved. It represents the

utmost which a railway manager has been able to get as a

charge for conveyance in view of the competitive agencies

ready to cany the traffic.

A pertinent illustration may here be given. At the time

of the initial construction of the electric tube railways in

London large contracts were entered into for the iron seg-

ments with which the tubes were to be encased. Some
were to be made in the Midlands, some on the Tees, and a

Stockton firm secured an order for 110,000 tons. The
railway rate, Stockton to London, as quoted in the rate

books, for traffic of this land, was i6s. 8d. per ton, S. to S.

O. R., and there was an "exceptional rate” also of 15s.

per ton with the condition of 4-ton lots attached. But this

figure was not considered satisfactory by the senders, who
' Sir Wm. Acworth (see page 44).
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found they could send much cheaper by coastwise steamer

transport, and arranged for the traffic to go accordingly by

water. At the last moment the railwa}'’ company heard

through its canvassers of what was happening, and as it

was realized that the order was too good® thing to be missed,

promptly quoted a rate of los. per ton for this big lot of

traffic on condition that the traffic was to be sent in full

train-loads of 45 wagon.s, each wagon being loaded with

eight tons. The senders accepted these conditions and the

traffic all went by rail, the receivers taking delivery at the

London railway stations, and the trams of traffic being dis-

patched every other day or at the rate of three tram loads

a week, and continuing between two and three years If

such rate continues to-day on the I'atc books it will no doubt

disappear on " the appointed day ” among.st many other

obsolete ligures which arc interesting reniinderb of bygone

histor}^ It is even now a matter of controver'sy as to

whether such a low rate as los, per ton (or its present

equivalent of 15s. to-day) can be looked upon as a paying

proposition to the railways, but it suited the railways and

it secured the traffic to the rails.

Whilst under the stress of competition a method of rate-

making has come into being, based upon " what the traffic

will bear,” under which exceptional arrangements have

become the ride, it may be hoped that in the more co-

operative regime upon which the railways have now entered

some greater and wider appheation of pr'inciplcs and tariffs

will be possible.

GROWING WORLD-WIDE COMPETITION

At any rate this wider measure of co-operation is urgently

necessary m view, firstly, of the increasing competition

from other methods of transport, such as coastwise

steamer and road cars (may wc not also in the future-

have to include air transport) ? and, secondly, the

necessity of providing the best possible transport facilities

for the country’s internal industry as a whole, in view
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of the growing intensity of world-wide competition witli

other nations.

These constitute two very urgent icasons why tlie rail-

ways as a whole should have a system of charges founded

on a basis of all-round iuipaitialitjr and of reasonableness

in amount; and, at the same time, simple and easily to be

understood.

If in the matter of our railway and tran.sport charges

reliance is continued upon the unintelligible method under-

lying the phrase " what the traffic ivill bear,” as the best

that can be devised towards the adoption of a principle in

the methods of charge, we shall, with the increasing compe-

tition from new directions, find our system of rates and

charges drifting more and more into confusion as the result

of a policy or practice of imiversal grab, each for himselfj

on the part of groups of traders or of individuals.

TRANSPORT CO-OPERATION VITAL TO FUTURE
NATIONAL PROSPERITY

On the other hand, as we face up to the fact that competi-

tion between nations in the great producing industries to

supply the world’s markets is getting more and more

severe, and must continue to do so, we shall become more

conscious of the fact that the nation which can adopt the

greatest degree of internal co-operation amongst aU classes

of industrialism, as well as within each individual indus-

try, is bound to have the advantage in international

competition.

The writer believes this to be the keynote of our future

success as_a nation so far as its industries arc concerned.

Not only must we have all the railway companies working

together as one great national system, determined to pro-

vide the high watermark of transport facilities, both in

efficiency and in adequacy, but we must go farther and
adopt a policy of co-operation and co-ordination between

the various transport agencies—roadway, railway, water-

way and port authorities. A house divided against itself,
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as our industries have been, cannot stand
; and w'hcn one

considers what a small nation we arc as a country, the

argument seems more and more convincing the more one

thinks of it that the great hope of the fiitiin' for Great

Britain is in the development of the community spirit and

co-operative (instead of competitive) action for-' the nation

as a whole.

The claim that the principle of competition embodies

the law of life cannot be supported by science. It is truer

to say that competition belongs to the lowei orders of life,

and that it is as co-operation and the community spiiit aie

developed and have free comse that a nation oi jicople

rises in the ordei of civilization.

THE HIGHER TYPE OF COMPETITION

So whilst the baser idea of competition, that of under-

cutting or stealing a march one, against anotlier, may with

advantage disappear, the competition for service or effici-

ency, for adequacy of performance (what Sir Oliver Lodge

would call emulation^) can happil3f never be eradicated

from the characters of men.

In professional ranks it is well known that a certain

rivalry or ambition to excel is always animating human

effort. An engineer will always aim at producing a better

' " Tlio distinction between competition and emul.ation has been
very well expressed by Sir Oliver Lodge, who says • ' limulation is

not competition. Emulation is wholesome and right as a stimulus.

It IS not the beef and pudding of life, hut it may very well be con-

sidered the salt and mustard Competition is the WTangling of

savages round a table at which they might .sit at peace and pass

each other the victuals It is tlie grabbing of the dishes as they are

brought on by tho waiters of Providence—the laws of nature
;

it

is the filching from weaker neighbours of their portion, so that one
is hungry and another is drunken Emulation is the aspiration of

a soldier to lead a forlorn hope, the desire of a student to make a

discovery, the ambition of a merchant to develop a new country or

establish a new route Competition is the snarling of dogs ovn the

some bone. Emulation is tho desire to do a thing better than it

has been done by others Competition is the desire to do instead

that which is equally well done by them.’ ’’ (From Socinlism and
Syndicalism, by Philip Snowden.)
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engine than any that has gone before, or a bigger bridge

which shall pul in the shade all predecessors.

So a general manager or engineer of a great railway com-

pany will always aim at providing service or accommodation

surpassing an^' that has gone before. He will always like

to have his particular system known as the best-managed

and most efficient in the country.

This vying for excellence, or competition for service, wc

are m no danger of eliminating by arrangements for greater

co-operation between colleagues in the same branch of

industrial service ; and it is only by a confusion of thought

that we conclude that improved service or greater effici-

ency is imperilled, because we are limiting that foolish

competition which aims at stealing traffic or undercutting

of rates.

THE BOGEY OF MONOPOLY

The same bogey was paraded before the public in 1854,

when the three (then) great railways in the North of

England, the York and North Midland, Leeds Northern,

and York, Newcastle and Berwick Companies were about

to be amalgamated, and in that year became the North

Eastern Railway system. But 18 years later, when a

parliamentary committee were called upon to pronounce

on the whole subject of amalgamations of railway systems,

what was their verdict ? They specifically quoted the case

of the North Eastern Railway as an outstanding illustra-

tion of a well-managed monopoly. The following is an

extract from their report

—

The case of the North Eastern is a striking illustration (of a
beneficent or well-managed monopoly). That railway, or system
of railways, is composed of 37 lines, several of which competed with
each other. Before their amalgamation they had. generally speaking,
high rates and fares and low dividends. The system is now the
most complete monopoly in the United Kingdom. From the Tyne
to the Humber, with one local exception, it has the country to itself

and it has the lowest fares and the highest dividend of any English
railway.

It has little or no litigation with other companies. Whilst com-
plaints have been heard from Lancashire and Yorkshire, where there
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are so-called competing lines, no witness has appealed to complain
of the Noith Eastern Railway, and the general feeling of the district

which it selves appears favourable to its management.

If Parliament had .supported whole-heartedly the original

proposals of the Railways Bill of IQ2I for a more complete

amalgamation, may H not be that wc should now be much

nearer than we are to a repetition of the beneficent results

of complete monopoly as recorded by the 1882 Committee

in the paragraph quoted above ?



CHAPTER X

THE COMING OF THE RATES TRIBUNAL

As far back as 1870 a need was felt by railway users for

some tribunal to deal with questions of complaint against

the railways, and these complaints centred naturally roimd

the question of rates and charges. It was upon a proposal

for a large amalgamation (that between the I.ondon and

North-Western and Lancashire and Yorkshire Railways)

that Parliament took alarm in 1872, as they feared the

effect of a reduction of competition, and this circumstance

resulted directly in a parliamentary inquiry imder the

committee of 1872.

THE RAILWAY AND CANAL COMMISSION

One sequel to the labours of this committee and perhaps

its most important result (beyond the publicity as to

railway affairs which such a comprehensive inquiry neces-

sarily created), was the appointment of a tinbunal to deal

with matters of rates and charges, which became laiown

as the Railway Commission (afterwards to become the

Railway and Canal Commission), whose function was to

hear and determine complaints against the railway com-

panies, particularly with respect to rates and charges, and

to fix what are reasonable sums for the railway companies

to charge in respect of terminals.

This Commission took effect as from 1873. It consisted

of three members, who were required to give the whole,

of their time to the duties of their office. The Act pre-

scribed that one was to be a representative of the railways,

qualified by experience, and one was to be a qualified law-

yer. The first Commissioners fulfilling these two require-

ments, respectively were Mr, Price, late chairman of the

Midland, and Mr. Macnamara, Q.C. ; whilst the third was
Sir Frederick Peel, who did not conform to anyparliamentary
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spccificaLion, but was described by a memhoi in tiie

debate in the House of Commons as " a Christian at large."

Let it be noticed that it was an exaggerated fear of the

power of a growing railway monopoly, and the populai

behef in the value of competition, that led to the creation

of this tribunal as provichng an inci'eased measure of i ailway

control in the interests of the commonwealth.

Under the Railway and Canal Traffic Act, i88S, the

functions and powers of the Commissioners were sonicwhal

(mlarged : they were authorized to order a uulway compan}-

to provide facilities where rea.sonablc facilities were jiroved

to be non-existent : it was their duty to see that the

various provisions of the 1888 Act were properly adniini.s-

tered ; but their mam dut}' continued to be to hear and

determine complaints from traders oi associations of traders

in regard to rates and charges.

It was, however, onl}? upon special apjieal b}' a tradiv nr

group of traders or by a railway or canal company that the

Railway and Canal Commi.ssion look any action, and they

then sat and heard evidence on the same lines as any other

legal tribunal. Their function was advisory I'athcr than

executive. They would decide upon the legality or reason-

ableness or otherwise of any charge made hy a railway com-

pany, but considered it as going beyond their function to

fix what a rate should be.

Proceedings before the Commission have always been

very costly and have usually been very dilatory, running at

times into the second, third or fourth year after applica-

tion, before a decision could be obtained ;
and the Tribunal

has never secured the full confidence of traders as providing

a body on which they could rely with any confidence for

obtaining just and reasonable charges.

The growing feeling that there must be something wrong

in a system based upon " exceptional " charges as to 8o

or 90 per cent of the traffic conveyed, and the distrust of so

vast a rate-making power being in the hands of railway

officers, whose main object is to secure traffic to a particular
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.system at all hazards, rather than to aim primarily at

the good of the commercial life as a whole, culminated in

the establishment of a new tiibunal under the 1921 Act,

whose function was to bo of the widest character.

THE NEW -TRIBUNAL

- In the first instance, vested with authority to create and

determine a new system of rates and charges upon railway

traffic for the country at large, they will m the future, i.e

after " the appointed day.” have full power to determine

the reasonableness of any charge made by any railway

company for services or for accommodation, and to decide and

enforce the charge which they pronounce to be reasonable.

Undei this new arrangement the railway companies to a

large extent become relieved of the rate making function ;

the responsibility passes on to the shoulders of the new

tribunal. It is a great responsibility, and if assumes, of

course, that a rates tribunal appointed ad hoc on the lines

laid down in the Act, is moie likely to be able to evolve a

rates and charges system that will develop the trade and

traffic of the country, and one which will be just and

impartial aU round and free from undue preference in any

direction, than under a system which allows each railway

company’s goods manager or a group of goods managers

to fix the specific rates which a particular company is

interested in.

The Rates Tribunal takes over from the Railway and

Canal Commission all duties and responsibilities in the

matter of railway rates and charges which the Commission

has been in the habit of accepting and performing. It, like

the Commission in 1873, also consists in the first instance of

three members, the Act prescribing that the chairman must

be an experienced lawyer, one of the three must be a person

experienced in railway business, and one must be a person

of experience in commercial affaii’S. The first members of

this Tribunal were SirFrancis Gore Browne, K.C. (Chairman),

Mr. W, A. Jepson, formerly a manager of the London and
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North Western Railway, and Wi. George C Lockel They
took office at the end of 1921 The Act jrrcsci ibes they are

to continue in oihee for a period not exceeding seven years

Sir Francis Gore Browne, the President, unfortunately died

in 1924, and was succeeded by Mi. Justice W. B Clodc

WIDE RESPONSIBILITIES

JThe responsibihtes of the new tiibunal are enormous,

and it has been gianted vast and fai-ieadiing powers.

When we remember that the succe.ss of oiu industrial and

commercial system depends, perhap.s more tlian anything

else, upon ample railway facilities and cheap tianspoit, it

may probably be said without exaggeration that the Tri-

bunal has, in very large measure, the making or inaning of

our home trade in its hands in tlie decisions which it will

have to come to.

The Act constituting the Tiibunal and piesciibing the

complete revision of our rates and chaiges sy.stem was

passed in 1921, and the Tiibunal got to work before the end

of that year, but at the time of writing tliey are fai from

finishing theii first task of levision, and tins length of time

alone be taken to indicate that the work on which they

have been and are engaged is gigantic in its charactci. The
“ appointed day,” when tlie new and leviscd rates will take

effect, which has been tentatively fixed successively foi

ist Januaiy, 1925, 1926 and 1927, appears now to he likely

to recede still farther into the future, for after the new

rates are determined the preparation of new rate books

which the public announcement of charges involves, will

alone necessitate a period of several months before the

charges can properly lake effect.

DUTY OF THE RATES TRIBUNAL

Let us see if we can summarize shortly the task which is

before the Tribunal. Is it not this ? The establishment of

a new system of rates and charges on all classes of traffic

which are conveyed or conveyable by railway on sucli hues
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as Will most surely lead to a general expansion of the

country’s trade all round, and that such system, wliilst

primarily aimed at securing to the lailway companies an

adequate revenue, must not fail to comply with the follow-

ing requirements

—

1. It must maintain rates upon a reasonable basis for

all classes of traffic.

2. It must refuse to grant any rates which would secqre

any undue preference to or against any person or place.

3. It must be simple and intelligible and so arranged that

everybody desiring to send traffic by rail can easily deter-

mine or calculate in advance on what scale of charges he

wiU have to pay for his traffic.

SIMPLICITY IMPORTANT

Conditions i and 2 above have been sufficiently dealt

ivith in other chapters, but here a few words are desirable

under tlie head of simplicity. A simple sj'stem, whether

a fixed flat figure or one determinable upon a scale, is in

itself a stimulator of traffic, just as the converse—com-

plexity or difficulty in finding out the charge—^is in itself a

deterrent to the flow of traffic. Anybody can find out from

a printed scale which can be carried in the pocket how much
it will cost to send a parcel any distance in England by

parcels post or by passenger train
;

but to send such an

article by railway goods train can only be discovered by a

visit to the nearest railway station, and there is often such

an air of apparent mysteiy arising from the number of docu-

ments or persons which need to be consulted when the rate

is obtained that the postal system is regularly preferred.

Simplicity in quotation of rates itself encourages traffic.

There was (before the War) a simple scale in operation for

the conveyance of milk by rail. Any milk forwarder knew
that the carriage of his milk would cost id. or x,];d. to i|d.

a gallon, according to whether it was over or under 100

miles. This is a good illustration of an easily-understood

and simple scale of charge. Motor-cars and a few other
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selected commodities, as well as passenger tiain parcels,

;ire cliargcd on a zone scale.

But why should milk and motor-cars be favoured with

a regular scale or tariff to the exclusion of exceptional

rales, whilst practically all other important commodities

are carried under exceptional rates, vaiymg in basis accord-

ing to destination Why cannot there be a regular tariff

available (as with milk) the whole country over, for exam-

ple, for pig iron, for grain, for timber, for provisions, etc. ?

To quote upon differing bases for different districts of the

country must almost inevitably lead at once to preferential

treatment. Tins is one of the crucial questions that the

Tribunal must decide upon at an early date.

RECOMMENDATIONS OF THE RATES ADVISORY
COMMITTEE

When the Advisory Committee on railway rates (he. the

body which, sitting from 1919-21, was tlie foreiunncr of

the Rates Tribunal) reported to the Minister for Tiansport,

they tabulated the principles which they considered should

be given effect to in the establishment of a new and more

equitable .system of rates. They urged that exceptional

rates, if they could not be abolished, must be revised and

reduced in number and should he systematized. The

principles they urged should he adopted were a definite

reduction on a percentage basis in re.spect of the comjiaihes

being relieved from damage or loss, and also a percentage

reduction in respect of the conveyance of large quantities.

The report also expressed the view that, by arranging a

tariff which would embody the percentage reductions above-

named for specific considerations, the major part of the

exceptional rates might be got rid of.

In the chapter dealing with exceptional rales will be

found (page 50) the proposals made by the Advisory

Committee as to the lines upon which they proposed that

scale arrangements should be substituted for exceptional

rates—at an}'' rate in so far as the factors of quantity of
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traffic or of risk conditions liad been the raison d'etre of

such exceptions.

It IS difficult to see how a system which is founded upon

exceptional rates can be fair all round and free from the

suspicion of undue prefeience. To the writei it would

appear as tJiough the success or failure of the iv'ork of the

Rates Tribunal must very largely depend upon its treat-

'ment of the exceptional rates question-—upon whether

such rates can, at least, as a system be superseded. It can

be easily understood that every trader would like to have

an exceptional rate, provided it is in his own favour or

prejudices his compeiiior

.

CERTAIN ALTERATIONS ALREADY DETERMINED

The work of the Rates Tribimal, as compared with that

of the Rates Advisory Committee, has been to some extent

made easier by the fact of the Railway Rates Act of 1921

having passed Parliament. Under the provisions of this

Act certain principles of charging have been definitely

decided upon and it may here be well just to recall these.

They are

—

1. A new classification of goods has been adopted. The

new classification will have twenty-one classes, with an

extra one in respect of coal and coke, in place of the eight

classes of the cunent classification. Tliis replacement of

eight classes by twenty-two can only be counted as simpli-

fication if it means the abolition of the greater part of the

" exceptionals.'’

2. Charges for cartage, in collection or delivery, are to be

separately quoted and recorded. In other words, all rates

are to be normally fixed on a “station to station ” basis.

3. All normal rates are to be on the basis of company’s

risk, and if an owner’s risk rate be granted at the request

of a trader or sender or receiver of goods, the reduction of

rate in respect of the O.R. condition is to be fixed at such

amount as will represent the value of the risk from which the

cornpany has been- relieved.
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Compliance with tlicse conditions ought to go a long waj’

to help the Rates Tribunal in the fhscharge of its lieavj'

duties, for it certainly intioduccs some points of piinciple

into what has been, and is to-daj', laigely a cliaotic anange-

ment
;
though as long as exceptional rates exist in anjdhing

like the proportion they do to-daj’, the work of I'lieTiibiina]

is bound to be heavy Indeed, if they continue to have to

fix rates accoiding to the separate circumstances of each

flow of traffic, instead of upon each ruunnodity as a wliulo,

it is difficult to sec how they will ever be able to function

satisfactorily.

SECURING AN ADEQUATE REVENUE

Wc have stated that in the fixation of rates tlie Tiibunal

must have as a iDiimary aim the securing of an adequate

revenue to the railway companies. Tins i.s one of the leading

factors embodied in the 1921 Act Under tin.s Act a

"standard revenue’’ i.s fi.xed and defined. Tlie lailwny

rates arc to be deteimined at such figures as will 3'iel(l a

standard leveniie, and aboi'e that datum line <iny excess ot

revenue receipts are to be annually (or at such periods as

may be agreed) allocated in defined pioportions to the

public who use the railways by way of lowei cliaiges, and

to the lailway companies them.sclves, the fonnei taking

So per cent of the surplus. Tiie Tribunal Is charged with

tlie duty of regulating rates and chargi'S on tliLs standaid

revenue basis. ^ With this in view, it will have to review

1 Decisions are being come to by the Kales Tribunal cuiicuriuntly

with the writing of this book. An important stage lias been reached

by the Tribunal in the determination of the exact hgures of tlu‘

" standard revenue '' in respect of the four large railway tomprinies

Tins has been fixed by the Commissioners at £45.etf!.5r3, .imi

allocated between the companies as follows—

L M. & S Railway . . £18,775,180
L & N.E Railway . . £13,(28,505
Great Western. Railway . . ^7 . 171. 551

Southern Railway . . . i5.t>43.-^h7

and tins means that if these figures of net revenue are exceeded in

any considerable degree the Commissioner.s will have to consider

whether charges should be reduced , or if they arc not attained,

whether increases sliould be made.
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rates and charges annuaJly or biennially, or at such periodical

intervals as it may determine best suits the needs of the

situation generally The Act prescribes tliat at any rate

for the fiist two years following upon “ the appointed

day
’
’ as from which the new rates will take effect, the review

must be at the end of each year.

The 1921 Railwajrs Act contains no declaration of public

policy for the railways, such as is contained in the American

Transportation Act, 1920.^ It would have been of great

lielp to tlie Tribunal, doubtless, had there been such, though

it would necessarily have had to take a veiy different

form. Instead of such specific declaration, however, the

aim of the Tribunal may be assumed from its main function,

which is to maintain the standard revenue of the companies,

and periodically adjust rates and charges so as to maintain

actual earnings as near as may be to standard, whilst at the

same time observing the essential principles laid down of

reasonableness, impartiality and simplicity, Further than

this, it is laid upon the Tribunal, under Sect. 58 (2)

of the Act, in fixing charges to have regard to the mean.s

which in their opinion are best calculated to ensure in the

public interest the maximum extension and development of

goods and passenger traffic.

AN AMERICAN RATES TRIBUNAL

The coming of the Rates Tribunal has a somewhat remark-

able historic parallel in the advent of the Inter-State Com-

merce Commission into the railway administrative life of

the United States. Three Commissioners were appointed

in 1887 for the very same object as in England, viz
,
to try

and restore some order into the chaotic state of railway

rates administration as it was in Ameiica at that time.

IiTegulaxities in the way of secret rebates were rife in the

Transportation Act, igzo. Section 500.
—

" It is hereby declared
to he the policy of Congress to promote, encourage and develop
water transportation service and facilities in connection with the
commerde of the United States and to foster and preserve in full
yigour both rail and water transportation "
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States, far exceeding anything that was ever possible vvith

us, and there was a widespread picvalence of “ moral

obliquity ” in connection' with railway rate-making.

The Inter-State Commerce Act of 1887 in addition to

providing for the ajipointment of tliiee Commissioners with

power to hear and determine complaints and grievances,

decreed that rates must lie reasonable in amount and

free_ from undue preference, or " discrimination ” as it

was called. At first the Commission .steadily grew in

influence and was supported by the railway executives,

but in a few years a revolt took place on tlie part

of railways and carriers and, in 1897, not only was its

power to determine just and proper rates contested and a

case taken before the Supreme Court of Judicature, but the

Supreme Court decided that the Commissioners’ power was

only an advisoiy and judicial one, that it could not deter-

mine or fix rates, which was held to be an administrative

fimction, and must be left with the railway executives

This decision entirely broke the power of the Inter-State

Commerce Commission, and the railways thereafter set

aside its decisions and openly defied it. But tlicy over-

reached themselves. The public in the early year.s of the

present century again began to realize that the railways

were t3mannically exercising their monopoly power against

them as travellers and users, and President Roosevelt went

into power in 1904 largely on a poUcy of " curb the power

of the railways,” His policy of the " thick stick ” proved

effective, the Hepburn Act was passed in 190G, not only

restoring to the Inter-State Commerce Commission the

powers of wliich they had been deprived nine years before,

but giving them greatly enlarged aiithoiity. A further

extension of power was given in 1910, and since that time

the Commission has been a growing force in the railway

policj' of the great Republic and has, of recent years,

replaced the ” moral obliquity ” regime by a system based

on sound, impartial, and well-understood principles. It

has practically abolished tlie practice of ” discrimination,”
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which, m Ameiicaii railway parlance, was the parallel in

the Republic to our " exceptional ’’ rates. The achieve-

ments of the Inter-State Commerce Commission in the

purifying of American aclmiraslrative life form a remark-

able and, indeed, a romantic record.

As a stucly in achievement tlie record of the pi ogress of

the Inter-State Commerce Commission in relation to rail-

way administration is greatly to be commended, and a

fuithcr account of what has Ireen done is given in the next

following chapter.



CHAPTER XI

RATE-I\IA1<TNG PROGRESS IN AMERICA

There is so much sinking aiialog3’ between America and

Great Bri tain in the development o[ the relationship between

the-railwa}^ sj'stem and the community which it serves, that

a study of recent developments m the foirner connliy is

well worth while to anj'bndy who is following in aipv detail

the course of railway events at home.

STUDY OF AMERICAN PARALLEL ADVANTAGEOUS

In the United States and in Great Biitain wc ha\e the

two outstanding world examples of adhcronci' to the

principle of private enterprise, when the governments of

foreign countries and of our own dominions across tlie

seas are to an increasing extent assuming possession and

management of their railways The great diHercncc

between the two Anglo-Saxon speaking I'.ountries is in their

size and area, the United States having about 250,000

miles of railway, compared with less than 20,000 miles

m our own island. In the case of lioth countries the

Government took possession of the raihvay s3'stem during

the war, both people.s insisted ujion a return to piivati'

ownerslrip at the conclusion of war, both nations passed

a comprehensive Act of Parliament remodelling the con-

ditions and outlook of the whole railway S3'stcrns, each

Act of Parhament prescribed consolidation of the railwa3'

systems into a hmilcd number of groups, and limited share-

holders’ dividends b)^ fixing a datum lex'cl for net revenue,

from any excess over which the public who use the railwa3-s

are to benefit in reduced charges ; and in both countries,

councils, upon which the workers are given a voice in the

deteiminatioii of their wages and conditions of seiA’ice and

in certain questions of management, have been set uji
,
and

also in both the power and function of rate-making is

109
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taken off the shoulders of the railway companies and placed

upon a tribunal of experts chosen by the State. The

parallel is, indeed, a remarkable one.

THE INTER-STATE COMMERCE COMMISSION

The ins{itution of a special tribunal to supervise with

executive powers the function of rate.s regulation is, how-

ever, no new policy in America as it is with us at home.

The Inter-State Commerce Commission was called into being

in 1887 vnth the object, firstly, of regulating rates upon

traffic passing through more than one State, and, secondly,

of fixing rates on a reasonable and non-discnminatory basis.

The record of how this Commission has gradually conic for-

ward into a position of greater and greater responsibility

and authority until it has practically rooted out of the

public life of the United States of America the great evil

of discrimination in railway rate-making, is one of the most

fascinating accounts of development in democratic control

in the goverament of a great countiyc Under the new
American Railway Act, the Transportation Act of 1920,

widely extended authority has been placed upon the Inter-

State Commerce Commission, particulars of which we shall

refer to later It is with the. action of the Commission in

regard to railway rates and charges that this chapter is

intended primarily to deal, for a review of what has been

accomplished in America in the way of the restoration of

order out of what was verily a condition of chaos is oppor-

tune at the present time, when our own Rates Tribunal are

grappling with the problem of trying to evolve a new

system in Great Britain.

It has been shown how the unsatisfactory, almost chaotic,

condition has been brought about largely by the exceptional

rates system which years ago established itself as the main

method of rates quotation in Great Britain. But in

America the conditions in regard to rate-making were,

indeed, prior to 1887, worse than chaotic. They were

irregular, inequitable and of moral obliquity. Moreover,
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the various states were independent of each other in

matters of railway government, and they were as jealous

of their own sepaiate sovereignties as in recent years have

been the various states of Europe. Only by slow degrees

in more leccnt 3rears have the regulations of state and

federal supervision become co-ordinated. Prim to 18S7,

the anomalous position existed of each state being able to

fix and control rates within its own territorj', whilst it had

no jurisdiction whatever over a through rati- on traific

passing through its domain, not even as regards that por-

tion of the through rate w’hich was attributable to the lail-

way within its own confines. It was the confusion resulting

from circumstances of this natiiie that led directly to the

establishment of the Inter-State Commerce Commission.

IRREGULARITIES IN U.S.A.

But apart from these anomalies ami the confusion arising

from the clash of differing authorities, the itrcgular prac-

tices in the waji of secret allowances, indirect reliates and

direct preferences were most serious. To secure tratfic fioin

competitors aU sorts of devices for the manipulation of

railway 1 ates were unscrupulously resorted to One of the

commonest was in the case of traders W'ho had sidings or

“ private lailways,” as they were called, to make a jinvate

division of the rate with the " private siding owner,” under

which a large proportion of the total rate was refunded to

the latter, and the statutory publication of the full rate, it

was contended, made compliance W'ith the .A.ct. " Blind

bUling ” was another method. Under this scheme traffic

was invoiced to another station than its real destination, to

some station to which a lower rate was in operation, and

then careful arrangements were made for the invoice to be

secretly transferred to the station of the traffic's real

destination. Wliat was known as the ‘'midnight tariff”

was another not unusual method of giving preference. A
special rate or tariff was adopted for 24 hours, to expire at

midnight on the first day of operation. But private notice.
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had been given to the trader who had the traffic to dispatch,

and he then arranged to get his traffic forwarded on the

day when the special rate was in operation. The rate was

then withdrawn before anybody else was able to derive

advantage from it.

One case was brought to light where the cashier of a

private trader was made “ agent ” to the railway company,

and in that capacity he was given commission representing

enormous rebates to his firm. The very foundations of

commercial morality were being sapped bj? these underhand

discounts and rebates which operated on so wide a scale.

INTER-STATE COMMERCE ACT, 1887

The Inter-State Commerce Act of 1887 then enacted

—

1. That all charges must be reasonable, and that unjust

or unreasonable charges are illegal.

2. That any di.scrimination for similar services by means

of any special rate, drawback, rebate, or other device, is

illegal.

3 The " long and short distance ” clause was enacted,

under which no railway company might charge more for

a shorter distance than for a longer one, the shorter one

being in the same direction of line as the longer one. Tlris

clause was, however, qualified by the addition of the words
“ under substantially similar circumstances."

Though there were many other important clauses, such

as Sect, 6, which required the printing and keeping open to

public inspection of all rates and fares, the points above

set out are the provisions which tended towards the elim-

ination of the pernicious system of “ discrimination ” (or

the preferential treatment of traders).

Under the same Act the Inter-State Commerce Com-
mission was established to give practical effect to the pro-

visions of the law.

The main features of the new law, i.e. the suppression of
" discrimination,” the insistence upon reasonable rates, and
the giving effect to the " long and short haul " principle

;
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the securing of a more impartial scheme of chatgcs and

the elimination of illicit and unfair piacticcs weic for

the ten years succeeding its enactment effectively adminis-

tered, with great and generally recognized advantage to the

commonwealth The findings of the Commission became

increasingly recognized as furnishing new anti desirable

standards of action. The Commission exerted steady

pressure upon the raihvay companies and obtained increas-

ing power When a complaint was lefcncd to I hem they

not only pronounced the complaint justified when the

evidence showed it to be so, but they would order a railway

company to adopt such a re\’ised rate as the}" considered to

be right and reasonable, and to put .such altered rate into

full force and effect. After ten yeais of such steadily glow-

ing influence, however, a railway company (the Cincinnati,

New Orleans and Texas Pacific Co.) challenged the right

of the Inter-State Commeice Commission to give definite

ordeis of this kind, contending that its functions were only

judicial or advisory, and that it had no right oi power to

go beyond a pronouncement as to the injustice or unreason-

ableness of the idtes or arrangements complained of. The

railway company contested the case before the Supiemc

Court of Judicature in the States m 1897 and obtained a

decision m its ovwi favour. The decision was imjiortant,

the actual words in which the pronouncement was made

being as follows

—

It lb one thing to inquire wlicther the rates whicli have been
charged and collected are reasonable—that is a judicial act

,

but
an entirely diffcient tiling to prescribe rales which shall be charged
in the future—that is a legislative act . . . Tliese considerations

convince ns that under the Inter-State Commerce Act the Com-
mission lias no power to prescribe the tariU of rates which shall

control in the lulnre

CURTAILMENT OF COMMISSION’S POWER
This was in 1897, and the immediate effect of the deci.sion

was that carriers began boldly to set at defiance the findings

of the Commission and refused to obey its orders. For a

time the power of the Inter-State Commerce Commission

8—(6013)
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was seriously curtailed, and the railway companies became

more and more daring in setting aside the authority of the

Commission. Nor was this the only decision which foi a

time weakened the Commission’s authority. A few years

later the Supreme Court leversed a decision of the Inter-

state Commerce Commission on the vexed and contentious

question of the " long and short haul ” clause— Clause 4 of

^the 1887 Act. In 1893 a test case was before the Inter-

State Commerce Commission at the instigation of tradeis,

against the Alabama Midland Railroad. The original “ long

and short haul ” clause of the Act of 1887 provided, as has

already been pointed out, that the charge for a short haul

was not to be higher than for a longer haul in the same

direction of journey, under substantially similar circum-

stances. The effect of the clause had been to a large extent

nullified by the contention of the railway companies that

if there was competition by a competing line of railway

in the case of the longer haul that in itself constituted a

substantially dissimilar circumstance, and Clause 4 could

not then be held to apply.

In the vast network of the railways of the U.S.A. it had

been a common practice to fix upon certain stations

strategically situated to be taken as " basing points ” for

rates to more distant places ; they were usually large

towns with more than one, most likely several, routes by

which the}? could be reached. But by virtue of their

strategic position they became, as junction or concentrating

stations, fiuced points for rate-making (“ basing points ”),

and to the fixed rates to these places were added the varying
“ local ” rates beyond to make up a through charge. The

large stream of traffic to the basing point which enabled

good wagon loads and economical working to be arranged

was held to be sufficient justification, along with the fact

of the existence of the competing route, for quoting rates

at lower figures than to smaller and less important places,

'.which were en route to the basing point, but which were free

from competition. An illustration of such a basing point
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liliglit be St. Louis or Altoona or Chicago for rates fioni

New Yoik. Such a point was, in fact, Montgomery,

Alabama, to which rates were gianteci from Baltimoic or

New York at considerably lower figures than to Troy, a

point en route on the direct line to Montgoinciy. Tiic

icspectivc rates charged from Baltimore on first clas.s goods

were, to Montgomery io6 cents per loo lb.
; to Troy, 109

cents, although the latter was 52 miles short of Montgomery
and on the direct line. This departure from the ” long and

short haul ” provision, it was contended bjr tlie railway

company, was justified becau.se there was a substantial

dissimilaiity of circumstances by virtue of the alternative

competitive routes, as well as a good water .service, in the

case of Montgomery. But the Inter-State Commerce Com-
mission refused to rccognir.c the dissimilarity of circum-

stances, and held that there was no justification for sucli a

serious departure from the spiiil of the inter-Statc traffic

legislation.

The decision, it will at once be recognized, was a \'cry

important one as affecting the compilation of rates, and

the railway companies were not prepared to let the matter

rest They took steps to appeal to the circuit law-courts, luid

they obtained a decision in their favour as against the Inter-

State Commerce Commission judgment, and, on appeal to

the Supreme Court, that august body confirmed the pro-

nouncement of the circuit law courts, .and by their decision

seriously emasculated the power of the inter-State law in

its effort to establish fully the piinciple of the " long and

short haul ’’ proviso. This decision of the Supreme Court

was given in November, 1897, and in referring to it Professoi

Ripley says that it maikcd the nadir of Government

regulation in the matter of railway rates. ^

INFLUENCE OF PUBLIC OPINION

Although the power of the Commission seemed to be

very seriously weakened by these decisions, the Commission

* Railroads Rates and Regulations, 1916, p. 47J , Prof. W. Z. Ripley.
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continued its fight for the establishment of better condi-

tions under veiy discouraging circumstances, but its power

to act or to prescribe reasonable rates was constantly

challenged, and another decision of the Supreme Court in

igoi (it was known as the Chattanooga case) seemed like

a death-blow to the " long and short haul ” principle. But

all the time there was growing a strong undercurrent of

better opinion, an opinion of a public which was getting

rather alarmed at the increasing power of the railway com-

panies and was fearful of a po.s.sible return to the chaotic

and inequitable conditions obtaining prior to 1887, or to

any restoration of the monopohstic power of the railway

companies; this development of public opinion prepared

the way for the further enactment which took place in 1906

when, by an almost sensational coup in Congress, a new

law giving to the Inter-State Commerce Commission new

powers to enable it to deal effectively with railway rates

matters was passed by Congress. The pathway towards

this radical measure of 1906 was further prepared by the

Elkins legislation of 1903, which was aimed at the enforce-

ment of the statutory provisions as to the publication

of rates and charges. Any departure from the published

tariffs was, under the Elkins Law, held to be a misde-

meanour on the part of the railroad company. The

recipient of a rebate, as well as the railway company grant-

ing it, was held to be guilt}^. and both parties were made

liable to prosecution and penalty. The recipient was to

be mulcted in a line threefold the value of the rebate.

RESTORATION OF POWER TO I.C.C.

In igoij Theodore Roosevelt came into office as President,

and in his annual message to Congress he recommended

legislation vesting in the Inter-State Commerce Commis-

sion the power to regulate rates ; and during the next few

years the question of transportation and the position of

the railroads loomed large in political and public life. In

1905 a Senate Committee sat continuously with a view to
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the study of tlie whole question, and the railway companies

themselves conducted a vigorous educational cam[)aign

in the country. Prejudice against the railways, however,

grew steadily, mainly because of the Standard Oil dis-

criminations and private car line abuses. In igo6 Roose-

velt renewed liis message to Congress, and thv Hepbiiin

Bill was passed by the remarkable vote of 346 to 7 in the.

Senate. It became finally operative on the 28th of August,

and became known as the Hepburn Law.

The principal points of this enactment were tli.it it

extended the power of the Inter-State Commeice Com-
mission : sleeping car companies, express companies, and

pipe-hues (which had been grevious olfendeis) were brought

within the Commissioners’ authoiity, w'liich was lieiicefoi-

ward to cover all services ancillary to transportation, e.g.

collection and deliveiy, storage and waiehuusing, cold

storage and refrigerating, etc. Secondly, the law gave the

Commission power to “ determine and presciibe" (stiong

words these) just and reasonable maximum rates regula-

tions or arrangements to be thereafter observed (duI to

order conformity thereto. This enactment at once restored

to the Commission the authority which had been taken

away from it by the Supreme Court in 1897, and, evidently

with this in view. Professor Ripley, of Harvard, speaks of

the Act in the foUowiiig terms

—

“ The fundamental principle of government coiitiol over

the most powerful corpoiatiuns in the country had been

fully affirmed. It was an historic event—the most im-

portant perhaps in Theodore Roosevelt’s public career

—

and a not insignificant one in our national histoiy

There were other provisions in this Act, such as power

for the Inter-State Commerce Commission to make and

apportion through rates between transport companies,

power to enforce complete publication of accounts of rail-

road operations in standard fonn, abolition of raihoad

passes to traders’ representatives, etc.

1 Railroads Rales and Regulations, page .piij.
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This legislation, as has been indicated, gave new dignity

and authority to the Commission, which responded energetic-

ally to the measure of new strength now given to it, and it

lapidly made its power felt. Irregularities were one after

another wiped away.

LEGISLATION OF 1910

In 1910 came additional inter-State traffic legislation,

giving further power to the elbow of the Inter-State Com-

merce Commission. Up to that date the loophole in the

long and short haul clause provided by the words " under

substantially similar circumstances and conditions,” which

the original legislation of 1897 contained, had been retained,

and not only retained, but it had been continually widening,

as the whole flood of ” circumstances and conditions,”

included under the term of " competition,” had been let

loose by the decision of the Supreme Court. Tliese words,

which had caused most of the trouble in the courts, were now

swept away, and the power of the Inter-State Commerce

Commission was again distinctly strengthened. In place

of the power to create exceptions being left with any rail-

way company which thought it could set up the plea of

" circumstances of competition,” the only exceptions to

the long and short haul principle were such as should be

expressly sanctioned by the Commission itself, after full

hearing of evidence. The Commission was further author-

ized to institute inquiries on its own initiative, whether

complaints had been formally made to it or no.

TRANS-CONTINENTAL TRAFFIC RATES

Having now indicated the principal enactments of

Congress and the general developments of the powers of

the Inter-State Commerce Commission, we may give one

specific illustration of the direction in which the Com-
mission, as an administrative body, took action in the way
of rate-making. In the matter of the trans-continental

traffic (that is traffic passing across from the Atlantic coast
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to towns on the Pacific seaboard), the stoiy of how the

rates on this traffic have been gradually brought into just

and fair relationship with one another and into line with

established principles, when separate rates were originally

set up in defiance of all principles, is a record both interest-

ing and instructive to anyone who has time to read the

story and to study it Wc can here give but a brief

resume of successive stages and facts.

During the last quarter of last century this trans-

continental traffic has, with the opening of the great rail

systems of the West and the development of the intcr-

mountain country which the railway sj'stems have opened

out, become a factor of enormous and growing importance ;

and up to the end of the first decade of tlie present centiiiy,

when the Hepburn laws were enacted, the regulating

feature in fixing rates from the eastern States to the

western seaboard had been the water competition by

coasting steamers either round Cape Horn or to and from

Panama, with land transfer across the isthmus. So it

came about that the rate from New York to San Francisco

and the Pacific seaboard w'as in many cases quoted at a

much lower figure than to other towns on the direct line

of route and for much shorter distances, and the effect of

this competition was felt over a considerable area inland

in the eastern States also. Pittsburgh to Spokane, Wash-

ington, for instance, was charged a rate of $649 44 for a

car load of glassware, whilst the charge on the same traffic

going through Spokane to Seattle was only $393.60,

although Seattle is 400 miles farther west. The number

of such anomalies as this was legion, but the problem as

a whole was tackled energetically by the Inter-State

Commerce Commission as soon as it had power to deal

with the matter as one of the first problems needing adjust-

ment. After much consideration of all the facts the

tangled skein was straightened out by a schcmc^of rone.s

and differentials based upon percentages. Thus, from an

eastern zone, embracing New England and the district
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near the Atlantic, it was provided that rates to the Pacific

might, lu view of the vigorous water competition, be lower

to the Pacific Coast than to the intcr-mountain territory on

the way. but such rates to places in this latter territory

were not to exceed by more than 25 per cent the rates to the

coast.

From an intermediate zone embracing point.s such

as Cleveland and Pittsburgh the differential was not to

exceed 15 per cent
;
from Chicago, St. Louis, and |)omt.s

east of Missouri, rates to inter-mountain territory were

not to exceed 7 per cent above the Pacific Coast rates

;

whilst from points west of Missouri there was to be no

excess in the rates to mter-mountain territory over those

to Pacific Coast points. This shdmg scale an-angement

is interesting evidence of the scientific care with which

the Inter-State Commerce Commission after 1900 began to

exercise its new powers. Under this order of the Com-

mission the discriminatory difference against the short haul

over the long was never to exceed 25 per cent. It had been

as much as from 50 to 100 per cent.

The graded zone system on the lines we have just indi-

cated continued in operation to regulate the charges on

trans-continental traffic up to quite recent times, but the

trans-continental traffic has been profoundly affected by

two factors, namely, (i) the opening of the Panama Canal,

and (2) the diversion of the coastwise shipping tonnage

during tlie war to meet the exigencies of Atlantic and ocean

transport. In 1918 the special zone and discount arrange-

ment was withdrawn, and various alternative schemes and

bases were discussed, one that attracted much attention

being based upon a gradation of distance throughout, a

basis which would, of course, have given to each station

throughout the route the advantage of its geographical

position. A basis mainly fixed upon distance was in the

end adopted, and as this inevitably meant no small increase

in the cross-country railway rates, it gave to the coastwise

steamers on their return to their normal sailings, in the
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post war period, a chance to regain much of their traihe

in competition with tlic lailway lines.

The railwa}' companies have again recently appealed to

the Intel-State Commerce Commission to have the sliding

scale airangcmcnt apphed to the trans-continental traffic,

and have such traffic recognized as an exceplioh to the long

and short haul principle, but the Inter-State Comniei'ce

Commission have now finallj" declined the application, holcT-

ing that exceptional measures that may ha\'e been nece.ssary

foi the building up of the trade of the west, when tli.il

great area was in its initial and early stages of develojinient,

may pioperly and, with advantage to the community as

a whole, disappear when that early building-up .stage lias

been acconiphsbcd

These trans-continental rates aie, it will be lealizcd, of

very far reaching effect, and the way in which they have been

treated is a good illustration of the thoroughness and bioad

judgment which mark all the decisions of the Coiiunissioii,

presiding as it does over the railway destinies of so extensive

a system,

SUCCESS OF THE INTER-STATE COMMERCE
COMMISSION

It would appear to be continuously gi owing in the esteem

and confidence of the American commeicial public. As fai

back as July, 1912, just a quarter of a century alter the

first inter-State commerce law, such progress had been

made in this matter of regulation of railwa_v Kites that

Mr. Chas. A. Prouty, the Chaimian of the Commission, was

able to state in an addre.ss at Kansas Cit}'; “ The cieation

of the Inter-State Commerce Commi.ssion had two ends in

view—to prevent discrimination on tlie pai t of the railway

companies, and to fix lates which should be reasonable

I believe that these two thmgs have been dccomphslied."

Reflection wiU show that this achievement is something

very much more than that of acting up to a pronouncement

against undue preference—the basis of our English law.
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It really marks the putting an end to exceptional treatment

of an individual or a place at the disci etion of an officer

or a group of officers of the railway companies, and the

giving effect generally to the belief, which would appear

to be part and parcel of the creed as well as the constitu-

tional enactment of the American community, that every

individual must be guaranteed equality of treatment before

the law, and that no low railway rate given as a special

privilege can inure permanently to the good of the common-

wealth.

The legislation of 1920 (the Transportation Act), which

restored the railway systems after the war to their former-

owning companies, re-enacted and codified aU previous

railway and transport statute law and gave additional

powers and authority to the Inter-State Commerce Com-

mission. It recognized the importance to America of secur-

ing that her transport agencies and arrangements, whether

by water or by rail, are maintained at utmost efficiency

:

in the words of the Act, to be “ fostered and preserved in

full vigour."

The personnel of the Inter-State Commerce Commission

has grown with the gradual extension of its authority from

time to time until now, under the 1920 Act, it consists

of eleven members.

Many years ago the Chairman of the Commission stated

pubhely that the United States in its rate-making policy

was trying an experiment that had never hitherto been

successfully worked out in the history of the world, “ It

is trying to build, develop and operate its railroads by

private capital under rates and regulations fixed not by

the owners of that capital, but by the public.”

The experiment has since gone far ahead in a history of

continuous development, and immense changes have come

over the rates systems and general arrangements of the

railways of America ; and in many ways 1925 was the most

prosperous year of America’s railway history. In the

handing over to a public liibunal of the main responsibility
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lor decisions upon rates and fares, Great Britain has

followed the example of the States, and we must hope, as

time goes on, that we may have no less success. But the

change involved has fai -reaching consequences, the lull

meaning of which time onlj'’ can disclose.



CHAPTER XII

JUSTICE A PRINCIPLE IN RATE-MAKING

Mr. Gladst;one, in that famous speech in which he referred

to the enthronement of public right as being a triumph

ki a region loftier than that of electricity or steam, added,

" The foremost amongst the nations will be the one whkh
by its conduct shall gradually engender in the minds of the

others a fixed belief that it is just.”

IMPORTANCE OF PRESENT JUNCTURE

And justice has its place, and that indeed a place of

primary importance, in the consideration of any question

concerning the ef&ciency of our system of railway rates.

It is of e.special importance at the present moment when

the railway companies and the community, as represented

by the new Rates Tribunal, are endeavouring to evolve a

new system of rates and charges, that all those who are

going to be in any way responsible for the new rates should

keep in the background, or perhaps, rather, we ought to say,

in the forefront, of their minds the fact that any new
system of charging, if it is to be satisfactory or successful

in any true sense, must be one which will engender in the

minds of the public, a fixed belief that the new system is a

just and impartial one, free from any suspicion of ” undue

preferences ” and of all " exceptional ” rates other than

such as may be justifiable on the ground of the existence of

really special circumstances affecting the traffic to which

they relate, and accepted as such before the light of public

opinion.

GENERAL POSITION RE-STATED

At the outset of any inquiry into the direction in which

one may look for any reform in our rates system, the follow-

ing four propositions seem pertinent to the occasion

—

I. The present methods of fixing railway charges in

124
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Great Britain arc, so far as goods traffic is concerned,

mainly without system or piinciplc, "exceptional r.ilcs"

being fixed in accordance with \ihal the traflic will bcai,

and these " exceptional" arrangements, it was slated before

the recent rates inquirj', applied to probably 8o or go pci

cent of the goods traffic of the country

2. If the new railway rates and charges aie to scenic

the confidence of the public at large, as be ing fiamcd on a

just and impartial basis, it seems clear lhal llic whole

sysit-m of exceptional rates will, sooner oi later, have' to

be swept away.

3. In more than one or two ways the development of the

democratic ideas which are distinguishing the " new era
”

have found expiession in the Railways Act of igar, and a

great reformer (was it not Mazzini ?) has said that the lise

of democracy means the recognition of justice

4. In view of the position of the case as expiesscd above,

onljr a rcaUy radical reform can meet the present situation,

which calls for courageous handling on the pint of tlio

Tribunal and the railway authorities, and for a willingness

on the part of traders to reconcile themselves to changes,

even though some of thorn may not at first blush seem to

be immediately to their own advantage.

RATES ADVISORY COMMITTEE QUOTED

Lest this criticism of the present arrangements should

appear to any readers to be of too sweeping a chaiaclor,

we may quote from the report of the Rates Advisory Com-

mittee, under the chairmanship of the late Sir h. Gore

Browne, which stated :
" The whole position of I'xcejitional

rates requires review. They have grown up in an accidr ntal

manner, without system or juTncijiIe.” Again, " Wo an;

of opinion that the whole of the exceptional r.ites should

be overhauled and .systematized." This i.s but a repetition

of phrases already quoted in the cliajiter on " Exceptional

Rates ”
;
and so long as we have a system of rate-making

framed on the basis of what a goods manager or chief rates
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clerk considers expedient at the time, and arranged at his

discretion in accordance with his idea of " what the traffic

will bear,” there seems little likelihood of getting quit of

suspicions of " discrimination ” and " undue preference.”

The goods manager naturally looks at the matter primarily

from the narrow point of view of how he can get the traffic

op to his company’s rails

We have seen how in America a similar reform of Iwr

railway rates has been under consideration. Indeed, m
that country over the last 35 or 40 years a great reform has

been already accomplished. " Discriminating ” rates, as

preferential rates for specific persons or places are called

in America, have been pronounced illegal, and under the

persistent and continuous action of the Commission have

now been practically abolished.

RATES TRIBUNAL THE BRITISH COUNTERPART
OF I.C.C.

The new Rates Tribunal may be said to be, so far as rates

are concerned, the coimterpart in Great Britain to the Inter-

State Commerce Commission in the U.S.A. On what basis,

we may ask, will it act in determining the quantum of any

charges or the conditions applicable thereto ? In the past

the limitation has been that of a statutory maximum pre-

scribed in Acts of Parliament. In the future the Tribunal

will decide, after hearing all the circumstances of the case,

in accordance with their sense of justice and reasonableness.

The broad principles outlined in Chapter I must be observed,

and chief amongst these principles is that there shall be no

imdue favouritism or preference
;

in other words, all

traders or users of the railways must be accorded equal

treatment and given equality of opportunity. This is

merely to say that justice aU round must be observed. The

Advisory Committee, in their first report, stated that they

thought it undesirable to fix any maximum in future, as
*' the Tribunal should be entrusted with the duty of doing

Justice,"
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ADVANTAGE OF SCALES OR TARIFFS

Whilst the system of charging " what the traffic will

bear in the judgment of the railway officer of a specific

^company must almost inevitably lead to irregularity and
anonialy : on the other hand, when traffic is chaigi'cl on a

scale or tariff, all suggestion of favouritism or iiijushce

disappears.

It is impossible to think of injustice in coniieclion with

oiir Post Office charges (though wc may feel gieat indigna-

tion as to the necessity or otherwise of rontnming foi so

long the post-war increase of 50 per cent). Nor does any-

body ever thinlc oiir railway charge for parcels conveyance

by passenger train as unfair or unjust Tliis is because

a regular tariff is in vogue, and parcels are charged accord-

ing to scale. If departures from these regulai scales were

made exceptionally there would soon be tbt- gravest of

complaints

We have detailed in Chapter IV four kinds of scale

which may be adopted, viz.

—

1. The equal mileage principle, under which the rate

varies directly in proportion to di.stance ponvcjx'd.

2. The '' tapering " scale, where a rate is fixed in relation

to mileage or distance, but is .so graded that at the- longer

distance the per-mile charge is lower than the per-mile

charge for shorter distances.

3. The principle of fixing rates in projiortion only to

weight or quantity, but irrespective of distance altogether,

as in the case of our letter or parcels post charges.

4. The zone system of compiling rates, which is a com-

bination of the first and third methods named aliove. It

groups together zones of distance, and fur each zone farther

away from the sending point a higher aggregate charge is

made in graded figures than in the case of the nvaver zones.

When we consider, as we must, what is the alternative to

our present method of charging what the traffic will bear,

we seem to be driven back to the que.stion of scales as the

most lilcely " way out.”
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Scales are adaptable, and they are varied in their make-

up. One class of scale may be adaptable to one class of

traffic, another to another. As we have seen in America,

the blanketing arrangement—the third form of scale set

out above—was applied for a time and with great effect to

secure a development of new traffic in milk
; and when the

traffic was fairly established the description of scale was

changed to that of the fourth category sot out above—

a

zone scale.

Both as regards milk tralfic and general parcels traffic,

the former when 150 miles is reached, the latter at 300

miles, the tapering scale tapers down to nothing for extra

miles conveyed, so that a parcel is carried a distance of

300 miles or 400 or 500 miles or any higher distance at

the same charge as 300 miles, the charge for which distance

becomes thus the maximum for this traffic. We have

queried on page 60 whether an extension of this particular

principle of maximum m actual charge might not with

advantage be extended to many other traffics.

America found it necessary, as she gradually introduced

more and more principle and system into her rate-making

arrangements applying over so wide an area, to retain a

number of exceptional an'angements during her process of

transition, but such exceptional arrangements were all sub-

ject to being considered and approved by the Inter-State

Commerce Commission (her Rates Tribunal) after a full

hearing of all pros and cons.

Our Rates Tribunal may have to proceed on similar

lines. It looks as though for many years ahead the Tri-

bunal wiU be saddled with the work of gradually eliminat-

ing exceptional rates and arrangements, and with the task

of establishing a system so framed as to give equal charging

facilities to all alike.
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rOf.LtClION AND DEtIVKRV

At a!! town falation=; in Grt'al. Britain, and at a'laipr niun-

bur of country stations too, it has become the practice for

railway companies to collect goods for conveyance from

senders’ premises and to deliver them al the leceiving

station to consignees’ premises, in mo.st otlier countries

the railways confine then opeiatioii.s to the railway .system,

RAILWAY CARTAGE STAFFS

For the purpO.se of coiled ion and delivery^ a laige callage

staff has necessarily grown up at all town stations. At one

of the Birmingham goods slation.s there aie 309 lioises with

vans or rullie.s and 85 motors rcgiilarJy engaged in iliis

railw'ay caitage service, and at one of tiie London stations,

which we may quote by’ way' of an exsiniple, then* are some

170 .single and cloubJe horse leams, employing 260 Jiorses,

and 43 motors daily at work Over thi.-^ cartage slab a

cartage foreman is in charge, and stables liavc to lie main-

tained with horsc'-fccdcrs and stablemen legulaiiy at work.

The cost of maintaining and working a cartage staff of this

size may’ work out to from 3s. to 5s per ton al a ronntiy

station, running up to anylhing from 5s, to ns. or even

12.S. bd. al large town stations, including J.ondon, The

variation of cost arises thioiigh many circumstanees
;
road

gradienl.s in the cartage area, traffic congestion in the town

concerned, .size of delivery’ area, and character of the pre-

vailing traffic.

If we regard the prime function of a railway company as

being the conveyance of traffic by rail from station A to

.station B, we must admit that cartage on the public high-

way’ is not an essential railway’ function, allhough it is

generally considered to be so by’ railway’ officials, who have

become so accustomed to count it as such,

121J
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CARTAGE NOT AN ESSENTIAL RAILWAY FUNCTION

We may here with advantage look again at the terminal

and conveyance diagram given on page 73. Conveyance

is the true railway function, but the acceptance, invoic-

ing, loading, and unloading of traffic are also an essehtial,

although ahuhsidiary, service in securing conveyance by rail.

The essential railway functions begin when the company’s

’’agent accepts the traffic on the railway premises, and end

when it leaves the company’s premises at the station of

destination. That the company does, in fact, actually col-

lect from senders' premises and dehver goods at consignees’

premises does not affect the proposition now put fomard.

The cartage service is performed by the company as a

matter of convenience to traders, but it might just as easily

be performed by a public carter or by the trader himself, as

is the practice in other countries.

The problem becomes an important one in the light of

the provisions of the 1921 Act, and the performance of the

cartage service throws upon a railway company the necessity

of considering many problems which more properly should

fall upon the road transport experts. We shall return to

this subject later.

HOW RAILWAY CARTAGE DEVELOPED

It may easily be surmised how the system of railway

cartage has grown up. In the earlier days the heavier

traffics, sand, coal, bricks, timber, etc., formed the larger

proportion of a railway company’s business, and as the

trader brought these goods to the railway station no ques-

tion of railwa5i cartage arose for some time. As other

traffics developed, however, a group of carters or carriers

between town and station sprang up to perform the collect-

ing and delivery services, who formed a connecting link

between senders and receivers of goods and the railway

system. Such were Pickfords, Thompson McKay & Co.,

Chaplain, Horne & Co., and many others. Moreover, an

important factor to bear in mind as regards early railway
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history is that in the first instance most of lire lailway

companies were regaided simply as toll-takers, charging for

the use of their railway and leaving traders or road caiTiers

to provide their own carts or wagons, and to perform their

own’ services in loading, unloading, etc. Then when the

factor of competition became more acute the nlilway com-

panies thought it better cither to paj- existing carting agents

to bring traffic to their particular station, or to estabiisir

their own carting agency and collect tiaffic at senders’

doors. It was a great inducement for a tr.ader, .say, at

Nottingham, to send tiaffic by the Groat Northern Railway

to York, when a Great Northern team was ready at his

door to take it and save him, the trader, both trouble and

expense. It was only the miscellaneous general tiatiic,

usually known a.s class traffic, th(' traffic in ('lasses i, 2, 3,

4 and 5 of the General Railway Classification, that Ihe

railways dealt with in this way ; and such traffic is gcncralb'

known as " carted traffic,” or “ C mid D. traffic ” (collected

and delivered), and jiractically all railway companies now

have their cartage staffs at all town stations for the jnirpose

of collecting and delivering C. and D. traffic. One of the

first instructions in the General Railway Glassilicalinn

preface is

—

Classes I to 5.—Unless otherwise provided, the rates mchuio
collection, and delivery within the boundaries prescrilied liy tlie

companies at the various places.

In Chapter II (Classification of Commodities) reference

was made to the two conditions. " S. to S ” and “ C. and D ”

When it is remembered what a large proportion of rate.s

in operation are ” exceptional,” and not class, rates, the

importance of making use of the distinction will be apparent.

Were all rates on the class scales, then a general note as

quoted above would, as a rule, meet the ca.se, but very often

when an exceptional rate is arranged it is m respect of the

very condition that cartage, which would normally be

rendered by the railway company, shall be done by the

trader.
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ROUTINE OF " HANDLING ”

Long existing practice has led to railway traffic being

divided under the two heads of “ carted ” and " station to

station ’’
traffic. Carted traffic is dealt with in a covered-in

.

shed, as it needs to be protected from the weather
; and a

very elaborate organization exists within the .shed for

" handling ” the traffic and transferring it from cart or

van to railway truck, and vice versa. The “ station do

station ” traffic, on the other hand, is dealt with out of

doors, in sidings in the open yard, the railway company

providing roadway access for senders’ and consignees’

carts.

CARTAGE REBATES

It has been stated that carted traffic is dealt with under

Classes i, 2, 3, 4 and 5. The Railway Acts of 1891, which

provide maximum scales of charges for these classes, leave

to the railway company the discretion of adding a reason-

able charge for cartage, and this is kept in mind by the

railway companies when rates, or scales of rates, are fixed

It is, however, a very common thing when a scale of charges

based on mileage is arranged that it applies equally to ali

stations, whether the railway does the cartage or consignee

talres delivery at the receiving station. Where a trader

does relieve the railway company from the cartage service,

which the rate is supposed to include, he is entitled to some

rebate from the C. and D. rate. This question of the amount

of rebate, which should be allowed to a trader off a " carted”

rate when he relieves the railway company from perform-

ance of the service, has led to much controversy and litiga-

tion, as may be imagined , for there is no published scale

or regular practice defining the amount which is included

for the cartage service. The new Act will put an end to

this controversy, for it provides that all railway rates are

to be quoted and noted as being normally S. to S., that is,

they do not include the cartage service, and where that is

performed by the railway company a note of the amount
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added to the rate for cai tago (collection or delivery) is to

be stated in the rate hook.

1921 ACT PROVISIONS RE CARTAGE

Tire precise provision of the Act as to cartage is tlrat a

railway company "may collect and deliver Iiy road any

merchandise which is to be or Iras been carried b}’ railwaY,

arid ina]' make reasonable char'gr's Iheiefni- in addition to

the charges for carriage by railway, and sh.iH jnilrlish in

the rate book .... the diargcs irr foi'ce for the collection and

delivery of merchandise ordinaiilv colk'cted and deli\eied."

It is provided further that at any station where a coinpan\'

ordinarily undertakes cartage it shall, if i-crjnired by a

trader-, collect and deliver his trafhc to and fioin the station,

but in that event the tradin' niust, if the company wishes

it, be willing to allow the i ailwa}' comirany to car I tlie wliole

of his tiaflic

If this proviso had not been added il would ha^’e been

open to a trader who normally perfoinretl his own caitagi'

to call upon the railway company to colled or delivei any

unusually difficult consignment or one in any waj' specially

costly to handle, or in other ways to act unfairly towards

the railway.

CARTAGE CHARGES

The quotation of cartage charges in the rate book seems,

at first sight, to present some dilficulty, when tire ver3'grcat

variation in cost at the man}' ditfei'eiit stations up and down

the country is borne in mind. But after all these charges

may probably, without difficult}^, be grouped into four or

five scales, as, for instance : (i) stations at which cart.ige

costs on an average 2s. 6d per ton rvithin a mile radius

fi'om the station, (2) stations where the cost is js Od. a

ton, (3) 4s. 6d. a ton, (4) 6s. a ton, (5) 7s 6d or more a ton
,

and the reference in the rate book would tben be, opposite

each station. Cartage Scale (i), (2), (3), (4) 01 (5), as the cast-

might be. Sometliing of this kind will hav’e lu be worked
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out to fulfil the provisions of the Act, and such an arrange-

ment would seem to be of a reasonable character and

generally free from objection.

It is probable that the practice of the railway companies

a.s to collecting and delivering traffic will continue much as

it has been carried on in the past, for it would be certain to

lead to much confusion in the goods yards if the senders and

receivers of " class ” goods were to determine to cart their

own traffic ;
indeed, it is difficult to sec as regards many

of the existing stations how the private teams or carts

coming for or bringing separate consignments could ever

be accommodated within the station precincts.

The difficulty of determining what is a suitable allowance

or rebate to make to a trader, when he collects or delivers

his own traffic which is being charged at a rate based on a

scale that includes collection and delivery, has been

referred to.

When exceptional rates are quoted, which are consider-

ably below the normal class rate, the condition is usually

attached “ S. to S.” Then no question arises, for this

condition throws upon the trader the onus of doing his own

cartage ;
but in cases where a trader performs his own

cartage in respect of traffic on which a C. and D. rate is

quoted, the allowance due to him in respect of his relieving

the company from the cartage work has to be estimated,

and the railway company and the receiver of goods in these

cases look at the matter from opposite points of view.

Wliere, as in some cases, the rates are compiled by the

addition of specific figures for the cartage service, the

trader naturally looks upon these figures as the rebate he

is entitled to, but the Railway Commissioners have decided

differently.

THE “ PICKFORD ” CASE

In a case tried before the Commissioners in 1907 [Pickford

y. L.N.W.R.), the decision laid down was that as the rates

on the traffic in question were all made up on the basis of
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C. and D
,
and the company’s staff and oiganization weie

arranged t(j cope with the traffic as though it were all

carted traffic, any figure of rebate coidd not be more than

was represented by the tost which would be saA'ed to the

company by not performing the sendee all round, or the

amount included in the C. and D. rates for carthge.

On appeal, however, the case was dismissed, and whilst

one of the learned judges affirmed the principle that th*e

trader was entitled to have the sum which is saved to the

railway company through its bedng relieved from the cart-

age service, anothei pointed out that whilst the rates wcie

undoubtedly fixed for conveyance partly by tuun, partly

by carts, there was no cliaigc fixed for cartage as such in

the C, and D rates,

If disintegration is asked foi, the taihvay company can allucate

to cartage just what they please—mueh, little, or nothing
,

the
railway company must allocate and may offer to the trader the
amount so allocated.

In view of this somewhat complex and mcoiisistent legal

decision all parties may be thankful that the ambiguity

will be set at rest when the now and revised rates come into

operation at " the appointed day,” by having definite

figures fixed and quoted for every cartage service performed.

MOTOR HAULAGE

With the advent of motor traction on the loatls new

problems have come along demanding the consideration of

the railway authorities, all of whom have now a considerable

proportion of motor deliveiy and collection vans or rullies

at their town stations. The Ministry of Transport returns

show, for example, that at

—

Manchester (London Road)
there are 2O0 horses and 34 motors

Birmingham (Curzon Street)

there are 300 horses and 85 motors

London (Nine Elms)
there are 260 horses (170 teams) and motors

There is much discussion amongst the authorities as to

the relative merits and economies of motor f. horse traction
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for lailway cartage purposes. The Ministry of Transport

returns show on the face of them that the actual cost per

ton is definitely and clearly lower than in the case of tire

horse teams. But this may be only superhciaf and is

by no means a complete story. Where motors have been

introduced ti selection of traffic Iras been made for thenr to

handle, care being taken to allocate to the nrotors that

traffic which, owing to its nature or the longer town haul

(the farther delivery points being taken for motor haulage),

will give the best results for the experiment. If motor

traction were introduced in loto, i e. if the whole of the

traffic at a goods station, good and bad alike, were handled

by nrotors, probably the cost of working per Ion would come

out at a very different figure. The only way of nraking

experiment which would give a fair comparison would be

on the basis of the traffic dealt with m the two cases being

the same or similar.

One other point is worthy of mention in this connection,

namely, that it is almost impossible to obtain the best

results either as regards horse traction or motor traction

from divided responsibility over cartage arrangements.

Supervision of an entirely different character is required for

motor haulage as compared with horse haulage. In the

former case a knowledge of mechanical details is necessary,

in the latter case an agricultural t3ipe of mind or some

e.xpeiferice of farnung, or at lleasl a kiiowedge of horses,

would be a main requirement. It will be understood how
difficult it is for one who is a lover of horses to throw his

whole energy into a development which is likely to mean

the elimination of the horse.

ROAD HAULAGE BRINGS NEW PROBLEMS

We have already pointed out that the delivery or collect-

ing of traffic by motor brings in its train the necessity of

considering many problems which are not really railway

problems at all. For instance, which make of motor wagon
is the most suited to the traffic circumstances of varying
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towns, M'liich the best method of keeping in lepair and

oilicicncy a fleet of vehicles, efc.

These problems need much conccntialcd thought in the

hght of expeiiencc in these days ot lapid inechanienl

development and improvement, and there aie strong

grounds for the opinion tlnit all such problems a’s have just

been named are much more likely to be tackled satisfactorily

by^ the expert road motor owner and usei-, whose iniiifl

is being constantly and continuously occupied with this

class of work. It would only be what one would nnliirall^

expect that the most efficient and also tlic cheapest,

because most economical, service of road transport would

be provided bj' road haulage contractors lalhcr than by a

railway company, whoso function is lliat of providing

satisfactory and adequate raikvay facilities.

In America the railway companies do not undertake the

collection or delivery of goods traffic ; this is left to juTvatc

cartage undertakers, or to senders and receivers to bung

their goods to the station premises or to take them aiva}'

by their own teams. The same inactice ojiciatcs in

Germany and most continental countries, where a class of

transport agency, knowm as the spedilenr, has grown

up, which acts as intermediary hclwecii trader aiul uulway

company, and undertakes transport and the anangemeiita

with the railwa}’ company on behalf of traihe senders.

The spediteur is a forw'arding agent often in a largo

way of business. He collects traffic from senders, obtain.s

a low rate from the railway compau}- in virtue of making

up 5- or lo-ton lots, and enters into contract with senders to

deliver their traffic to any required destination Many of

these spediieiirs own not only cartage teams, but sidings,

w'arehouses, harbours and wharves, special wagons and

transport facilities on a large scale. But the holding up ot

traffic to get good loads results in less cxpeditiou.s transport

than we are used to in Great Britain, though it may be

pointed out that express train conditions are alway.s avail-

able for traders on the continent upon payment therelor.
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(In France tliis fast service is known as Grande viiesse,

in Germany as Eilgnt.)

The tendency under the new arrangement of the 1921

Act will ccrtainl3^ he to look upon the cartage service more

and more as being a non-essential railway service. In so

far as railwaj' companies perform the service to-day they

are carrying on the business of their principal competitors.

Whilst we have throughout this chapter written as though

all railway companies were alike m haring for their “ class
”

rates figures quoted as C and D. rates, it should here be

stated that in the case of the railways directly south of

the Thames (i.e the old S.E. & C, and the L.B. & S.C.

Railways) the case was different, in that with these two

companies the general quotations were on the S to S. basis,

and when cartage was required by traders appropriate

additions in charge were made therefor

The fact that such was the case, and that it has largely

been continued since the 1923 amalgamations, .should

afford a useful precedent when the time comes for adjusting

all cartage charges and arrangements to give effect to the

same principle, as this is required by the 1921 Act.
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THE (JT)liSnON oi' RISK

In the description of a station rate book (Cliaptei I) it

wa.5 pointed out that a great number ot exceptional rates

have attached to them, as a condition of their application,

the symbols S.S., 0,R,, i.e station to station, ouaier’s risk

We have already explained the significance of the teim

station to station as distinguished from " C and D.,” wliicli

'is applicable to the traffic which noiinally a railway com-

pany " collects and delivers."

THE OWNER’S RISK CONDITION

We now propose to define as cleaily as we can the term

owner’s risk, as applied to railway rate-making. It is

probably the commonest of the conditions winch the

railway companies attacli to rates ipioted as exceptional

rates. In practice, it is cxjilained by a railway company,

there are for most traffics two rates in operation, at either

of which, at tlie choice of the sender, tiic goods may be

con.signcd, one, the company’s risk rate, when the company

undertakes to bear all the ordinary liability of a laihvay

company
;

the other, a reduced rate applicable to the

traffic, when the sender agrees to relieve the railway

company from liability for loss or damage or detention to

the goods whilst in the custody of the company (except

when sudi loss or damage is proved to be the result of wilful

negligence or misconduct on the part of the railway agents)

.

At present and in the past there has been no sort of

relationship between the two descriptions of rate. For

certain classes of traffic, e.specially, perhaps, traffic earned

by passenger train, an owner’s risk rate is the normal

charge, and the standaid rate is so much above that in

regular use that it is prohibitive and quite inapplicable

139
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in practice, this state of affairs arising out of the fact

that when a so-called “ exceptional ” rate has been quoted

the opportunity has been taken on the railway side of

shifting liability for loss or damage on to the shoulders of^

the sender of the goods. The great change which 'is to

come ovei'our rates system in this respect as from " the

appointed day ” is (i) that all rates must normally be based

and quoted upon a company’s n.sk footing, and (2) wli£re

owner’s risk rates are quoted the diflerence between the

two must be “ such as in the opinion of the Rates Tribunal

is fairly equivalent to the amount by which the risk of the

company/ in the case of (he merchandise in question differs

under the two sets of conditions.” (Railways Act, 1921,

Sect, 46, sub sec. 3.)

THE X.Y.Z. ARRANGEMENT

Apart from the O.R. condition which is attached to the

great majority of exceptional rates, there are to-day quite

a number of articles recorded in the general classification

as being subject to a reduced rate of 10, 15 or 20 per cent

(varying according to the nature of the article) when the

sender expresses himself as willing to relieve the company

from liability. This is known as the " x, y, z" arrange-

ment, because the three percentages just named are indi-

cated respectively by one of the three letters being placed

after the corresponding class number in which the particular

commodity stands, thus. 5^, 4^, 3jj would mean that an

article in Classes 5, 4 or 3 respectively was subject to a

reduction of 20, 15 or 10 per cent if the sender elected to

consign it at O.R,

In the first report of tlie Rates Advisory Committee to

the Minister of Transport, the committee expressed the

view that the reduction in respect of owner’s risk when an

exceptional rate was quoted below a class rate should be

upon such a percentage basis as could be justified by the

nature of the risk pertaining to the traffic, and in their

second and main report (dated December, 1920) they
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rccommeiiclcd that wheievci pos'-.ilile the .x,y,i. system should

be extended to indicate the percentage of reduction.

Having explained, thus, generally the alteration of piac-

tice which the 1931 Act is intended to secure, and which

Vill take effect as from the appointed day, we may look

a little farther into the general posilion in which a lailway

company stands to-day in the matter of risk as the icsult

of past legislation and practice.

RAILWAY LIABILITY FOR LOSS OR DAMAGE
Speaking generally, a railwaj- coinpaii3.' becouie.s liable to

make good any loss or damage to goods that .ire in its

custody as a common cairier. The exceptions which ate

laid d^wn in parliaracntar}' statutes arc (i) dam.ige caused

bjr the Act of God, (2) the King’s enemies, or (3) inherent

defect or vice m the animals or things earned. Valuable

articles or packages and animals conveyed lij' rail in I’aliie

over a certain liguic must he insured, the company' ’s

liability being hmited to articles over a lixed value. The

ordinary liability of a raiiwa}’ companj’ (.ip.ui Jrom special

insurance) foi damage to a horse li.is been since the Railway

and Canal Tiaffic Act, 1S54, limited to ,^50 ,
for any nieut

cattle to £15 ,
for any otlicr animal, £2 The Advtsoiy

Committee consideied that iindei prosent-d.iy conditions

these figures were undid}' low, and decided that the}' should

be increased ie.spccti\'el_y to £100, £50. .ind £5 ; and these

figures are recorded iu the iQ2i Act

It need hardly be said that the question of inherent vice

is not always eas}^ to determine. A case once arose in

regard to damage to a pig which had wandered upon the

line from an adjacent field, and which had been run over b}'

the railway company’s train, the owner contending that

the raihva}? company had not maintained a proper fence,

which latter was so low that the pig had jumped over it.

The reply of the company's solicitor was that the fence

was all right as a protection against all normal domestic

beasts, including swine, and it was only because the damaged
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pig was an unusually athletic pig that Ihe fence had not been

effective The railway company gained their- case oiving

to the inherent vice or defect (!) of the pig in question.

The general position of a railwa3f company to-day in the

matter of liability for risk to goods in its custody fe not

easy to understand, for the legal position is somewhat

involved. A railwajr company commonly repudiates all

liability in respect of all goods named in the Carriers Act,

1S30, (the goods named in the Act include all such articles

as silks, furs, clocks, jewellery, gold and silver com, hand-

made lace, glass of all lands, precious stones, china, pic-

tures. and paintings, title deeds, etc

)

unless they are

declared and insured. This means that valuable and^

easily damageable articles should be insured when s„ent by

rail, and in respect of all others it may fairly be assumed

that a railway company has the liability which is upon all

common carriers, that is that as long as the goods are in

its custody it is under obligation to take all proper and

reasonable measures to see that such goods are adequately

protected against theft or loss or damage of any kind.

When a sender is in the habit of dispatching goods by

rail at owner’s risk it is the practice of the railway company

to obtain a specifically signed note or agreement from liim,

declaiing that he absolves the railway company from all

risks, except such as may be due to -u'ilful negligence or

misconduct on the part of the railway servants.

RISK NOTES AND MILK

Most of the milk conveyed daily from farms to the urban

consuming centres is carried under these “ risk note
”

conditions. A porter may in the act of conveying a milk

chum by barrow across the rails upset the can and lose

most of the contents, and he may be according to all

common-sense opinion distinctly negligent or careless, but

unless the owner of the milk can prove wilful misconduci

or negligence he is unable to recover any damages or prove

liability on the part of the railway company.
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In the case o£ milk traffic, the C.R. ratf, to-day would be

prohibitive against the traffic, and it remains (o be si'i'ii

how they will he dealt with in the revision before I hi' Rales

Tribunal.

There is provision in the Act for .sendcis who ha\'e been

in the habit of having their milk conveyed at lowvatcs under

an owner's risk scale to appty for such O.R. condilion to be

continued, and apparently jiower aho to the Tribunal tb

grant a continuance, but .such rontinuance Mould appeal

to be contrary to the .spiiit and principle of lenns and con-

ditions applying to Sect. 44 (i), which piovides lhal I he

normal rates for merchandise shall be based upon company’s

risks conditions. It is true there is a jinn-iso “ apart fioin

a -Special contract to the contrary,” but it i.s hardly conceiv-

able tfiat it was contemplated that under this proviso the

whole of an important traffic like milk, foi e-Kainjilp, mnld be

excepted from the operation of the comiiany’.s xisk condition

Presumably this particular comnioflity, milk, will have

to be treated as having in the past been rained under an

owner’s risk condition, and therefore Ihc O.R inte will

require to be taken as the rale to be coiilinucd, and a new

companjds risk rate created, whose quantum will bi'corae

the standard rate and will bear a piopei and leasonahli'

relation to the O.R. rate, so that the sender may have the

option of either of the two rales, Ihc C.R. and the O.R. rate.

LIVE STOCK TRAFFIC

There is one class of traffic in respect of which it is pro-

vided in future there shall not be. any new owner’.s risk

rates established, although traffic has in the past been

regularly passing at the C.R or O.R condition, at the

choice of senders, namely, live stock , and it is interesting

to note the reason for this An attempt was made to

measure the risk falling iqion a railway company in the

conveyance of live stock, and figiures were presented to the

Rates Advisory Committee showing the extent in money

to which the railway companies had paid claims on this
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traffic. It transpired thai the amount of compensation

paid by the railways in respect of loss or damage to live

stock was so small in relation to the total receipts that the

tribunal did not consider that any case was made out for

the two classes of rate, and they therefore laid dowir thaf

in regard 16 live slock a railway shall be under no obligation

to carry at owner’s risk.

The principle embodied in the Act of 1921 seems to be

clearly that separate C.R. and O.R. rates shall only’be

agreed and quoted where it is clear that there is a sub-

.stantial ditference in the risk equivalent, from which the

company would be relieved when the sender, or trader,

agrees to take the risk. (See Sect. 46 quoted on page 140, )„

RAILWAY NOT BOUND TO CARRY CERTAIN
ARTICLES

There are, of course, certain articles which a railway

company is not bound to carry at all, .such as gunpowder,

explosives, or any inflammable or dangerous goods. Wild

animals would also come in a similar category. Large

and unwieldy articles of machinery are another category.

Generally speaking, it will be found that in practice almost

any article or commodity will he carried by a railway, pro-

vided that due notice is given as to requirements. An

awkward and unwieldy piece of machinery, e.g. a big boiler

or an unusually large ship’s stern frame, may be so broad as

to require both lines of rail to be free to let it pass. Clearly

under such circumstances working on a Sunday may be

necessary, and special appliances may have to be requisi-

tioned for loading or unloading the article, all at great incon-

venience and high cost to the railway company. It is

manifest that such circumstances as these call for special

terras and conditions, A railway company is usually will-

ing and ready to make these special arrangements, and in

regard to explosives and such like goods the railway com-

panies, instead of refusing to handle the traffic, have

laid down an elaborate code of regulations under which
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dangerous and explosve goods niay be conve}-?^ These

regulations to a very large extent deal with methods of

packing, describing what Ihe railways expect in these

matters
;
and these conditions must be complied veith by

sendfc'rs il the}? would have dangerous aiticles cnnv'cyed liy

rail. (Particulais as to these regulations arc .sef out in the

official General Railway Classification of Weichnndi.se.)

FOUR CATEGORIES

From the point of view of feasibility of conveyance by

rail all commodities maj^ be divided into four categoiies :

(t) articles winch the railway companies decline to carry

under any condition-s
; (2) articles such as those named in

the Garners Act which the. company will not carry unless

they aS'e insured again.st loss or damage
; (3) articles whiclr

are only carried at owner’s risk
; (4) aiticles which may be

carried at normal idles, i c company’s risk, (n) when packed

in accordance with the compan3'’s reqimements, or (h)

which need no packing

We have pointed out that it is the regular practice ol the

1‘ailway companies to inquire from senders a duly signed

agreement or contract, relieving the railwaj' from liability

for lo.ss or damage when tlic}^ request tbeir traffic to be

carried at owner’s risk It is further the practice to icqiiire,

in re.spect of all traffic forwarded by rail, a con.sigmnent note

to be filled up by .sender, 'This consignment note is pro-

vided by the railwaj' company and takes the shape of a

formal request on the part of a sender that the raihvaji com-

pany will forward the good.s to the desiied destination, and

of a declaration that the .sender is prepared to accept the

railway company’s conditions of carriage, all of which it

is the custom to set out on the back of the ron.signmeiit

note. This consignment note forms the normal c.ontiact

for carriage of goods.

THE CONTRACT OF CARRIAGE

The new Act, however, .specifically lavs down that for

all normal or standard rates, the standai'd conditions which

10— (6f4i3)
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include the acceptance by the railway company of the

ordinary risks of conveyance no special contract in writing

shall he, required..

It may be anticipated that when the new system of rates

comes into operation, that is after " the appointed ‘day,’’

there will' be separate and specific consignment notes for

each of the following descriptions of traffic

—

1. Traffic conveyed at standard rates at company's risk.

2. Traffic conveyed at owner’s risk.

3. Damageable goods not properly protected by packing.

4. Dangerous goods conveyed only on special terms and

conditions.

A question may be raised as to whether any signed docu-

ment in regard to traffic conveyed under normal conditions

at company’s risk will be necessary, in mew of the words

of the Act that no contract shall be required, though, of

course, it is essential that clearly defined information as to

the character and weight of traffic and its destination must

be provided in a duly prescribed manner.

THE O.R. OR PERISHABLE TRAFFIC SCALE

One of the mo.st striking examples to-day of a scale of

tariff charge on the owner’s risk basis without any corre-

sponding company’s risk scale is probably what is knmvn as

the scale for perishable traffic by passenger train at owner’s

risk. For all except light weights at short distances, the

owner’s risk or “ perishable traffic ” scale—it is often

known by the former short title—is practically half the

ordinary parcels scale charge. Indeed, the charge seems to

have grown up under the following rule of thrnnb method

—

When a regular traffic in specific articles travelling con-

siderable distances became constant, such as pork pies and

sausages from Melton Mowbray or Sheffield to Newcastle-

on-Tyne or London, it was felt that the ordinary parcels

charge was prohibitive. At the same time, the traffic, being

a regular one, produced a good revenue and was well worthy

of cultivation by lower rates. It was a traffic needing quick
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transit because, of its perishable nature, and the ready

expedient of granting half rates, at fiisl agreed to for a few

descriptions of regular traffic of the character referred to,

soon became established as a regular charge, knorra for a

long' time as “ half parcels.” for a great variety of traffics

conveyed by passenger train for which the normal parcel

rates were considered too high. A.s ,so much of lliffi traffic

needing a quick service was of a perishable nature, tht'

opportunity was taken when the reduced latcs weie quoterl

of prescribing the O.R. condition, and .some years ago now,

this particular tariff became known as the “owner's lisk

scale ” for parcels traffic, and was cstablislied at flcaring

House by the railway companies as a whole as an alternative

to the general parcels scale at the normal rates ; and it has

for many years been quoted for all kiud.s of traffic for which

the justification of considerable quantit}' could be. alleged

for a low rate, and for each specillc traffic appropriate

conditions as to collection or delh'crjq or collection and

delivery, and as to minimum quantity were also prescribed.

The companies generally from year to j'ear confirm the list

of commodities which may be carried under tliis reduced

owner’s risk scale, and it is constantly being added to.

But for most, if not all, of the articles in this list of roiu-

modities there is no company’s risk rate available at any

practicable or reasonable figure, and it would seem tliat the

determination of such a C.R. rate for the important clas.s

of traffic included in this list is one of the manj' matters

upon which the Tribunal will have to come to some decision

on an early date. A good many modifications have also

been made in the quantum of tlie nates chaiged, especially

as regards the shorter distances.

It is a great step forward toivards a more regular system

to have e.stablished the condition of company's risk as a

standard level for all normal rates.



CHAPTER XV

THE REVOLUTIONARY ACT OF I92I

To justify the epithet which it has been thougiit well to

give to the 1921 Act in the heading of this chapter, we cannot

do better than begin with a summary of the principal hew

features which are embodied in it,

THE RATE-MAKING FUNCTION

Apart from the amalgamations which it authorized and

required should be accomplished, and which were all carried

out and date as from ist January, 1923, for, perhaps, by

many they are regarded as the most conspicuous provisos

of the statute, the Act, by establishing a Railway Rates

Tribunal charged with the duty of evolving a new system

of rates and charges, and the determination year by year

of what are reasonable and impartial rates for commodities

and fares for passengers by rail, takes out of the hands of

the railway companies the main responsibility for the rate-

making function, and vests it in a Government tribunal

representing the commonwealth at large, an important

stage in the direction of democratization of the railways,

CONDITIONS OF EMPLOYMENT ON THE RAILWAYS

In the second place, it takes out of the hands of the railway

companies the settlement of all questions of wages, hours

and conditions of service of the men in all grades, and

requires the establishment of joint councils representing

the men in all the principal grades, including clerks in the

management offices, these councils being vested with the

power of discussion and, as far as practicable, settlement.

The Act specificaEy recognizes the raOway trades unions,

viz,, the National Union of Railwaymen, the Amalgamated
Society of Locomotive Engineers and Firemen, and the

148
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Railway Clerks’ Association, as parties to any such councils

within the railway service
; and it establishes an appeal

court or tribunal (the National Wages Board), composed

of (i) the managers, (2) of representatives of the railway-

men ’(elected through their tiacles imions), and (3) of the

users of the railways. When it is recalled that’ almost up
to the time of outbreak of wai, some of the railway boards

of.directors adhered to a policy of refusal lo recognize, or

have any dealings with, the men’s unions, the far-reaching

character of the new legislation in this matter will be

appreciated.

THE STANDARD NET REVENUE

But ^ third factor of possibly greater import than the

two just named calls for prominent mention, namely, the

setting up of a standard net revenue which (he companies

should aim at earning out of the revenue received by them

from charges made to their ciistonicis. Thi.s comes w-ry

near to the principle of a limitation of shareholders’ divi-

dends, and will have the effect of taking away from the

administration any incentive to the earning of high divi-

dends as a main objective in management. The si aiidard

revenue, which it is laid down in the Act is to be considered

as a fair return on the capital for the railway companies to

earn, is to be the actual amount of net revenue winch

accrued in 1913, subject to various adjustments to meet

capital which had been spent since that date, or which at

the date of the Act had not had time to fnictify. The net

revenue of 1913 was, roughly spicdking, £44,000,000, and the

“ standard revenue ” of the future, after vanou.s adjust-

ments have been given effect to, has since been lixed by

the Rates Tribunal at £45,218,523. This rejiresents a

percentage of 3.8 on all the railway capital of the country

expended, the total capital figure of cxpejiditme being

£1,190,575.000.

1

I Miiu.stry of Transport Reiiinis, ; C'.ijiital subsr.ulwii,

133,(149,855 : capital expendeij, ^1,100, 57.), yMo.
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PERIODICAL REVIEW OF RATES AND REVENUE

The Tribunal are requiied annually, or ai such other

periods as they may determine, to make a careful review

of the rates charged and the revenue derived therefrom,,

and when ,any surplus above the standard revenue is

yielded, the balance in excess is to be returned, as regards

8o per cent of the amount, to the railway users, i.e. the

public, in the shape of reduced charges for the following

year. When there is a shortage of net revenue and the

standard amount is not earned in the railway receipts, the

Tribunal must take the rates figures into consideration and

make such modification, if considered necessary, in an

upward direction as in their opinion will again enable the"

railway companies to realize their standard revenue. :

A word or two further seems here to be necessary on

this question of standard revenue, which the Act specifically

describes as net revenue. The charges to be fixed by the

Tribunal arc to be “ such as wiU so far as practicable yield

—with efficient and economical working and management

—an annual net revenue." Although the standard

revenue is not in express terms guaranteed, it is clearly the

intention of the Act to recognize the principle that the

rates fixed upon every class of traffic which is conveyed

upon the railway system should be framed on such a basis

that beyond covering the working " out-of-pocket ” ex-

penditure, they should each contribute some quota, by

way of surplus, towards the standard revenue which

becomes the sum available for appropriation as interest

return upon the capital charges. What this quota is for

the different classes of traffic can only be determined by

carefully compiled statistics of costs, and every exceptional

rate should in future be tested by a cost-of-working cri-

terion as well as by what the traffic to which it is to be

applied can bear, Only so can we be clear that traffics are

not to be carried at rates which may be actually imder the

cost of working level, and so jeopardise the maintenance

of the standard revenue.
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From what has been said it will be seen in what an

unprecedented manner the new Act is destined to affect

:

(i) the shareholders
; (2) the administration

; (3) the

railway personnel of all grades
, and (4) the tradeis and

passengers who make use of the railway.

We are here, however, only concerned with the rates

and charges provisions of the Act, and we may proceed to

summarize the main alterations of principle or method in

the’rates system which the Act gives effect to,

FUNCTIONS OF THE RATES TRIBUNAL

These alterations centre round the establishment of the

Rates Tribunal, whose functions have been described in

the chapter, '' The Coming of the Tribunal.” This tribunal

is changed with full power to fix and determine the rates

and charges of the future, both as regards passengers and

merchandise. It must, however, fix them on a reasonable

basis, and it must refuse any rates or charges that would

grant an undue preference to anj' one person (or groups of

persons) or place over another.

Within these general principles of impartiality and

reasonableness, the Tribunal will practically have full power

to determine rates and charges. They must determine all

questions as to alterations ot classification, the alteration

of any existing rates or the settlement of new ones ; the

reasonableness of all conditions applicable to the conveyance

of goods, includmg the relationship between company’s risk

and owner’s risk
;

the amount or proportion of rate to be

charged for terminals and conveyance respectively, and any

question of rebate attaching to a private siding rate
;
what

are dangerous goods, and what classes of goods a railway

company may reasonably refuse to carry.

When we consider the degree in which the whole com-

merce and industry of the countr^^ is dependent upon the

maintenance of adequate transport arrangements provided

on a reasonable basis of cost, we may realize the responsible

nature of the Tribunal’s function and authority.
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ACTUAL, NOT MAXIMUM, RATES

It should be pointed out that the charges which the

Tribunal has to arrange are standard charges, and so remain

until they are again altered under the Tribundl’s authoritjL

in contradistinction to all previous charges settled by

Parliament in times gone by, which have been inaxtinim

charges. It is a common misapprehension that in the past

Parhament has been in the habit of fixing the charges which

a railway company may make, but this was by no means

so. It has been explained that what Parliament has done

has been to fix definite figures as a limit to tlie upward

charge which any railway may make, and this in respect

of every commodity and every distance. But these wercr-

maximum charges, and the railway companies fixed all

their own actual rates, subject to observance of the parlia-

mentary maximum figures, or “ maxima,” as they were

commonty called. But the whole system of “ maximum
charges " has been swept away, and now. instead of parlia-

mentary limits restricting the rates on every commodity, the

actual rates whl be fixed by the Tribunal, and the railways

will only suggest alterations and apply for the necessary

sanctions. They will always be liable to have to convince

the Tribunal that any new scale or tariff, or class, or

exceptional rate, is right and reasonable.

As soon as ” the appomted day " is fixed, when the

new rates arrangements will take effect as standard

charges, then the initial work of the Rates Tribunal, that

is the work of establishing a new system and basis for

railway rates, will be over. After that the principal work

of the Tribunal will be to see year by year whether the rates

are on an appropriate level to yield the necessary revenue.

The rates and charges must be fixed at such a level as will,

in the opinion of the Tribunal, jheld this revenue.

FUTURE OF EXCEPTIONAL RATES

But probably the most difficult nut the Tribunal will have

to crack will be that of unravelling and straightening out
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the pioblem ot exceptional rates. \Vc give in tlie following

paragraphs a summary of the provisions of the Act in legard

to exceptional rates, and this recapitulation should be mail

in the light of what has been said in Chapter XII as to the

m>portance of eliminating these and of " tanl'fiziiig ” m
standardizing them \vhcrc\'er practical ile

A.S from “ the appointed day ” all excejdional lates,

except such as have either been agreed to be continuec? by

'the railway company and the trader, or whose continuance

has been requested by letter from the trader to the com-

pany concerned, will cease to operate, in llie lalter case

the Tribunal will decide as to continuance. All rates that

are lass than 5 per cent below standard, and all rales that

have not been used lor traffic for two years, will antomalicaUy

be llisconlinucd. Tf any latc more than 40 per cent below

the new standard rates is agreed for continuducc as between

trader and railway company, such agreement must liav'e the

definite approval of the Tribunal before it can be opeutive.

Under the arrangements as above set out it is clear a large

number of exceptional rates will still be continued, tliougli

such as are less than 5 per cent below standard rales or more

than 40 per cent ought, apart from any special i ircumslanccs

(to be .sanctioned if necessary by the Tribunal), to disaiqiear

absolutely.

FIXATION OF NEW EXCEPTIONAL RATES

The establishment of new rates is subject to a some^vhat

different procedure, and m this matter both the 'J'ribiinal

and the Ministry of Tran.sport lake a sfiare. No new

exceptional rate may be agreed to less than 5 or mure than

40 per cent below standard without the saneliou ot the

Tribunal, and within these limits the Ministry of Tiansport

roust first determine whether the exceptional rate prc;posed

is fair and reasonable, having regard to its elfect on (1) the

standard revenue or (2) other existing rates.

The procedure laid down is that all such exccjitional

rates proposed within the limits named must be icqioited
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to the Ministry bcfoie becoming operative, and if the

Ministry is not satisfied they must refer the question to the

Tribunal for settlement. The Tribunal may then cancel,

modify, or revise, any or all of the exceptional rates con-

cerned.

The abolition of all exceptional rates would have caused

so serious a disturbance of existmg arrangements that we

can" hardly be surprised that Parhament in the state of

industry in the years 1920 and 1921 refrained from pre-

scribing any such absolute abolition, which might have

seemed a natural course to adopt ;
but it seems fairly clear

that there was a general determination that the extent to

which exceptional rates had grown should be largely cur-

tailed, and that the new tribunal, working in harmony

with the Ministry of Transport, have wide powers to modiiy,

if not abolish, the system of quoting exceptional rates

almost haphazard, which has grown up and established

itself.

The very definitely expressed view of the Rates Advisory

Committee as to the absolute necessity of the complete

revision of the system and of the abolition of exceptional

rates noted and quoted as the result of coastwise sea

competition (see Chapter V), cannot in the future very well

be ignored by the Tribunal in determining the lines of

future tariffs or rates, and it is to be hoped that the bulk

of what are now " exceptional ” arrangements will in the

near future, under the careful and wise piloting of the

Tribunal, be brought by some system of grouping or tariffiza-

tion into a more definitely impartial and scientific system

than has been in operation during the past half century.

NEED OF NATIONAL TRANSPORT POLICY

In Chapter X, which deals directly with the functions

.. of the Rates Tribunal, the absence from the 1921 Act of

any declaration of policy beyond what is contained in the

Section (58, sub sec. 2), which enjoins upon the Tribunal that

they must have regard to the means best calculated to
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extend and develop traffic, has been referred to. We may
here suitably emphasize the importance of having a policy,

and a strenuous transpoit policy, before the country, in

order that the national commerce and industry may be

developed to its fullest extent. Such development can

never be secured or encouraged if the idea befomes estab-

lished that a standard revenue is to be maintained by higJi

charges. The whole basis of exceptional rates is th’at

redactions below standard will best develop traffic and

increase revenue. Passenger traffic in recent years has

been encouraged and passenger revenue increased by cheap

fares judiciously quoted, not by an increase of chaiges,

This is so essential and basic a principle, whoso soundness

the ^tudy of past liistory confirms, that it seems desirable

that it should be emphasized just now in view oi the

proceedings pending before the Tribunal, whciem it is

so constantly assumed that the way to make up for an-y

revenue deficit upon the standard is to increase cliaiges

all round.

The question of a railway national policy is of great im-

portance. One of the difficulties of assessing the efficiency

of railway administration m the past has been that we have

no rational or intelligible policy laid down. Trora the

nature of things this has been inevitable, for the railway

system has been, and still is, run as an individual or piivatc

enterprise, or rather now as a collection of sticli private

enterprises, and the unwritten understaiiduig in regard to

such an enterprise is that it must be run on biisines.s prin-

ciples; in other words, with the object of yielding good

dividends to the shareholders, whose money is held in

trast. But from time to time statements have been

made by railway chairmen at their half-ycarty meeting

speeches that they regard the administration of tlie railway

system also as a trust, and that capital, and revenue also,

must of necessity be spent at times in the development of

the districts which they serve, even though a direct pecuni-

arj' return is not calculable or traceable. So the policy
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may vary between these two wieloly diverse ends of earning

a large dividend for a specific company and that of develop-

ing the district. The district now .served by the railway

companies must be regarded as the country as a whole, and

now that a new era is bringing with it a new radway regime,

the need of "a national policy for the railways must be

placed at the veiy forefront of the industrial requirements

of to-day.

The fact that a Ministry of Transport has become estab-

lished amongst our institutions ought to lessen any ditfi-

culty in the way of a declaration of policy. If the Govern-

ment do not on an early day give us such a declaration of

pohey, the railw'ay executives themselves, acting in

unison, could do so. If such statement of policy does.,jiot

emerge from either Government or railway executive,

then there is still the Rates Tribunal who will have oppor-

tunity to tell us their policy as regards the fixation of rates

when they come, in the future, to give effect to their annual

revisions Such indications of policy are, from time to

time, expressed in the annual reports of the Inter-State

Commerce Commission in the United States of America.

France, Italy, Switzerland, Japan, and many other

countries, have also made declarations of far-reaching

policy proposals.

For, indeed, the question of policy is inevitably bound

up with the determination of the quantum of rates and

charges fixed to produce a standard revenue ;
and as

we have so earnestly stressed this question of pohey it is,

perhaps, only fair, in view of its importance, that we should

elaborate the position as it seems to be presented in the

circumstances of to-day.

REVIEW OF THE PRESENT RAILWAY POSITION

I. In view of increasing competition with foreign coun-

tries in the production of all transportable commodities,

it is essential that our railways at home should be

administered as one transport system, for the good of
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the commonwealth and for the development of an ever-

growing amount of traffic.

2. On a judiciously arranged basis of rates and charges

there is still scope, in spite of all threatened competition

by,road, sea and air, for a continuous growth of traffic for

many years to come
,
there is great opportunity for further

development of long distance traffic by wise inductions in

charge, whilst such growth can never be encouraged.by
h’ policy of high charges, or on any all-round increase of

present figures.

3. Only b}/ a continuous and large increase m traffii can

the railway companies regain thcii net revenue so as to

.secure the standard amount which lia.s licen non' dctei-

mined

Whilst at all hazards a .steady and continuous develop-

ment of railway traffic must be secured so as to yield an

increase in gross revenue receipt.^, the pos.sii)le .scope for

economies in expenditure is such that the quantum level

of gross e.xpendituie now reached ought not to be increased,

to any serious e.xtent at least, even with increasing liaJJic,

for many years to come,

RAILWAY POLICY RECALLED

May we, before concluding, fall back on histoiy, and

refer to one bold stroke of policy lather more than !i{t^'

5^ears ago, when Sir James Allport lunbarked upon the gicat

venture of a penny a mile as the tliird-clas.s fan; ovci the

Midland Railway .system, a stroke of railway policy which

has perhaps never been siirpa.ssed in its beneficent results

But the pessimists and croakers of that day vociferously pro-

tested that he was leading the railwajes in the path of min.

We are again at the turning of the ways and if, in thi.s

last chapter, we digress somewhat into the bypath of

suggestion, it is because of a belief that to-day it is a bold

policy of venture along new paths, the result of an enlight-

ened vision, rather than the o\'er-cautious policy of safe-

guarding by careful evidence of what has been that is needed
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and alone can now lead the railM'aj^s forward to a .successful

future career.

Learned counsel, speaking for the railway companies

before the Rates Tribunal, did not fail indeed to point out

how under present-day developments a new departure has

been inaugurated, which requires the consideration of new

principles and new machinery, and that, as the Advisory

Committee had pointed out, ''
it is of primary importance

to take note that a totally different aspect i.s placed upoYi

the problem of fixing rales” under an airangement by

which an independent authority is commissioned to secure

the railway companies a specified amount of revenue.

Curiously enough, however, this view was propounded side

by side with a very much stressed contention that the

principles (?) of the existing system of exceptional rates, in

view of the long period of past experiences out of which

they had been evolved, should be maintained with as little

disturbance as possible.

What, we are tempted to ask, had a long experience in

the past to do with Allport’s bold experiment of universal

penny-a-mile fares for third-class passengers ? What has

past experience to do with the replacing of steam by electric

traction ?

DEMAND FOR A BOLD PROGRESSIVE POLICY

It is a bold pohey that is needed now to resuscitate

railway progress. Tlie questions that are in the mind of

the public to-day in regard to railway policy are such as

the following

—

How is passenger travel by our railways, which has for

some fifteen or sixteen or more years now become practic-

ally stationary, going to be again stimulated into progressive

movement ?

How soon will the railways of Great Britain embark

practically upon such an extension of electrification as was

foreshadowed soon after the conclusion of war, and such

as so many other countries' are vigorously pursuing ?
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Has not the time come when the long distance traflic in

Great Britain, both passenger and goods, may be exten-

sively developed by a large reduction of conveyance

charges ?

May not the policy of railway amalgamations, ^^•hicll the

1921 Act embodied, be carried still farther by the unifica-

tion and consolidation of the railway systems imdei one

direction, and thus, through the supersession of the method
of useless competition by national co-operation, lealize the

anticipated economies and advantages which as yd do not

seem to have emerged by the compromise arraiigemcnl of

1921 ?

Is it not possible to systematize our rates and charges

arrangements under some more oquitable and intelJigible

an^ngement than a system of exceptional rates can ever

admit of ?

All these questions, and there are many more, Ihoiigh

these set out the more important ones, have a very diiect

bearing on the question of the evolution of any b3'b(cni of

rate-making which is best calculated in tlie future to pi odiice

the standard revenue required.

It is bj7 the study and satisfactory determination of

questions such as these alone, the author believes, that any

true settlement can be found, and upon which real progics.s

for our railway .S3'stenis must depend.

CO-OPERATION, THE ROOT PRINCIPLE

From what direction may we hoj'e for the propounding

of a new policy which will give guidance on these things ?

Who is going to give us any lead along the new path in

rate-maldng, which the British railwa3's need to find to-cla3',

and towards which the new Railways Act of 1921 (which

we have ventured to call revolutionar)-) has opened so wide

a door ?

We would repeat, finally, that behind all progress must

be the great economic principle of co-operation towards

progressive development in a great industrial pohey.
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The root principle of the Act is to be found m the sub-

stitution of co-opcratioii or combination in place of com-

peiition as the prime factor ot successful administration.

The Industrial Councils, inaugurated under the Act,

usher in a new measure of co-opcration of far-reaching

extent between all grades of personnel, encouraging a team

spirit which, inuring to the common good of all ranks,

promises to result in more economical working immeasur-

able in its character. And, perhaps, above all, the active

co-opcration of the four managers of the large group com-

panies working together in much closer association than

heretofore with their clients, the railwaj" users, under a

common understanding that ultimately, if not always

immediately, their true interests commercially are one and

the .same, should lead to the evolution of a new system of

rates and charges on such a just and generous and intellig-

ible basis as will have a stimulating effect on the nation's

trade with progressively improving results in the practical

growth of the country’s wealth.
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